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PREFACE

There were several forces leading to the recent concern in the United States about the problems of drug
abuse. One was the rapid increase inkhe use of illicifdrugs amond youth during,the "1960's. Another was
the rise in the crime rate, particularlylin the:forger cities, during the same period. A third was the heroin
addiction epidernic among American soldiers'in Vietnam in 1970 and 1971. On June 17, 1971, President
Richard M. Nixon created a new office in the White House to coordinate a major increase in the Federa,
response to these problems.

The first priority was to expand treatment jirograms. Today about 160,000 people dre in treatment for
drug abuse in over 2,000 treatment programs in every State in the Union:About half.of these programs are
federally funded. The large majority of these programs were created during the last 3.years of intensified
effort. At the same time, there:was an urgent need to respond to-the issue-of drug use ir Vietnam:No issue

°was more politicized or confusing.
Now, we have a defi}iitive study of the extent aild consequences of that crisis. The study is one of the

proudest achievements of SAODAP. The Office used #jts fiscal and coordinating resources to recruit and
support an outstanding scholar epidemiologist and researcher, Dr. Lee Robins, to assess the basic issues of
drug abuse in Vietnam.

1

This study, The .1/imam Drug User Retuins, not only puts the problem in Vietnam in clearer
perspective, but it is also a major new contribution-to the understanding Of tfre natural history of drug
abuse.

. Dr. Lee Robins, to whom primary credit for this work should be giver% will again study the.ie same
subjects in the fall of 1974-3 years after/hey left Vietnam, thus extending the findirigs repOrted here.

Sirnilar followup studies are now underww of the people who became dependent on drugs in the
hOme neighborhoods-. 9 far more common experience. These new studies, together with-Dr. Robins' work,
will give us a much firmer grasp of the problems of drug dependence and will form the basis for future
policy development.

Robert L. DuPont, K4.D.
Director, Special Action Office

for Drug Abuse Prevention



HIGHLIGHTS OF RESULTS

Design, Methods, and Validity (Chapters 1-4)

Approximately 13,760 Army enlisted men returned to the United States from Vietnam in September
1971. Of these, approximately 1.400 had beerk found to have urines positive for drugs (narcotics,
amphetamines, or barbiturates) at time of departure. ir

From this population of returnees0a simple random sample of 470 was selected as the GENERAL
SAMPI_E. From the sub-population of men with positive urines, a sample of 495 was selected, the 15.RUG
POSITIVE sample.

Between May and September 1972 (8-12 months after return) these men were sought for.interKiew and
a urine sample. In-addition, their military records were abstracted and their names sougtlt among Veterans
Administration claim files.

Interviews were obtained for 95%; urines for 92%; rnilitarwecords for 99%; a VA ciaims record for
22%. . -

Interviews were obtained for 90% or more for every subgroup defined by race . age,, rank, or type of
discharge. The interview covered observations of drug usein Vietnam, opinions as to how the ArmY should
cope with drug use, and personal histories'in 5 tirne, periods: before service, in serviee before Vietnam, in
Vietnam, in service after Vietnam, and since discharge. Personal history items includelidrug and alcohol
use, family problems, marital history, social relationships, school difficulties, job, arrests, depressive
symptoms, psychiatric treatment, and disciplinary action.

Validity of the interview was measured against military records, urinalysis at interview, and VA
records. Examples of levels of validity: admission of heroin use in Vietnam 9/%; detection as drug

.positive in Vietnam 86%.

.-

Summary of Interim Final.Report

The present report continues the analysis-of data from the Interim Final Report. That Tepcirt had
. attempted to answer ll'questions. These questions and their answers in brief were as follows:

1. What proportion of those Army enlisted men whose Vietnam tour of duty ended September 1971
had used illicit drugs in Vietnam? -

Results showed 45% to have used.narcotics, amphetamines, or barbiturates at least once in Vietnam.
Narcotics were used by-43%; amphetamines by 25%; and barbiturates by 23%.

The Interim Report was based entirely on precoded interview data for all subjects and on military records only for rrogn
released from service. The Final Report includes all interview answers, both precoded and-lopen-ended, and all available
record data. In analyzing the openended elaborations of precoded responses, we occasionally felt that the interviewer had
checked the wrong alternative among the available cOdes for precoded questions. Correcting these inte I wer errors has
led to some small differences on percentages. Where there are discrepancies between theInterim rt and results
reported here, the figures in this report are what we belieVe to be correct.

vii
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Narcotics were used regularly (more than 10 times total and more than weekly) by 29%; and 20%
. reported that.they yracLbesso addidted to narcotics_ in Vietnam. The mostcommon method of administration

was by smoking. Only 8% haa injected a narcotic in Vietnam. .

Drug users were disproportionately yoting, single, Regular Army men 1omarge cities:They tended to
have had less education, more drug experience_ beforeService, more civilian, arrests, and more disciplinary
hiitdry in 8ervice than men who did not use drugs in Vietnam.

. ..
2. How many Army enlisted men were drug positive at DEROS? Estimating on the basis of interview,

Military records, and report from the Surgeon General, we estimated that 10.5% of all Army enlisted men
returning from Vietnam to the United States in September 1971 had urines positive for illicit drugs. °

3. How dependent on narcotics were men detected as positive at, DE ROS? AM but 11% of men
detected as drug-positive-had one or more of the following signs of.dependence: self-assessment as addicted,.,
regular use of narcotics for more than a month; withdrawal lasting two days or more, two or more of the
classic withdrawal symptoms of chills, twitching, stomach cramps and muscle patn, and preferring injecting

.

or sniffing narcotics to smpking them. More than three-fourths of the-detected men had three Or more of
these signs of dependence.

.

4. What proporti n of Army enlisted men fourid positive at DEROS had been introduced to narcotics
before they ever arriv d in Vietnam? About one-fourth (28%) had had some experience with narcotics-.
before Vietnam, and that experience was usually occasional use of codeine and Codeine cough sYrups. Only'
7% had ever tried heroin before Vietnam and only 2% had been addictesl beforeVietnam.

5. What proportiop of Army enlisted men who returned to the United States in September 1971 used
'narcotics in the 8 to 12 months between their return inb interview? In aH, 10% used narcotics between
their return and interview. Only about 1% had bpen reacidicted since yheir return. The 10% who had used
narcotics in the States had usually injected heroin, rather than continuing the tiral use of codeine that
typified pre-Vietnam.narcotic use. . .

6. Did men who used narcotics_after Vietnam continue their use up to time of interview? Onl111.2% of
the returnees (8% of men who_ had beelli detected as positive at DER'OS) told interviewers the, were
currently using narcotics. Urine samples collected at interview also wer'e positive for morphine or codeine
for 1%. , 1 .

r

7. What other drugs did returnees use after Vietnam? Half the returnees reported use of marijuana
since their return, 19% imported amphetamine use, and 12% barditurate use. Am)ailetamines were detected
in the urines of 11%; barbiturates in the urines of 2%. Users of narcotics tended to use other drugs as well
and vice versa.

8. How many returnees had been treated for drug problems? Only 5% had had any.drug treatment
since return, and almost all that treatment had been while still in serlIce. Even men detected as drug
positive at DE ROS had been to the VA for trea t in only 4% of cases.

9. Did low treatment rates result from I treatment opportunities? The desire for treatment wa
low. Less than 1% said they were interested in treatment at time of interView. Even among men who had
been detected as drug positive, onlY 5% were currently interested in treatment. Very few had sought
treatment unsuccessfully.

10. Was drug use in Vietnam assodiated with ppst-Vietnam problems in readjustment? Men identified
31/as drug positive in Vietnam had more unemployme arrests, ansl divorcesafter return than other soldiers,

even taking into account their lower education an more frequent pre-service ari.est history. Attempts at :.

causal analysis were n t made in the interim report.
11. What were jhe predictors f post-Vietnam narcotics use? 'Ddmographic characteristics (race, age,

marital status) di not predict hich men detected as drug pasitive in Vietnam would continue their
narcotic use aftef Vietnam. B predictors appeared to be a history of narcotics use before yietnam,
regular: narcotics use in Vietnam, and heavy'use of other drugs as well as narcoijcs in Vittnam. When all
three of these Conditions applied, 62% used narcotics after return.

,

These findings were striking. in two, ways: they showed a surprisingly hi h remission rap for heroinJ
addiction, and they showed that many menw4 reported addiction in ietnam had used narotics

6
occasionally thereafter without having become readdicted. The low rate of post-Vietnam readdiction was,

'reflected in a lack ot felt need for treatment for drug problems.

,

viii
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Findings from the Final Report..

Portrait of the Vietnam Soldier, (Chapter 5)

Vietnam soldiers did not differ in their civilian pre-service drug experience from a netiOnal sample of
young men answering a questionnaire concerning their drug use in the same year that most& these.soldiers
entered service.. Almost half the soldiers had tried an illicit drug before service, but this was usually
marijuana. 11% had tried. a narcotic, but only 1% had used a narcotic snore than a few times before service.

Drug-experienced men at induction differed from drug-naive men in hgvinTmore delinquency, being
'younger, being drunk earlier, more coming from a large city, more being black, more having a'histoi7/ of
truancy and more having parents who had separated, drunk excessively, or been arrested ver, the
correlations between these variables and drug use were not powerfvf.

The most common duratir;or the Vietnam tour was one ear. About half th soldiers experienced
" actual corhbat.

Her.biR, marijuana, and alcohol were constantly and un ersally available. Other drugs avaiiable to large
numbers of men in Vietnam included amphetamines, opiu , barbiturates, and haHucinogens.

Users and nonusers alike thought heroin the "worst' drug available.

s.

a

Drug Use in VieuTam (Chapter 6)

Estimated rates of use (at least once) of various types of drugs rn Vietnam were:

Alcohol - 92%
Marijuana - 69
Opium - 38

Heroin - 34
Amphetamines 25
Barbiturates - 25

74,

.
Heavy alcohol use in Vietnam was inversely related to narcotic use. Use of other illicit drugs was

positively associated with narcotiC use:"
' Use of narcotics typically began early in the tour of duty.More than half of users began within the first
two months after arrival in Vietnam.

The mafor reason given for narcotic use was its euphoria-producing effects; other common reasons
included reduction of irritatIon at Army regulations, homesickness, boredom, depression, and insomnia.

Phe ch(fdf bad effects of narcotic use"-reported were harm to health (25% of users)i nausea (19%) and
aggression (13%). However, many men 41itt they had no particular problems as a result of -using narcotics.
Ninety percent of users did not think the; had any long-term ill effects.

4
The most common method of administration of heroin was by moking, followed by sniffing, and t

iffjection. While injection was rare, its frequency increased with'pr e, until 40% of all users or 9
months or more had injected.

Api5roximately 10.5% of the men were detected as drug positive at DE ROS.
By multivariao analysis, the best pre-service predictors of narcotiWuse in tnarn wer pre.service

, , ,....

drug use, particularly multiple drug use, heavy drinking (ansong those withoutf' $neive pre serdice drug .
use), delinquency, truancy, being under 20 at arrival in Vietnam, and being a firstterrn'enlistee rather than
a draftee).

The...best pre-servicpredictors -that the experimental use of narcotics would progress to he y use were

experience with narcotics or Aphetamines before Vietnam, Arrridisciplinary problems pr'o arrival in
Vietnam, coming fror'rt a large city, and being an enlistee rather-than a draftee, -

The latei4.4n the course of the Vietnam tour the first use of narcotics occurred, the less like was use to

become hex/ . .

- ) 8
ix
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\)Men who used drugs in Vietnam had excess of disciplinary problems while there, with resulting
demotions and failiire.to be promoted.

Discharge and After (Chapters 7-8)

Discharge

At interview 18% were still i? service,f12% discharged. hose still in included almost all the older,
career soldiers, some first-term enlistees, and no draftees.

Ninety-two percent of the discharged -qeneral sample receilled an honorable'discharge, and only 2% got
a gtneral discharge or a discharge without honor "inwhich drugs were cited as the reason. Since 20%

.reportdd themselves addicted in Vietnam, this suggests that many. addicted men %ere able to function
acceptabliy.as soldiers.

.Pfst-Viein5m adiustment

0

. 4t follow-ug, 10% of the n cn were divorced 4 separateecornpared fith only 3% before service. This
represented 20% O'f those whiz, hdcf ever 'been married. Among men who fled married for the first time after..,

return, one-fifth Of their marriages had terminated by time of interview. .00
p----1 Among men dischargeq, 15% h iad no job and were 'not n sChool, and an additional,8% had onlirpart. _* time work or scbooi. . .., 4.

One-fifth of all men had been al-rated since return, 17 a nOn-traffic offense.Drunkenness was the
,.most common reason for arrest (9%). Drug armsts had occurred, or 49/0

°One:twelfth (8%) had sought psyChiatriC care. Most of this had been frOm private doctors, with he
average time of initiation more than two months after dicharge4 ,

Serious drinking pioblems since return were found-in 8% and a serious depressive episode in 7%.
s

Drug Use After.,Vietnam (Chapter 9)
.

,In the 8 to 10 months since Vietnam, 53% of soldiers had been drinking heavily and 45% had used N..,, ,.mariju Uke of other drugs had reverted to levels close- toore-service: narcotics, 10%; amphetamines,
19 tfies, 12%.

.

, ,
. .

reas narcotics were used more than amphetamines or barbiturates _ip Vietnam, both before and
sIf)c1am amphetamines were the most rommonljf used of these three oClrug classes, and narcotics the'
least. ,,.

.

Most of the us#.of narcotics Since Vietnam wa tasual, gs it wbefore Vietnam, but the proportion of
regular users had increased. In addition, the tyof narcotic most commonly used shifted from codeine to
heroin, and the method df adriiinistration shift from oral use to injection.

l tMost of the men who had been_ he k vy users of narcotics in Vietnam had not used an'y Since thei'r return. it
The0.eterrents they cited most frequeritly were expense, fear of addiction, and fear of arrest. Men highly
dependent on narcotics in Vietnam yvho said they had been detected as users at DEROS because they were -
too addicted to quit had the highest risk of use and read iction after return. But halLof these men stopped
narcotic use ent4ely on return, and only 14% became addicted.'

Men living all over the United States reRorte ( narcotics available during 1971-72. Inaccessibility did
not appear to have deterred use. .

-,Efforts to show a beneficial effect of Arm treatment either on chances of still using narcdtics at
DEROS or on continuation of use after Vietnam %fere negative. One should be cautious in interptetirrg
these results,_howeversince it may be that the treated cases were more severe. v,

By multivariate analysis, the best predictor-s of narcotic uSe after Vietnam were: a) in service'factors:
injection gf narcotics, dependence on.narcoticstaf)th in Vietnammand before, the heavy use of barbiturates
in VietnaM, prolonged use of' narcotics, use of amphetamines, arid low rank: b) before service: injection of
narcotics, heavy or muttiple hard drug use, heavy marijuana use, failure to graduate from high School,i
truancy, and being younger than average at discharge. The best predictors of heavy use if anynarcotic was

),

x



used after Vietnam were: injecting drugs before Vietnam, having parena who had drinking problems or
arrests, frequent drug use before Vietnam, arid dependence on barbiturates before service.

.

The Association of Drug Use with Post-Vietnam djustment (Chapter 1dy
. , .

Few Vietn.am (12%) or post-Vietnam narcotic s (23%) thought. drugs were-causing-them problems.
However, nariotics users exceeded non-user5 in every post-Vietnam pr blem. Vietnam narcotics users who
gave up drugs on returnhad rrtore arrests, than men who had not used Iarcotics in-Vietnam, but otherwise
they showed-no long-term ill effects.

. Men who continued narcotics use after Vietnam had high rates of II post-Vietnam problems except
alcoholiSm. Men who 'shifted froni _narcotics in Vietnam to other dr gs after Vietnam did not have
significantly' more problems Ilan men who ga up drug use entirely, although heavy use of amphetamines
was associated with drinking problems and probab ith excess arrests.

Although amphetamines are reported to pre pitate violentthehavior, arrests of amphetamine users
were no more often for violence than arrests of narcotic and barbiturate users.

Use of drugs after Vietnam was not quite as strongly associated with post-Vietnam problems as
Icoholism was, but drug use of all kirids did contribute significantly, after controlling on other factors, and
rcotics use had the strongest association of all illicifdrugs.

\ .

Shifts in Druglise'over Time (Chapter 11)

Non-users were more likely to start all .t4es of drugs in Vietnam than before or after service. vik rid
prevalence of all types'of drug use was also higher in Vietnam than before or since. The use of narcotics was
more affected by Vietnam than was the use of any other drug. It was the least commohly used of alirdrug
types before and after Vietnam, but was second only to marijuana in Vietnam.

Comparing post- and PreVietnam periodS, there has been a very small decrease in the number of hard
drug users, but a moderatd increase in the number of heavy users and of users of a mix of all three drug
types: narcotics, amphetamines, and barbiturates.

The fact that drug use post-Vietnam was no more common than Pre-Vietnam is due in pa to a
reversion to non-use after use in Vietnam. but also to a balance between-users who began before ietnam
and stopped on leaving V'etnam and users who-began in Vietnam and continued after leaving. Thi balance
ocyrred for all three cl sses of drugs (Table 11.5). Reversion to non-use played a large role in e4laining the-

.

lack of increase in nar otics Use. wenty-seven percent used narcotics only in Vietnam.)
The t nsitip o Vietnam was arked by a strong tendency to continue whatever drugs had Eieen used

befo.re or t titute narcotics for, them. The transition from Vietnam back to the States was associated
with a strong tendehcy to discontinue narcotics even- by 'men Jamiliar with them before Vietnam, and a
mild tendency for Arcotics users to revert t eamphetatnines if they had used them before service.

Men without any drug experience before Vietnarn*who we introduced to narcotics there almost never
(93%-did not) continued them afterward. However, two-thir used some drug afterward. Men who were
introduced only to marijuana in Vietnam almost never (8694 id not) used even marijuana afterward.

Returnees-s Opinions about Ar-my and Veterans A inistrationsPolicies (Ch4ter 12)

Almost all Vietnam kieterans favored theTrine-teinJprogram in operation when they Wets/there, and
, about three-quarters° faVored .two programs institute nce their departyre: surprise urine sweeps and

retention 'Of men for drug treatment beyond the expirati of their service obligation.
Theydiffered from t x isting policy in supporting honorable discharges for medical reasons for

drug-using soldiers who perfonned p<oorly. , .
,They supported' tignding Merl, back to the States for drug trekthent and reassignment following

treatment rather tharrorsttu." rri to t)-1, same unit.,
Vietnam veterans AWN. toped

.,4

for drug problems by the VA. should be considered ...t.Qiairte. af
"line-of-du " disabi)ity acto.u.kng to these veterans.

Few7w ideas for services from the Veterans Administration were-suggested by these men. ..

xi



CHAPTER ,1

INTRODUCTION

Duting th summer and fall of 1971, drug use by United States servicemen in_ Vietnam had, by aft
estimates, reached epidemic proportions. Starting it-1 June 1971, the militaryscieened urines of servitemen
for drugs just prior to scheduled departure from Vietnam. In September 1971, the DepartMent of0Defensea:
estimated thlit 5% -of ail urines.of Army servicemen tested indicated drug use in the period immediately
-p-receding, despite common knowledge that testing would be done and would result, if positive, in t six or

.
seven day delay ingleparture from Vie tna.m.,

At this time, troop strength in 3nrige was being reduced rapidly, returning to the United States each
month thousan(J 9 of men, of whom abou. s-1% were due for immediate release tom 'service. The Armed
Forces, the Veterans Niministration, and civilian dru6 treatment facilities, were concerned that the arrial
of these men might tax existIpg drug treatment programs. There was also concern-about how drug use --

might affect-veterans' aGility to get and hold jobs and their chances of becoming involved in criminal
activities if they continued heroin use in the United"States, where the priceof heroin was many times its
price -in Vietnam. I f the men designated -as "drug 'positives." at DE R dS tate Eligible for Return fr
Overseas) werE actually heroin.addicts and if heroin atidiction arrrong'these soldiers was as chronic a
unresponsive to treatment as it had been found to be in the heroin addicts seen In the Public Heal
Hospitals of Lexingtoil and Fort Worth (Hunt, O'Donnell, Valliant), there.was reason for concern.

To 6valuate these concerns arid to learn how many en would require treatment, the kinds of
treatrneu-r and social services they Might need, and'how to iden which men needed services, the White
House Spr.cial Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention (SAODAP) arranged for and assisted in a follow-up
study of Army enlisted men who returned from Vietnam.to the United States in September 1971. This
study promised not only to,dnswet quvstions relevant to planning programs for these soldiers, but also to
teach us sort-waling about ..the natural history of drug utilization and abuse when., drugs were readily
available to young men from all over the United States andfrom all kinds of social backgrounds.

Ti e study was jointly funded by the Department of Defense:, the National Institute of Mental Health,
the V terans Administration, and tne Department of Lab6r, through Contract HSM-42-72-75. Partial
supp rt also came from Research SciVntis,/ Development _Program Awards MH-36598 (Dr. Robins) and
MH-47325 (Dr. Goo(ktiiin) and USPHS Grants MH-18864, MH-0708.1 AA-00209, and DA-002.52.

Dr. David'Nurco, consultant to SAODAP, served as th.e liais %%teen the
.
study and the Goverrfment.

The staff at WashingtonlUniversity included Lee N. Robins, P Princpl Investigator, Dr. Donald W. '
Goodwin, Darl(ne 'Davis,' Joyce Brownlee, Deborah Vitt, Barry z, Joseph Mullaney, and Drs. Stephen 't
Hermele and Jack rougfian. The intervigwing Tr;c1 preliminary data processing.were.carried gut by the
National Opinion esearch Center wiih particutar assistance from Celia klomans, Bea Kantrov, Miriam
Clarke, Pat Well( , pill Ferrarini, and Jarvis Rich.

The urinalyses were carried Out by the Addiction Research FotiedStion, Toronto, Canada, under the ,

sirpervCsion of _Dr. B. M. Kapur. That organization, under the supervisIvn of.pr. Reginald Smart, also
maintained the "link file" that guaranteed onfidentiality of data,

COnsultants included Mr. Mark Bie Dr. Gloria Francke, M, y. Fritz Krainer, and Dr. Louise Richards,
representing the funding agencies, and s. John Ball, Gitbert Beebe: Carl Chambers, C. L. Chiang, John A.

ItO'Donnell, Regina d Smart, and Mr. Arthur.Moffett. # 11
.

Army and ve erans records were t-l!oi)Ided by the Personnel Information;Systems Command, the.
Freserve Compon nts Personnel and Asiministration Center, the General Se-iiiices Administration, th-e
Enlisted Personne1A Support Center, the Surgeon General's offiee, and the Veterans Administration..

0
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M i itary programs to counter drug abuse among troopsin Vietnam grew and changed over ,time: As a
result riien leaving Vietriarri at different date5, were exposed to different prOgrarns. Because exPeriencing
different military programs might lead 'Ito laiaerent post-Vietnam adjustments ahd because comparisons of
outcomes for men with different drug, histories would be valid only if the two groups had had eqUal periods
in which to get jobs, begin °drug use, or whatever, we decided to study only a single month's departbr.es and

. ,

CHAPT A 2

STLYE

to interview the men selected within as circumscribed a tirrie periodes posibIe.
We chose a month of departures, September 1971, thought lo represent the_ perib t which- use ol

heroin by soldiers was at its height. And bmong the military departing Vietnam' during Jhat month, we
chose the group with the highest rate of positive urines: male Army tnlisteji personnel. e studied on-ly
those who returngd to the United States, including all the continental United States plus HaWaii, Puertd
Rico, and the Virgin.lslands. The population We selected for study, Army enlisted menv not onlyled a high
rate of positive urines at departure.from Vietnam but also`constituted the largest group_of returnees to the
United States. Thus we were studying the population that should contribute Most to veteran candidates for

'drug treatment. A "general" sample of approximately 500 Was to be drawn from this population.
Within the ge.neral popu ration of Army enlisted 'men returrting to- the States in° September from

Vietnam, there was a. s4po'f§/Jlation of men who had been detected as.drug positive at the time.they left
Vietnam. From this subPopulation of drug positives, we wanted to ke a ".drug positive" sample of
approximately 500 persons. The "genera" sample would provide estima s of drug,use-before, during, and
after Vietnam for Army enlisted men who served in Vietnam during the Jejkt of the neroLn epidemic:The
"drug positive" sample would serve to.enrich that part of the general sa ple ho were heavy drug lets:in
Vietnam, and thussmore likely to be drug users in the United State efore an after their return..1nMding
the drug positiv4s would provide sufttient cases of serious drug ie in am to allow a careful study of
its ankeeden and ifs consequences.

Each pn was interviewed and asked to contribute a urin specimen. Th i1rine 4eèimens were
analyz or morphine, codeine, methadone, quinine, amphetamines, and barbitUra . Army records were
also analyzed to test the validity of the interview data and to provide additional information.

A full description on hqw the two samples were obtained and random selecion assured appear in
Appendix A of this reporf

The population from which the general Sample was drawnAsTny enlisted men who left Vietnam in
September 1971 to returv to the.United Statestotaled approximately 13,760, accordiffg to Department of
Defense statistics. Nameslof approximately 11,000 of these eligi6le men were made available to us by the
military ori a tape derived from the master tal!re of Enlisied Record briefs fig, all men on active duty within
120 days of November 30, 1971. 5jte 2,760 estimated as missing Were probab.ly largely soldiers whose
defArture f'rorn Vietnam had orig nally been scheduled for a month other than September, and whose
'record on the tape had nOt been lorrected when die datewas changed.) From this tape we selected names
which, after screening for eligibili provided a simple random sample of 470.

From approximately 1,000 eliaible names and/or service numbers provided by the Surgeon, General as
men who had been identified as "drug positive" at DEROS in September'1971,-we selected individuals
who', after screening for eligibility, provided a simple random simp. le of 495. The Surgeon General's list was

o incomplete. Based on interview reports of having had positive urines at DER& and on officiaPfbrms in
th hard copy of the military record showing some men as drug positive, we estimatqd the Ole Surgeon

wars list omitted or identified incorrectly about 20% of the men actually, defected a's: positive in
September 1971. The omissions resulted from the fact that the drug-positive cases had to be hand tallied
because ttey had not been filed accox'dirig to date. There was an overlap between.our selections for the,
"general" and "drug positive" samples of 22 men.

.
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For each 'name chosen, the hard copy of the military record was sought to verify the departure date
from Vietnam (and thus confirm erigibility for the sample) and to obtain the address of record and the
names and addresses of next of kin. Difficulties in locating the military records prolonged sample selection. .

into the-interviewing period, greatly reducing the efficiency ot travel schedules.
In an effort to deterct possible biases in the sample of Men availableto us from the master tape of

Enlisted Record Briefs Ave wmpared data abstracted from the hard copies of the military records for drug
...positive cases found on that tape And omitted frOm.that tape.,The results are presented in Table 2.1. Men

omitted from the tape showed somewhat more disciplinary actions in Viet7nam, with consequent lower rank
.at departure. mote radr discharges and more dischar9es under other than honorable conditions. Perhaps '
these asciplinani actioKs led to.a chailte in their return dates, and thus accounted for their absence from
,the tape.

We tpoiced for dif.ferences because we were concerned that if exclusion from the master tape was biased
'rather than.random, comparisons betweenrthe total drugpositive sample (including those omitted from the
tape) and the general sample (all of whom came from the tape) might exaggerate differences. However,
coMparisons of results for the general sample versus resuits for the total drug-positive sample or versus drug
positives on the tape showed the sarne degree of differences. Therefore, we havestot omitted drug positives
Missing from the tape,in further contparisoni. *Or

TABLE 2.1

HOW MILITARY RE coRos OF DRUG POSITIVES ON THE SEPTEMBER
DEPARTURE TAPE OF ARMY ENLISTED MEN DIFFERED FROM

RECORDS OF THOSE NOT ON THE TAPE

(II Hard Copy of the Military Record Obtained: N gg 490)

Drug Positive Sample
On Tape

(399)
Not on Tape

(91)

Recor d E ntry
Regular Army 65 74

k Three or more disciplinary actions
in Vietnam 17 28

Rank of private
At entry into Vietnam 37 37
At DE ROS 25 40

Type of discharge
(of those discharged): (336) (84)

Honorable 69 58
Without honor 18 25
Others 12 17

Released from service
immediately on return ( ,. 1 month) 37 51

.Difference not statistically significant.
All other difference, are prificaot.

1



CHARTER 3

OBTAINING INTERVIElk, URINES, AND RECORDS

Ona a man was determined to be eligible for the study, FA name, hit address of record, and the names
and addresses of next of kin were forwarded to the tonal Opinion Research Center (NORC) for location,

interview, and collection of a urine sample.
NORC mailed him a letter, signed by a representative of the Veterans Administration, telling him that

he would be contacted by an interviewer, and requesting his cooperation with a study of the problems of
the veteran returning from Vietnam and new services needed. /Included with that letter was a note inviting

him to Call collect for an appointment. If he did not call in a reasonable time; he was called. If the letter

was returned as undeliverable, an attempt w)as made to contact a relative to locate his wher,eabouts. If this

was not possible, the interviewer inquired of qeighbors, mailmen, and State employment agencies where he

might be receiving unemployment compensation, and the Veterans Administration checked their, claims

files for a possible change in address.
Procedures were slightly different for .men still on active duty. Their location was confirmed by the

post locators, and they were then contacted by letter, phone, or in person to recitiest an interview. When

.the man was in Cletention or treatment, permission had to be obtained from the officer in whose charge he

was as well.
Using these various techniques, 98% of the men were Ificated. For civilians, only about half werefound

at the same address listed in their service record. Of those not found at that address, relatives supplied the

Afresses for two-thirds (Table 3.1). The post office supplied forwarding addresses for 15%; telephone
books contained a new address for 8%.

Nine hundred interviews were completed, ot which two were lost, leaving a total of 898 available for

analysis. ,

TABLE,i1

LOCATING CIVILIAN SUBJECTS

Source
Still at home address

in Army fecords

Of those located by
means other than 4.

Army records

Relatives
.."Post office or rti4Im31/1

(N = 784)

49%

(N = 239)
66%
.15

Telephone book or informafion 8

Neighbor 4

Local merchant 2

Ex-wife 2

Landlord
oikriy clerk 1 0
Mikpr (employer, USES, friend) 1

100%
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Those not comple(ed consisted of 6 who had died, 3 who refused, 15.who could not be located and for
whom no leads remained, and 19 whose names were included too late for' completion of efforts to locate or
to arrange for an interview if located.

To complete these interviews, interviewers traveled to every State except Agaska as well as to Puerto
Rico and the Virgin Islands. Almost all of the men approached for in interview (Table 3.2) accepted readily
nd impressed the interviewers as willing to answer all questions as openly and fully as they could. About

3.5'!;.i of those interviewed had stalled or refused when first approached, and about 5%.impressed the
10intervieWer ai hostile, suspic4s, or uncommunicative during the infirview. In all, 845 men of the 898

interviewed were thoroughly dsoperative.,i,

When interviewers asked for a urine specimen at the end of the interview, only 1% of the men
inte ewed refused to previde one. Two men were unable to urinate, one was not asked for a specimen
because wascriticall ill, and the warden of the jail where one man was incarcerated confiscated one
speciinen. the 887 ailed, presumably containing urine, 1 was found to contain a detergent solution
instead, 6 weN empt nd 9 contained quantitiesinsufficient t mplete tests. However, 871 specimens
from 97% of those iØtrviewed werdtested for drugs as planned.

We used-military record information to compare meil with whom interviiews were achieved and those
with whom interviews were not completed (excluding the 6 deaths) (Table 3.3). In no category based on
race, drug 'use, disciplinary history, rank, or tyrie of discharge were less than 90% interviewed. Howevdr,
there was more difficulty in interviewing men without honorable discharifs and rmen vify recently released
from service,'The di(ficultq with the latter category came from their 6e7g the kW cases admitted into the
sample, since we had to wait for their records to be sent from their last post to tha Military Persohnel
Record Cehter. They were interviewed less frequently, only because we did nOt have long to try to locate
them. A slightly lower rate of blacks than whites was interviewed, altWOugh differences were below

TABLE 3.2

COOPERATION OF SUBJECTS WITH INTERVIEWS (N = 943)

Interviews cfmpleted

fIn interview
Dead

Refused

Unlocated. leads exhausted
In process t termination 0

0.6
0.3
1.6
2.0

95.5%

100 0%

Cooperativeness of those interviewed (898)
Acceptance of interview:

Readily agreed 95.8%.
Refused initially 1.4
Stalled initially 2.1
Delay awaiting Army approval .7

Apparr!ot cooperation dunng interview (8)31
ntery 'ewers' assessment /

Cooper-Move

Susploous 3.8
Host olo .6
Uncommtvcattvi!

100 Ok. t

6
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'TABLE 3.3 .

CHARACTERISTICS ASSOCIATED WITH PROPORTION INTERVIEWED

(Based on 927 military recordrobtained for surviving sample member)
v'

.

.
. .

.

Proportion
Interviewed

Blacks (216) .
An others (711) 97

.
Record of drug offense in Vietnam (100) . 93

No record of drug bffense (827) 96

Ever AWOL (253) 94

Never AWOL (674) e 97

. 0 ,
Last Known Rank

Pvt or Pfc (279). 94

Sp4 or.Cpl (370) .. 97

. Higher 12524 .
98

Type of Discharge"
None: Active Duty (123) 100

Honorable (620) 97

Gendral (65) 92

IMthout honor, dishonorable br DFR $ (96) 91
.

,

How Long in Servicl after Rettsm i

.,

Released within a month of return (454) 97

. 1149e months (242) 97

7 mo but now out (88) 90

Type of Discharge and Race
Horiorable"

I a chs (125)

Whites (41) 98

General orwithout honor
Blacks (53) .

. 92

Whites (101) 90 .

*p< .05. All other comparisons not statistically significant.
+Totals vary because of missing information in some records.

tDFR = dropped from r Ils (deserters).

Vb.

statistical significance. To learn whether this was due entirely to more blacks receiving discharges without

honor, we held type of discharge constant and examined the effect of race. Only for whites was type of

discharge signifilantly associated with chances for interview. As a result there was a significant difference in

rates interviewegkIn race for men with an honorable discharge, but not for those with a bad discharge.

We next considered whether the fewer blacki interviewed resulted ffom difficulties in locating and

persuading black subiects to talk or whether it lay a the interviewers to whom black subjects were assigned.

7
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As can be seen ,in Table 3.4, there were 6 black intervi ers, 21 English-speaking whites, and one
Spanish-speaking: (The proportion of blacks among intervie ers was about the same as the proportion in .

the samples to be interviewed, 21% vs. 23%.) Black intervieWqs were given black subjects to interview in
most cases. The proportion of blacks among the subjects assigned to black inierviewers Was 81% and the
proportion assigned to white interviewers was only 19% (Table 3.5). When the ilterviewer and subject were
of the same race, equally high proportions of blacks and whites were intervieweeAlthough there was a
slightly lower interview rate for blacks assigned to white i4111!)iewers, differe es were not significant.
Indeed it should be noted That white interviewers achieved a 93% completed in rview rate witk black
subj Vs.

i

-
. .

e effect of concordance between interviewer and subject for age and sex was also investigated. It will\
be noted tfiat older interviewers achieved as high a rate of iOterviews as did,younger interviewers. )-his

1

shows that it was probably not a lack,of concordance for age that accounted f ilure to intervieW as
many lower ranking as higher ranking men. Nor was there any etzidence that lac f c ncordance in sormas
important. Women were as successful as men in obtaining interviews with veterans.

To maximize the rate of completed interviews, we set no limit on how many vi hould be made to
contact a subject. However, most .interviews were achieved o the first visit (mea\lts per corn2leted
interview - 1.8). Black subjects were less likely td be intervie ed on the first vie, particularly whallkihe
intervievier was black. When the interview was 'not complete on the first visit, the intorviqwel* t

. returning (with intervening telephone calls to set up appointmen s) until the interview was comOleted.' he
larges't number of call-backs eventuating in an interview was 11.

Ourassumption that men with more deviant outcomes.woul be more flifficult to locate atid interview
proved to be correct (Table 3.6). Men detected as drug user's iVVietnam were le often interviewed on the

Iirst try than those not detected, and among those with a positive drug h ry, those,discharged from,
service,. single or divorced, milt/ drugs since Vietnam, and especially those arrested were difficult to locate
for interviews. If we had settled.for intQiews obtainable on the'first visit, we wot.r4d have estimated the
.proportion of the drug positive sample MI in service as 27% instead of 17%, married as 35% when itwas
actUally closer to 30%, and the number arrested for theft ai only 1.9% i.vhen it was'actually closer to 4.3%.
Since deviance and tnaritil status were both related to low rank, this seems a partial explanation for

.:dif ficultres in interviewing lower rankin,, ,n. Another must certainly be that younger men are mgre .
mobile. . 0.

TABLE 3.4

THE 28 INTERVIEWEOSI

Male (18) 64
Female (10) 36

Under 30 (14) .. 50
30 or older (14) 50

White (21) 75
Black (6f) 21

Spanish ( f) 4

College graduate (19) 68
Some college (7) 25
High school graduate (2) 7

L--
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TALE 3.5

IS CONCORDANCE OF DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS BETWEEN
INTE RVIEWE RSANIIII SUBJECTS ASSOCIATED WITH COMPLETION OF INTERVIEWS?,

.

. . .

.

Number of
Assigned

Living
Su6jects

-.,
-`'

Proportion
efterviewed

of Surviving
Subjects

\.
.

Number of
Interviewed

Subjects

Proportion
Interviewed on
qirst Visit of

Those Eventually
Interviewed

Concordance
and Subjeçs

Concor
Discord

Concor
Discordant

Concordantt:

Discordantt

of interviewers

ant : Both young
t : Interviewer 30+

ant : Both male .

: Interviewer female

Both white
Both black

: Interviewer white,
subject black -

Interviewer black,
subject white or
Spanish

_

i
1.\

543 k.
393

638
298

640 .

67

154.

16

.

-

. .

95%

97

96
97

97
97

A

93

100

.

,,..

.-

617
383

610
290

,

618
65

,

.143
,

. 16

'

.

...-J

.,.

.

63%
63

61
67

68'
40

60

1

13 < .001

tOmits subjects of Spanish'interviewer and Spanish subjects of White interviewers.

Military records ob ained For most men released from sekice, hard copies of their military records
were available at e M\e itery Personnel Record Center. For men.still in service, copies of relevant formsth
were obtained from their pepohnel officers by the Office of the Assistant Secretors/ of Defense for Health
and6 nvironment and forvided to the princiOal inyestigifor. Some records were difficult to locate because
they -wee in transit between the last duty post and the Military Personnel Record Center or were being
kept iri special loeations because the man was of interest to Court-Martial Boards, to the Army Deserter
Division, or to the Veterans AdMinistratiOn. A few records appeared on the computer printout as belonging
in the files of the Military Personnel Record Center, but Were missing from the shplf. In order to locate
those records in transit, temPorarily signed out, or misplaoed, the MPRC monthly ran the namartand service
numbers of men whose records had mit yet been located through their computer, rechecked shelves for
returned cases, and checked ,incoming shelves /or cases that might not yet have been entered 'onto the.
Computer.

Through theie repeated- efforts Of the Army, at least partial copies of 'the military record was
eventually located for all but IQ men. For More than 90% of the records obsajned, the entrance physical,
the personal history before service, and the running record of assignmerits were present (Table 3.7). For
men known to have been released from service, 98% contained .the discharge form. Other forms appeared
with less consistencvi. Records of all men in the drug-positive.sample,:foc. i :, nce. should in theory have
corrtained a Form 3647 showing their identification as drtig positive,. . ,.,. .m was found in only 33%,
of their records. Records of those who reported treatment for drugs in se ':- c.1
only 56%.. Among Regular Army Members, the enlistment contract was f

1 8
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TABLE 3.6

WHICH VIETNAM VETERANS RECIUMED MANY VIWS TO ACHIEVE AN INTERVIEW?

I'
Total interviewed: 96% of 937 survivors
Most visits required to

achieve an interview: Eleven
. /

.

-
(Arntually Interviewed

.

Cumulative nterviewed Num*
Even" tually

Interviewed
(100%)

After
First '
Visit

After
Second

Visit

After
Fourth

4.

Visit

Veterans not identifiedas drug positive
Veterans drug positive at DEROS

_

Among drug positive veterans:
Still in service
Civilians - . C

.

Claim never used narcotics
Claim use in Vietnam, not since .Admit use since Vietnam . ,

Report seeping care since Vietnam

Married
Single or divorced

Arrestrsince return for:
,drugs ,

alcohol '
assault
theft .

. 4
.

e

73 .

55

89
7 48 C

. 65
56
52 .

52

k 63
51

52
48
26
24

sr

,88 1.

75

t /
93 '
7/

A.

76
77
71

to
77 .
75

4

67
70
65
43

97
91

96
.61
.

. 94
92
89
86) :-

91

92 \

86
89
91

81

4
414
484

*-
80

404
.

17

306
161 .

50

146
It 338 or

42
, 61

23
21

TABLE 3.7

WHAT THE MILITA'RY RE.CORDS CONTAINED

% of the Records Containing ,

this Item (N = 933)

Runn)ng record of assignments: Form 20
Discharge form: Form 214
Enlistment contract: DAII.
Personae history before service: Form 398
Arrdst history before service: Form 3286
Entrance physical'exam: Form 88
Medical records: Form 600

, Disciplinary records: Form 2627

96%
98% (of those released from ictivriputy)
75% (of Regular Army)
92%
56%
93%
62%
49%

10
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completeness of other portions of the record cannot be judged, sincg disciplipary records were not
supposed to be included for non-judicial punishments, arid a record of pre-service `arres.ts might be absent
because the man had not revealed them at inductions .

Because one of dye topics of interest was the degree to which men required services from the VA, the
Veterans Administr ion Office of Controller. Reports and Statistic, Service undertook to check the names
of all'men in our mpies through the VA files to learn whether thiy had requested servites and the type of

a

service requested; For tbose with hospital records, diagnosis was obtained.. A Veterans 'Administraton
record of some type was found for 22% (21% clain approved, 1% pending or disallowed), and a redord of
drug-related hospitalization was found for 1.2%.

In summary then, interviews were available for analysis for 95% of the s'eleped sample (for 6% of the
survivors), urines for 88%, military records for,99%, and records of-application for service from the VA for
22%. Losses of interviews through refusals or failure to locate were not only small for the total sample, but
no subgroup identifiable from military records was badly underrepresented.

,

A'
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The.interviews with the returnees a;ked about drug use witnessed in Vietnam and their opinions about
how the Army should cope with drug use.and what services the Veterans Administration should give
veterans. In addition to these topics, about which it might be anticipatedthat they would answer freely, the
interview also covered their personal.hiitoly of drug and Icohol use, motivations for using *drugs and
complications of drug e, family problems, school difficulties, job history, arrests, depressive symptoms,
psychiatric- treatment in and out of service, and disciplinary actions ireservice. These are topics which might
be embarrassing and resZjjri concealment of information viewed as discreditable.

, Todearn ether the men told the truth, there are a number of checks available. For performance in
and before svice, we can compare,what they told the intervi4wer with what their military records show.
For treatment for drug abuse by theeVP1, we can compare what men said with their VA hospital records.

wFor current drug use, we can compare men's predictions of what urinalyses of the specimens obtained at
'interview would show with what they actually showeio

'The difficulty is that we cannot assume that every difference between a man's statement and the
record or urinalysis is an indication of inacarracy in the interview. The section of the military record
d aling with pré-servide history is, after all, only another interview with the self man, ainducted by a

_,Zember of the Army instead of by a member of the NORC staff. Like our interview,0 is subject to
dissembling, fórgettinti, and misunderstandingiby the veteran. The interviewers may also have contributed.._

to errors by misrecording answeii. 4

Discrepancies between statement in interview ,about what will be found in the urine and what is
actually found may also ste from sources other than lying or interViewer error. Men who,buy drugs on the
street do not always know they .are getting. Also they may not know what dru s can be detected try
urinalysis or misjugge how soon- a drug they took preyjously will disappear from the r urines. Finally, the
test itself has limitations with respectiii sensitivity.

'41/hile correspondence between interview and recOrd or urinalysis should not be treated as an abs.ilute
measure of validity, it does throw some light on the apparent validity of the interview, and provides an
impressi9n of the veterans' openness.

" CHAPTER 4

VALIDITY OF INTERVIEWS

.647

Table 4.1 showitereeevariation among topics in the degr of concordance between the military recoil:I
and the. interview. The hkhest agreementqs.'for use of heroin in Vietnam-97% of those whose record
sh ibis-behavior admitted it in interview. Very high rates of.agreement were also obtained with respect
to

°Ong
bompleted college or school, the use of sedatives in Vietnam, and being treated for drug use.

Low rates of agreement were f nd with respect to empityment at time of induction, arrests for
drunkenness before service, arptics use before service, and the experience of disciplinary action before

4 Vietnam. There istno obvious planation for why some of these items should be answered more openly
than others. Iternts with low concordance do not seem intrinsically mote "shameful" than those admitted.
Forgetting maY help to explain why pre-service events are less well reported than events in Vietnam, since
they were obtained for the military record about tw9 and a half,years before they were inquirediel;out in
interview. It is also likely that low agreement often reflects different definitions for these items in record
and interview, since topici with leo validity were often the same topics for which records 'tended to be
incomplete. For.exaMple, only 53% of the men whose records showed narcotic use prior to service reported
it in interview, but a mere 7% of those who in interview reporteinarcotict use before service had such a
notation in their records. .

Validity of the interview as measured by reporting drug treatment by the VA is not as high as reporting
drug treatment in service (70% vs. 90%) (Table 4.2). The small numbers treated by the VA may account for

.
this higher rate of error. . 1

21
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TABLE 4.1

CONCORDANCE BETWEEN MILITARY RECORDS AND INTERVIEWS AS INDICATORS
OF VALIDITY OF INTERVIEWS

(Based on 889 men wl th bOth records and interview)

Validity of Interview Completeness of Records
% of Positive Records
Confirmed in Interview

% of Positive 1tterview
Statements Confirmed in

Records .
N % N %

..------,
History Prior to Entering Service

,

.

Graduated college , 't,
-ligh sch ol graduate, no college.or

--', (21) 95
'

(20) 100

less t n 4 years

.,-
. (466) , 96 (519) 86

Empl yed at induction 1 (555) 62 . (449) 76

Arrested (109) 75 (298) 28
For drunkenness

1

.

, (44)
. .

59
_

(134) 19

Uped a narcotic oraddicted , (19) 53 (140) 7

. . I

In Service

Any disciplinary action before .. -

Vietnam (258) 'aj (1,42) - 78
Any disciplinary action in Vietnam (317) 72 (299) 76
Any disciplinary action after

, .

Vietnam . . (139) 62 (108) 80

Drug Use in Vietnam , .

Detected as drug positive at DE ROS, (1N) 86 (392) 36
Treated for drugs i . (282) ; 90. . (455) 56
Disciplined for drugs (93) 73 (179) 38.
Withdrawal-like symptoms (177) 88 - (451) 34

Withdrawal diagnosed (113) 88 (451) 22
Used heroin (266) 97. (580) 44

By injection
. .

(33)

r)
(206) 14

Used opium (5) (428) 1

Used barbiturates (13) 92 (448) 3
Used amphetamines (9) 78 (372) 2

'According to4he Department of Defense, only the more serious offenses are entered in the perma-
nent personnel recor his may help to explain the lolerate.

The lowest validity i'ates encountered were with predictions as to whether the urine samples taken at
interview would be positive and which drugs they would show. Only 16% of those with a positive uride had
expected that it would-be positive, and only 42% of those who expected a positive urine actually had one.
While the concordance is well above chance (p < .001 for narcotics and amphetamines, p < .02 for
barbiturates), it is much lower than any other measure cif validity. It is not possible to tecide to what

14
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TABLE 4.2

VALIDITY OF THE INTERVIEW.AS MEASURED By VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
FfECORDS AND URINALYSISt

,
,

,

Val dity /
. . Completeness

Reporied in
Interview by
'Those With -

Records ,

Reported by *
Those Without ,

Records

Report in
R w... .

Those Who y It

Reported.in
Record of

Those Who Do
Not Say It

. .

VA tre tment for drugs (10) 70% (888) 1% (18) 39% (880) 7
.

Predicted Positive Predicted by Fnund "n Urine Found in Urine
in I nterview,..4 Those Not by Those Who by Those Who

by Those Positive Predicted It Did Not
Actually Positive s - Predia It

-

Urine positive (128) 16% (700) 4% (48)

.,-

42% (780)' 14S
Narcotics (18) 22 (855) . 2, (22) 18 / (851) 2
Amphetamines. (71) 7 (781) 1 (16) '31/ (836) 8
Barbiturates (33) 6 (819) 1 (11) 18, (841). A

tUrines were tested for narcoti5s first. When quantities of urine were small, tests for amphetamines
and barbiturates sometimes had to a omted. Therefore numbers tested vary slightly for different drugs.

degree factors such as concealment misinformati 'Ai about what urinalyses can show, men's ignorance about
Ill .what they had actually taken, or technical errors in the urinalysis contributed to the invalidity. We did try
tp test whether the men might have misjudged when their last dose of narcotics would have cleared, by
looking to see whether the men whose urines were reported positive for morphine rffight be accounted for
by men who said they were still using narcotics, even if they denied expecting this particular urine specimen
to be positive. Since only one man with an unexpectedly positive urine by urinalysis had said he was a

/ current user, this was not an important explanation.
. Interestingly, the overall rates of urines positive for narcoti correspond reasonably well with subjects'

statements. Three' percent said they expected their urines w Id be positive for a narcotic, and 2% actuallyt.were. Correspondence in overall rates is 4 good for other drugs. One percent thougpt they would be
positive for barbiprates, and 4% were; expected to be positive for amphetamines, bn8 8% were. The
failure to anticipSte urines positive for barbiturates and arnr.thetamines may well be due to the fact the-meh
were not told which drugs could be detected in a urinalysis. We might have greatly improved the validity of
our urine test question if we had prdsented them with a list of the drugs that would in fact be tested bor and
asked them which of the drugs on that list they thought their urine sample contained.

Especially with respect to the urinalysis, where invalidity probably reflected poor question design as
much as willful concealment, the message of this section seems to be that concordance depends not so
much on how discreditable the subject perceiviikan item of behayior tote as it does on shared definitions
between intentw and the external meaeure, recency of the event recalled, and the accuracy of the records
being used as tRe. yardstick. Since some .of the most apparently discreditable events were answered with
great accuracy, we will have to assume that the interview is accurate when the men understood our
questions the way we expected them to.

We learned that sometimes communication was far from perfect. For instance, we noted that 19% of
the Mail whom the Surgeon General had said were drug positive at DEROS denied this at interview. We

a
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do

selected all their interviews to, read in detail 'to learn whether they were in Yact dissembling. We found that
most were telling the truth by their own lights. Seven pettcerrrhadassur* thleir urines would be found
positive and had turned themselves in as drug positives,before they were routinely chfecked. Thus they never
had a positive urine in the DEROS screen,.but were detoxified prior to departure. One or two were caught
trying .to cheat tiy substituting apther man's urtie for their own, andso were taken out of the Aine and:
sent forreatrnent. They also never had a positive urine in the DE ROS screen, strictly interpreted. AnPther
group interpreted the interview as asking the question about the final DEROS screep, after ihey h
caughi as positive once and then detoxified. To board the plane,tmen" caught as positive had to ha o
fiegative urine tests. Thus in one sense, every man had a negative test at departure. Thus with respect. to this
question, we could account for half of the apparently invalid responses by. reading the verbati7n answers.
For questions explored in less detail, it was not possible to assess how 'much of the failure to achieve
complete concordance with records was due to intentional dissembling, forgetting, or misunderstanding the
purport of the euesrion.

It is the responsibility of tbe interviewer to be sure the subject does understand e question the way it
was intended. Thus it was pOssible that some interviewers might havekbeen ss s illful 'than others in
obtaining accurate answers. To test, this possibility, we chose the question about disciplinary action'Tn*
service, because it was the only question whiich clad sufficient numbers of easeS positive by record but not
by interview to make it possjble to discern differences among interviewelit. Grciuping interviewers by
demographic Characteristics appeared at first to show that interviewers riho ere white male, and young
may have obtained the-more accurate answers ,to this question (Table 4.3), al oughklifferences were not
statistically signiheant. Even the trend found turned out to be misleading. hen we arialyz esults by
individtial interviewers, we found that this apparent association with demograpnic character ics was'due to
the fact that the only black -female over -30 who had interViewed a substantial num r of men with
disciplinary records had a bad batting average (only 47% validity) (Table 4.4). White fema/es over 30, white
males over 30, and black males over 30 did almost as well on'the average as young white pales. Each group
averaged between 72 and 76% validity. (NO females under 30 had sufficient cases to count.)

Despite the findings of failures to cOmmunicate completelx on the part of some interviewers, the rather
prblonged pretesting of the interview does seem to have resulted in a set Of questibns with high validity for
the most central portion of the study the,use of drugs. With this assurance, we can turn to the study itself.

TABLE 4.3

IS CONCORDANCE OF DIMOG4-PHIC CHARACTERISTICS BETWEEN
INTERVIEWERS AND SUBJECTS ASSOCIATED WITH VALIDIfY?

Number of Interviewed
Subjects with Record

- of Disciplinary Action

Proportion Reporting
Disciplinary Action

of Those Whrose Record
Shows Any

Concordant: Both young
Discordant: Interviewer 304

Conconiant: Both RI ale
Discor,dant! Interyir-Ner female

Concorc

Discord

L.

Bolh While
Both lklack

it:',,Interyiawc white,
sohject Mack

187

135

it
231

91

196

42

60

74%

68

74

67

75

57

73

a



TABLE 4,4

INTERVIEWER DIFFERENCES IN VALIDITY

(Of those interviewing at least 10 men who had discipline records)

Race; Sex

and Age
of Interviewer

N with Records of
Disciplinary Actions

,

Proportion of Subjects
Admitting Recbrd

WM < 30
WM -c30
WM < 30

' WF 3p+
.WF 30+,
WM < 30

.,

WF 30+
WM 30+
BM 3p+
WM < 30
WM < 30

-, WM < 30
; WM < 30

WF 30+
BF 3G+
WM < 30

.

.,,

.-`

.

-

.

,
i

17

13

25
16

21

10
.141

21

15

22
18
35

12

14

17
10

.1'

am_

'

''

d

. /
N85 .

, 84.
-C-:d81

81

80
79
76

- 73
....r. 73

72
69
67
50
47
40

.
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CHAPTER 5
1

PORTRAIT OFt:riE yIETNAM SOLDIER

to

e

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the lives of thl men who left Vietnam in September 1971,
both before their arrival in Vietnam and during peir Vietnam tour. This will set the stage fr describing
their use of dri4s while in Vietn,rin the following chaps. ..

3

History Before Vietnam

a. Background

k

The typical soldier at arrival in Vigtnam was a 20-year-old white high school graduate who had
been employed just prior to entering service (Table 5.1). He had been reared by both parents, neither of
whom drank excessively, used drugs, or had beilikrested. The soldier himself had never been arrested or,
married. He had been in service for less than a year, and was still a private (eittier private via private first
class). He had seen no prior service abroad, and had never had a disciplinary problern'seOus enough to be
entered on,hisfecord.

'Pie Vietnam soldier was'about equally likely to4ie a draftee or in the Regular Army, and:in either
case was typically Serving his.first term.

b. Drug and alcohol history .10

Before he entered service at age 19, he had already had considerable.experience with alcohOl. All
but 20% had been drunk at least once in the year before induction; a third had been drunk Weekly that
year. Four percent had done enough drinking and had enough problems with drinking before entering
service to suggest that +ey might itle incipient alcoholics:That is, they had pad at I4st three of the
folloWing signs as well as heavy drinking: morning drinking, binges, accidentrwhile drinking, arrests due to
drinking,. trouble at school or on the job because of drinking, and personal concern -about excessive
drinking'. More than one-quarter had had at least one of these alcohol symptoms before entering service.

Alcohol was abUndant in their social environment. Drugs were not. A minority had marijuana-smoking
friends; almost none knew any heroin users, much less.associated with any before service.

About half the men (47%) had themselves at least tried some drug bdfore they arrived in V ietnkn. For
17% the onitprug ever tried was marijuana or its derivatives.' Nineteen percent had tried an amphetamine
orliarbiturate," but no narcotic. Eleven percent had tried a narcotic, but only 2% had ever tried heroin.
Narcotic experience before Vietnam was largely limited to oral codeine, taken ptain or in cough syrups.
Moseof this drug use was experimental. Before entering service only 13% had used any drug mote than a
few times, and for those few, the drug used frequently .was almost always marijuana (9%). Less than one
perceht had used a narcotic frequently.

There was an association boween heavy drinking and drug use among these men. Among Men who,
drank heavily in the year beforearvice, about 45% had tried at least one of four drug types: marijuana.
,narco" amphetamines, and barbiturates. Among men who did not drink heavily before service; Only 30%
bad used a drug. If a man both drank h avily and used drugs, the drinking Usually began before the drug
use.

See Lexicon for dintions of drugs included in each drug class

9

criteria for frequent use of each drug.
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TABLE 5.1-

CHARACTERISTICS OF VIETNAM SOLDIERS AT ARRIVAL

(General Sample, N = 470)

Age'
24 or older
22-23
21

20
19 or younger

Race

15%

17

18
34
16

White so
Brack 13
Spanish 5
Oriental 1

Other 1

Education'
No high school 5.
Some high school 2s
High school graduate
High scbool eriNivalency test
Some college 13
College degrees: A.A. 1

BA. or B.S. 5
Full-time job at induction

Yes 68
Previous only 22
Never 10

Intact home 71

Broken home 29
Either parenihad:

Drinking probler; 21

Drug problem 1

Arrest 13
None 75

No civilian arrest 69 ,
Arrested 31
Marital status

Single 68
Married

A Z. 29
Divorced, separated, widowed

Rank.
Kt or Pfc 56
Sp4 or Cpl .i 28
Higher 16

Prior foreign,signment. 28
None 72
Prior disciplinary action' 23
None 77
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TABLE-51 --(Continued)--

CHARACTERISTICS OF VIETNAM SOLDIERS AT ARRIVAL

(General &mole, N = 470)

tatus code'
Draftee
Regular Army

Drinking history year before service

46%
54

None 1

Ever drunk 80
Drunk every week 33

Friends used marijuana 29
Did nOt 71

Knew heroin users, but did not associate with them 6
Associated with them 3

Knew none 91
Drugs before Vietnam

Any narcotic 11

Codeine 6
Cough syrup 5
Opium 3
Heroin 2
Morphine 1

Demerol 1

Amphetamine or barbiturate,
no narcotic 19

Marijuana only 17
Total drugs before V.ietnam 47

'Inforillation obtained from military record.

Men who came into service with significant drug Sperience (heavy marijuana use or any use of
narcotics, amphetamkqes, or barbiturates) differed frcilh those who entered as more drug naive. The drug-
experienced man more often came from a city with a population over a million (45% vs. 28% of the naives),
particularly from a large city on the West Coast (19%. vs. 5% of the naives). The few heavy users of
amphetamines, barbiturates, ornacotics were particularly likely to come from these locations (55% from a
large city and 27% from a rep city on the West Coast). Drug users before service had more often been
arrested (43% vs. 30%) and were somewhat mire often black (18% vs. 11%). Heavy users were especially
like*/ to have been arrestall (64% were), but blacks were no more-common among heavy than among light
users. Drug users more often came from a familytin which one or both parents had been arrested or drank
excessively.

Age at induction, education, and being a_ draftee or Regular Army soldier were all unrelated to
preservice ckug use.

To learn whkh of these correlates were melt important, all were submitted to a two-step multivariate
analysis (Sonquist, 1970). First, all possible correlates were entered into the AID program, a multivariate
technique which selects the strongest correlate of the dependent variable (in this case, pre-service drug use

of more than occasional marijuana use), divides the sample into those with and withov that
armedv iable, and subdivides the resulting groups on the basis of the strongest correlates with thetering

dependent variable, continuing this process for resulting subgroup/ untll the subeoups contain little
variance (Jo., are relatively pure with respect to the preserwe or absence of the dependent variable) or until
no further division can add substantially to reducing the variance in the subgroups.

21
4411-11101 0 - 74
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the variables selected as the strongest correlates by Al D,plus any_variables that were almost as strong, -
were entered into the MCA program, a program providing analysissimilar to multiple regression, but which
atxepts categorical data and requires no assumptions about linearity or normal dkeribution. This statistical
program tells us how much of the variance is accounted for by the variables entered, allows ranking them
by their contribution to that explained variance, and gives the change from the average proportion showing
the dependent variable attributable to each category of the independent variables.

To provide large groups for analysis, the two samples were combined, with the drug positives weighted
to represent their proportion in the general sample.

Results showed (Table'5.21 The-important variables associated with drug use before entering service to
be arrests, unemployment, race, early drunkenness, truanting, city size, year of birth, and parents'
problems. The highest ratei-of drug use were found among heavily delinquent young men; the lowest
'among those beyond adolescence during the period of a marked inaease in drug use among the

1young-1968 and .1969.
While each of these variables contributed to the probability of drug use, their combined explanatory

contribution was not very high (1 (, multiple R = .32). Deviance of the child and his parents, city size,
raCe and age taken together are fly weakly associated with drug use in adolesceni-e. This finding A
consistent with our earlier finding n a black city,population that drug use is much less clearly associated
with childhood characteristics such as school problems; delinquency, broken homes, and low socio-
ecolainic status than are many other indices of deviance (RIabins and Murphy, 1967). A national follow-up

.

study in 1970 of the drug use of young men selected as tenth graders in 1966 also shows the low
explanatory power of background variables (Johnston, 1973, Table C-1). That study Shows drug use
reaching into a heterogeneous population, including the "best" as well as the "worst" young people. Drug
use is associated with deviance, but it is also associated with good intelligence'and high social status.

The variables found to be associated with drug use in the national follow-up study are very similar to
the correlates of pre-service drug use that we have found in this study of veterans. The levels of drug use of
the national sample were also very similar to the levels reported by these young men regarding their
experience before entering service. This similarity of results suggests that young men entering the Army in
1968 and 1969 were in no way distinctive in their pre-service drug habits. Apparently their behavior was
much like that of the country as a whole.

Career Soldiers, Enlistees,Ind Draftees

Although most of the Vietnam soldiers were draftees or serving a first enlistment, thire was a minority
who had been in service for more than two yilirs at the time they arrived in Vietnam. These were mostly
career soldiers on their second or later enlistments. (Since men were not ordinarily sent lo Vietnam with
less than a year to go before their Expiration of Term of Service [E-Ts] , men in their first three-year enlist-
ment who had already served two years would not have been eligible for Vietnam duty.) These career men were
very different from the soldiers we have described. Almost all had had previoui-foreign service and more
than half (55%)had had a previous tour in Vietnam. As a result of their lone.period of service, almost all
(84%) were in pay grades of E5 or higher (ie. , sergeants or equivalent) (Table 5.3).

Not only did the longterm Regular Army have high ranks, they came from different socioeconomic
backgrounds. A larger proportion were black and Spanish-speaking (35% vs. 18% of men with short
enlistments); they were olderalmost all (92%) were 22 or older in 1970 (the year when most of these men
arrived in Vietnam), as compared with only 23% of the men with short enlistments; and fewer had grovin
up in large cities. Having entered service several years before their Vietnam tour, even fewer had had any
pre-service experience with marijuana.or nercotics users, and fewer reported having felt sympathy toward
drug users before entering service. They drank less heavily before service and had had much less personal
involvement with drugs before service. Only 10% had used any illicit drug, and only 4% had used anything
other than marijuana.

In some respects, the draftees were much like the Regfflar Army men in their first enlistment: about
one-third of each group came from the 31 largest cities and 10% had known a narcotics user before entering
service. But there were also differences that may have been important in their behavior in and after

2 9
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TABLE 5.2
-

CORRELATES OF SIGNIFICANT* DRUG USE BEFORE SERVICE

(MCA analysis, combined samples with drug positives weighted to theii
proportion in the General Sample)

Overall proportion using drugs:

Variance explained:

26%

10% ' (Multiple R = .32)

Correlates of drug usei order
of their contribution to
the multiple correlation

Change in overall
proportion attributable
to this category

Arrests: 3+ +21% -
1-2 1 -2
None

.
-2

Unemployed at induction. .+5
Employed -6

Black: Yes +15
No -2

.

Drunk before 15: Yes +7
No -4

Truant: Yes +14
No or last year

City size: Large central city i

-2
i,

+7
Suburb
Small place -2

Age: < 22 in 1968 +1
22+ in 1968 -8 -

,Ilik

Parents problems: alcohol,
arrest, drugs: Yes +6

No -2

'Any use of narcotics, amphetamines, or barbiturates or heavy use of marijuana.

10

Vietnam: the draftees had more educationonly 18% had failed to finish high school, compared with 39%
of the first-term enlisted men (in this respect enlisted men in their first term resembled the career men); and
a higher proportion were white (86% vs 80%). Although both groups. Were young, the draftees included
very few men under 20 at arrival in Vietnarw(6% vs. 299tof the men in their first enlistment). While some
men join the Regular Army because they know they are about to be drafted, these very young enlistees must
have joined the'Aemy before they mite old enough to be draft eligible. More of the draftees were still
privates or pfc's Alen .they came to Vietnam, 74% compared with 50% of the first enlistment men. This
reflects their shorter servicedraftees had served less than a year at arrival, since they had a total obligation
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TABLE 5.3

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PRE-SERVICE BACKGROUNDS OF DRAFTEES.
FIRST-TERM ENLISTEES, AND CAREER SOLDIERS

. 4..

--,,

Draftees

(195)

ig
First-Term

.

Enlistees
(195)

Career
Soldiers

(51)

t
rfore Vietnam
t Education .

T-College graduation
High school graduation
No graduation

Large city origint
Yes

No '

--. R ace
-

,
oWhite... l

, ' Black f

Spanish -' ,

Other

Knew marijuana users before
servicet

Thought marijuana use okay
before servicet

Knew a narcotic user before
service

_..../.

Drank heavily before service

Used: no drugst.
marijuana only .

narcotics
amphetaminest .

barbitu.rates
.

. ,Rank when left for Vietnamt
Pfc or Pvt

.
.

Sp4 or Cpl
Sq5 or higher

Age in 1970t -

< 20 .

20
21 9

> 21

Stayed in servicet
Until interview

.

___._..

.

8%
74
18

.

34
66

86
10

....

?
1

20

32

10

42

64
15

8
19

8

74

21

5

6
47

24
23
-

0

3%

58
39

,

35
65

80
12

6
2

27

..42

10

48

56
12

11

24
14

50
41

9

29

30
18

23

17

i

.

,

-

0%

.59
41

20
80

63
23
12

2

2

12

4

27

90
6
2

2
2 -

6
10

84

0
8
0

92

.

4

.

*Significant difference between draftees and firstterm enlistees.
1-Significant difference between career soldiers and others.
tSignificant difference between draftees and first-term enlistees, and career soldiers significantly

different from others.
31
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of only two years. Enlistees, with a total obligation of three years, had been in 'service up to two years
before going to Vietnam.

There was not much difference in alcohol or drug experience, although draftees were slightly less likely
to have drunk heavily, to have used each drug, their friends were less likely to have been marijuanh users,
and they were slightly less sympathetic toward marijuana use at the time they entered service.

Both draftees and first-term enlisted men were most likely to have used drugs other than marijuana if
they grew up in the Pacific States, and somewhat more of the first-term enlistees than of the draftees had
grown up on the Pacific Coast (18% IS 12%). However, neither this 'difference in place of rearing nor the
small excess of pre-service drug use associated with it was enough to explain the very much greater use of
drugs by first-term enlistees in Vietnam, which vAl wilt find in Chapter 6.

The Vietnam Experience

Even in a warring country as small as Vietnam, some soldiers had little personal involvement in the
battkes. Twice as many assignments were to support units as to combat units. Draftees were sombwhat more
likely than the Regular Army to get cOmbat assignments 442% vs. 29%).-About half the men were assigned to
duty that they considered hazardous, even though many were not in units designated as combat units, and
almost half had a good friend killed in combat there. Three-quarters had been under enemy fire while there,
bui half of these for less than a month out of their stay.

The press has stressed the boredom of soldiers in Vietnam. When we asked about boredom, a third of
the men reported that they had little to do and that their job was boring. Even leisure time was not found
dull by the majority. Perhaps there was too much danger for life to become dull.

The normal assignment to Vietnam was for one year. We had understood that units sent home during
the "stand-down" taking place in the summer of 1971 were bringing with them all the soldiers in the unit
who had been in Vietnam for at least 10 months, unless the soldier had especially needed skills. On the
basis of this information, we'expected ba44e majority of departures would be 12 months after arrival, but
that a sizable minority of departura woujd be at 10 or 11 months after arrival. The men's records
supported our expectation that 12 monthstwas the modal duration of the Vietnam tour, but more men
appeared to have been there 13 or 14 Months than 10 or 11. Thirty-seven percent had been there 12
months, 28% for 13 or 14 months, 13% for 15 Tonths or more at the time of departure in September.
In total, 78% of the men had year or more in Vietnam on this tour.

One out of eight had had an earlier tour in Vietnam as well. (These were all career soldiers.) While a
long tour of duty in the 1970-71 era might increase exposure to heroin, it is not clear that an earlier tour in
Vietnam would have this effect, since it was believed (Baker) that before 1969 there was relatively little
heroin in Vietnam.

One of the theories offerpd to explain the enormous increase in the use of heroin in Vietnam after
1969 was that heroin was brought in to replace marijuana (Sanders), which became scarce as a result of a
military crack-down, using dogs trained to detect its smell. To explore the possibility that heroin was being
used because of a marijuana shortage, ie men were asked whether marijuana was easily available in
Vietnam. Seventy percent replied that marijuana was always available in the areas in which they were
stationed,' white an additional 22% said it was usually available-(Tabte 5.4). nly 8% said trwas often scarce
or not available. If their estimates of the number of men using it were correct, marijuana must indeed have
been easy to get. Seventy-one percent reported that at least half of the men in their units smoked marijuana-
regularly. Only 3% were not aware of its regular use among their fellow soldiers. Thus, while only 21% had
associated with regular nthijuana users before service, 97% knew marijuana smokers in Vietnam.

yv hile men also reported observing a great deal of narcotic use in Vietnam, it apparently never reached
the proportions of marijuana use. Asked how many 'men in their units used heroin or opium regularly, only
31% said that half or mote did. Even so, almost every man in Vietnam knew someone who used narcotics
regularly. Wily 5% said no one in his unit was.a regular user, and only 2% were not aware of anyone's using
at all. Thus the proportion with acquaintances who used narcotics jumped from 9% before service to 95% in
Vietnam.

25
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TABLE 5.

AVAILABILITY(OV DRUGS IN VIETNAM

(General Sample, N = 451)

Marijuana: always available
usually or always-
half of unit (or more) used

it regilarly

70%

92

71

-

Heroin: available in avn unit 76
within an hour .

.
98

i Volunta'red as:
.,

Most Available
Commont in Own Unit"

Marijuana 81% 91%
Heroin 78 , 92
Amphetamines ,,,

Opium
Barbiturates

14

15
7

45
40,
31

Hallucinogens 3 28
Cocaine 4 15

In answer to both "What were the drugs most commonly used in your
unit?" and "What other drugs did-you see, or hear about, being used in your
unit?"

tin answer to "What were the drugs most commonly used in your
unit?"

-
Nor were the narcotics users seen only at atdjstance. Almost all men (84%) were personally offered

narcotics while they were in Vietnam. More than half of them received such an offer within the first month
there, leaving them more than 11 months in Vietnam to continue use if they accepted the offer. Through
fellow soldiers and Vietnamese working around the camp, heroin was available almost continuously. More
than three-quarters of the men said it was availablein'their own unit, and the remainder could get it within
an hour outside the unit.

While less often used than marijuana, heroin appeared to be no Iess often available (Table 5.4). More
than. 90% thought both were available in their units. When asked what other drugs were also around, almost
half mentioned amphetamines, 40% opium, one-third barbiturates, one-fourth mentioned hallucinogens
(mainly LSD), and 15% said cocaine:

Heroin was considered not only most available but also the most dangerous. of all. drugs (89%
nominated it). It was thought dangerous in part because it was accessible and cheap, but chiefly because it
was considered highly addicting (Table 5.5). This was a reason offered by half of those who selected heroin'4
as the worst drug in Vietnam. Other common criticisms of heroin was that it caused irresponsible behavior Iks
Of hurt the user's health. These beliefs about the dangers of heroin were held just as frequently by men who
had been detected as drugpositive in Vietnam as by the general population.

Surprise sweeps, i.e., urine testing at unspecified times without warning, had not yet been instituted as

a universal policy, but were being tried sporadically dt;ring this era. One-fifth of the men said that they had
been tested in a surprise sweep at some time during their stay.

3 3/
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TABLE 5.5

WHY HEROIN WAS THE WORST DRUG IN VIETNAM-

(Among 89% of the General Sample and 95%
of the Drug Positives who said it was)

. General
Sample .
(403) ,

Drug
Positives

(447)

Causes addiction _ 52%
.,

61%
Makes you irresponsible, unreliable 35 27
Cheapest and most available P. 34 29
Hurts your health 25 .

23
Leads to crime, discipline problems 15 ' 19
Causes apathy, passivity 13 20
Causes accidents ..---... 13 11

Causes aggression 12 11

Causes death by overdose 12 , 11

Causes mental problems 11 11

Become preoccupied with drugs 7 7 m.

Expensive 2 6 1..
Makes you impulsive 2 1 .t.,1,

Leads to social disapproval 1 2 .

Causes guilt, low self-esteem 1 A

'Less than 0.5%.

. re

The testing of urines at departure had begun in June. By September virtually every man deo,
Vietnam had his urine checked (96%). The few men not checked at departure were either ?Weedy irug
treatment programs at the time, or were patients for other reasons, or left Vietnam on emergency I

When men left Vietnam in September 1971 for the United States, 45% had earned a Silver orr6nze
Star Mecial; promotions had raised all but 8% to the corporal rank or above, and 43% had.
In the next chapter, we will describe the kinds and duration of. narcotics use, its relation to
drugs and alcohol, who the users were, and what happened to them in Vietnam.

a narcotic.
se (11.)ttki.
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CHAPTER 6

DRUG 1.1E IN VIETNAM

Marijuana

In asking about drug- usein Vietnam, we did not ask those who had used marijuana prior to Vietnam
whether they also used it in Vietnam, assuming certain use by those already familiar with it in the United
States. If we were correct about this assumption, that all 41% who had Used marijuana befoA also used it'in
Vietnam, the totall3roportion using in Vietnam was 69% (41% plus 28% who used it for the first time in
Vietnam) (Table 6.1). If this figure is even approximatelY correct, rnarijuanawas far and away the most
commonly used illegal drug in Vietnam. Alcohol; of course, was even more commonly used, by 92% of the
men in Vietnam.

The estimated rate of marijuana use in Vietnam is double the rate of heroin use (34%), and nearly
double the use.of opium (38%), and more than double the use of amphetamines and barbiturates combined
(31%).

*
Narcotics

But narcotics (both opium and heroin, the only two widely used in Vietnam) were reportedly as
mailable as alcohol or marijuana. What then kept their use rate so far below that of alcohol and marijuana?
The men who reported using no narcotics in Vietnam were asked why they refrained (Table 6.2). Threej reasons predominatedthey thought it would hurt them physically, they thought it would reduce their
efficiency, and they were concerned about addiction. After.thle came concern about family and friends'
opinions and their satisfaction with alcohol.

The latter explanation provides the background for an interesting findingheavy alcohol use, which
was positively correlated with drug use before Vietnam, was inversely correlated with it in Vietnam (Table
6.3). This "inhibition" of narcotic use by heavy drinking was especially strong against the heavy use of
narcotics in Vietnam. Only 15% of the heavy drinkers in Vietnam used narcotics heavily, compared with
35% of the light drinkers and teetotalers.

TABLE 6.1

DRUGS COIOMONLY USED IN VIETNAM

(Interviewed General Sample, N = 451)

Proportion
Reporting Use

Alcohol 92%
Marijuana 69'
Heroin 34
Opium

,
38

Amphetamines 25
Barbiturates 23

'Estimated.
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TABLE 6.2

-WHAT KEPT MEN FROM USING NARCOTICS
IN VIETNAM

(#mong General Sample non-users, N = 255)

Feared death or bodily harm 29%.
Could not do one's job 23
Feared addicti6n 22
Alcohol was a sufficient drug 18
Family or friends would have disapproved 18
Feared detection or bad military record 1;t3
Disapprove use of drugs 10
Army educational programs advised against 7
Too eNpensive 4

"Percents idd to more than 100 because some men gave
several reasons.

TABLE 6.3

THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN HEAVY DRINKING AND USE OF NARCOTICS
'BEFORE AND IN VIETNAM

(General Sample, N = 451)

Percent Using Narcotics'
Before Vietnam In Vietnam

N Any Use N Any Use
e

Heavy Use

Heavy drinkers

Light drinkers or
teetotalers

(190)

(261)

X2 = 5.90,

16%

8

p <-01

(175)

(276)

X2 = 6.98,

35%

49

p < .01

15%

35

X2 = 20.55,
p< .001

If a man was going tip use narcotics at all in Vietnam, he usually began early in his tour of duty (Table
6.4). One-fifth of all users began within the first week of arrival and three-fifths within the first two
months. Only one-quarter of those who would ever try narcotics waited more thdn 4 months to begin.

As this rapid onset of use would suggest, a long tour of duty in Vietnam was not necessary to berjin
using narcotics (Table 6.5). Men there less than a year used almost as much as men serving out their full
year's tour of duty. Men staying beyond the normal year'sltour had slightly higher use rates than men there
exactly one year. Whether this slight increase reflects increased exposure to narcotics or drug users
voluntarily extending tbeir tours to maintain access to heroin is not known.

There may have been an association between the length of the Vietnam tour and the use of
amphetamines and barbiturates. Unfortunately, not having anticipated the frequency with which these
categories)of drugs would be used, we did not ask how soon after arrival they were first used. (The apparent
decline in use of all drugs by men in Vietnam 15 months or more reflects the fact that their longer exposure
is being compensated for by an increasing proportion in the long-stay group of career sofdiers, who had low
drug use rates.)

3f;
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'TABLE 6.4

HOW SOON AFTER ARRIVA LDI 13 NARCOTIC USE BEGIN IN VIETNAM?

(Narcotic Users in the.General Sample: N = 196)

. -

, f '

-
Cumulative Percent

of Those Using
Narcotics in Vietnam

,

Within first ,48 hours 21 11%

Within 1 week 6 42 21

Within 1 month , 84 \ 43
Within 2 months 116 59
Within 4 mbnths 148 76

More than 4 months
after arrival '48 24

TABLE 6.5

DIP LIKELIHOOD OF DRUG.USE INCREASE WITH TIME IN VIETNAM?

(General Sample for whom length of tour known, N = 438)

N

Proportii)n Using These Drug Types
Narcotics Amphetamines Barbiturates

Length of Vietnam Tour
Less than 12 months
12 months
13 months
14 moriths
15+ months

.

.-

(92) .
(163)

(55)
(69)
(59)

40%
43
51

48
46

18%

27
29
29

%
27 -

20%
25
25
32
17

one inference we could draw from the fact that use generally began very early ig the tour, is that the
particirtars of the Vietnam experience with respect to danger, combat experience, and experiencing deaths
of friends must not havA been critical factors in trying narcotics, since first use generally preceded
extensive exposure to theS hardships. That was the casethere was no correlation between drug use and
assignments, danger, or death of friends.

Most (62%) of those who used narcotics at all, used them frequently (more than weekly for one month
or rggre) and most of hose who used frequently, continued use through most of their stay (76% continued
for more than 6 months).

In Table 6.2, we examined reasons given by. the Vietnam soldiers who had been deterred from use of
narcotics. But almost half did try them, even though users and non-users alike thought them dangerous, and
among those who tried them, most found them sufficiently rewarding to .continue regular use throughout
most of their ,time in Vietnam. What were the attractions thaiavercame the near universal fear of narcotics?

We asked users what the main good effects the narcotics used in Vietnam had on them..The most
common effect was euphoria; mentioned by 41% of those who ever tried them (Table 6.6). The next most
commonly offered reasons were that they improved tolerance of Army regulations and made the soldier less
homesick and lonelji. Relief of boredom, depression, and insomnia were also mentiohed, along with making
time pass more quickly, improving interpersonal relations, reducing fear, and helping the soldier-to be "one
of the crowd."

t'
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TABLE 6.6

r
REASONS FOR_USIN.G NARCOTICiAMONG THE 196 USERS IN THE GENERAL SAMPLE

,
. Spontaneous Agreed When Asked Total Agreed

To get a high 41% 47% ' 88%
More tolerant of Army rules and I

regulations 13 :1 61 74
Less homesick and lonely 12 V .
Less bored .10 72 82
Lets depressed . 9 64 73,
To sleep better 9 . .
Made time seem to pass quickly 7 66 , 73
Improved social skills: patience, -

sensitivity, communication 7 4. .
Less fearful .. 6 40 46
Fitted in better with other soldiers 3 43 46

*Not asked specifically.

ffr.0)

Users wers also isked specifically wtether thei had e'xperienceda number of "good" effects. When
asked about euphoria, tolerance for Army regulations, easing boredom and depression, and making time
seem to go faster, more *Ian three-quarters of users agreed tl at heroin did have ese effects for them.

thAbout half agreed that it made em less afraid and helped them
th

feel part of the group.
We also asked about bad effects of using narcotics in Vietam (Table 6.7). The effect most Commonly

volunteered was damage to health (25%). This damay was chiefly weight loss beluse of decreased interest
in food or worsening of concomitant illness and infections, presumably because the analvsic properties of
narcotics made it possible to ignore pain and discomfort. Hepatitis and infections at the administratiOn site
were not common, as they are among addif0 States, because narcotics were seldom injected. Only
18% of the users injected at all, and mahyyd these did so'only occasionally. Injection was not necessary
because heroin in Vietnam was pure and cheap. However, the low rite of injection also depended on the
fact that the tou'r in Vietnam was only one year long for most menThe longer men used heroin, the more
likely they were to begin injecting it (Table.6.8). Among users who quit within one month, only 7% ever
injected, but with use between one montti and six, the ratecncreated lo 14%, with use between 6 and 9
months, to 25%, and among those who used n?ore than 9 months,- the rate of injeCtion rose to 40%.
Apparently even with very pure hefoin, there comes a time when tolerance develops to the point that:,
experiencing euphoria requires injection directly into the vein.

After poof health, the next most commonly volunteered disagreeable effect was nausea, followed in
frequency by increased hostility and irritability, anxiety, apathy, thought disorder; and pbor job
P.eitgrfr)40C.P,

.

We were not very successful in anticipating which negative effects would be mentioned. Thus we can
report rates of agreenient when specifically asked for only a few-of the problems with narcotics most
commonly mentioned silontaneously. We htid anticipated five common problems: nausea, addiction,..,

carelessness; inability to function on job, and disciplinary action. When asked about these, almost
two-thirds reported they had experienced nausea from taking narcotics, almost half of the users felt they
had developed dependence, onethird agreed that they becarqe careless o danger, one-third agreed narcotits ,

interfered with job performance, and more than, a quartertAid the t into di ary problems as a
result of use.

According to princijiles of operant condi 'oning, continuation and discontinua on of narcotic *use
should be ,explained by positive and negative effects apcperienced. To learn whether the positive and

' C(



TABLE 6,..7.

BAD EFFECVS OF NARCOTICS IN VIETNAM AMONG 196 USERS IN'THE GENERAL SAMPLE
_ -

1 Spontanedus- Agreed When Asked Total Agreed.

.

Poor health, weightloss, etc.
Nausea.

Aggression, irritability
Anxiety
Apathy, loss of interest in environment
Trouble thinking
Could not do job prdperly
Dependence
Depression

Disciplinary problems
Ex pense

Dishonesty
Careless about danger
Disapproval from others

,

Overdose
Felt guilty, ashamed

,

.

25%
19

13
7

6
6

6
4

l 4
3
3

3
2
2
2
2

* 1

*

45%.
*
*
.

27
43
.13
26

*

30

8

.

,

fp

*

64%
*Pi
*

33
47
17

29

*

32.
10
*

'Not specifically asked..

TABLE 6.8 .

t-

PROPORTION/INJECTING AND ADDICTED AS FUNCTIONS OF LENGTH
OF NARCOTIC USE IN VIETNAM

(Among the 149 General Sample members who useda narcotic
5 times or more in Vihtnaml'

N % Ever Injecting % Addicted

Used fess than one mo-nth (28) 0" 7% 0%
One to six. months (29) 14 ,52
Six to nine months (44) 25 82
Nine months or more (48) ao 81

p < .01 p < .0001

negative effects seemed to explain' continuation or discoNtfnuation, their relation to length of use was
explored (Table 6.9). Except for having trouble on the job and health problems, all effects, both good and
bad, were rhore common with more prolonged use. The strongest association between time and good effects
were fear reduction and making time pass quickly. The sfrongest association between time and bad effects
were with addiction and disciplinary,problems. That both positive and negative effects are associated with
duration shows that the causal direction is more probably that duration leads to experience rather than
experience influences duration.

33
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TABLE 6.9

RELATI s OF EXPERIENCES WITH NARCOTICS TO LVNGTH OF USE

(General Sample ysers in Vietnam, N = 196)

.

1.

1.

Length of Regular Narcotics Use
Never

Regular
(65)

Up to
6 Months

(39)

Six Months
' ,or-More

(92)
,

4 .:N

A. Labeled as Good -
Felt good* 82% 92% . 9296

Less fear '22 44 63
Less bored 65 851 92
Fitted in . 31 51 54
Less depressed' 57 72 85
Time passed quickly 48 -71----;"----- 89

-Stand Army rules
-

60 69 86

B. Labeled as Bad ... ..

. Became addicted ' '.. 2 38 82
Drug made him nauseated 43 59 80

, Got into disciplinary troubles
because of drug 5 31 46 -

Drugs made him careless of his 1.

or others' safety 18 31 41

Had trouble doing job because
high* . 20 33 32

Drugs hurt his health' 23 21 . 28

*Not significantly more common with longer use. All others are significant.

Amphetamines and Barbiturates °

Amphetamines or barbiturates were used by sebstantial numbersby about one-third of the men.
There was little publicity about the use of these dfug types, presumably because they seldom came to
official attention. In Table 4.1, we noted that only 3% of the self-reported barbiturate users and only 2% of
the self-reported amphetamine users had any notation of these drugs in their military records. It is not clear
exactly why use of these drugs was so seldom noted. However, one reason seems to be that these drugs were
used almost exclusively by men who also used narcotics. And among narcotics users, use of amphetamines
and barbiturates was strongly related to degree of dependence on narcotics. Only 13% of narcotics users
who used neither amphetamines nor barbiturates were highly dependent, as compared with 60% of those
who used both drugs (Table 6.10). Since about half the users of amphetamines and barbitirates were
simultaneously heavily dependent on .narcotics, it-is probable that official attention was directed to the
naitotic abuse, and the use of other drugs skipped over.

Getting Caught in the DEROS Screen

In all, nearly half (45%) of the men who went to Vietnam tried one of the three types of drugs that
were being tested for in the urine screening at DEROS (opiates, amphetamines, and barbiturates). It was
widely publicized that urines would be screened, in hopes that men would vbluntarily stop using drugs

4 0 r
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TABLE 6.10

MULTIPLE DRUG USE AND DEPENDENCE ON NARINTICS IN VIETNAM

-,_

N

% With 4 of 5' Symptoms
of Narcotic Dependence -

Among Narcotic Wits
No other drug types (67) 13%
Amphetamines only (27) 48
Barbiturates only (n) 59
Both berbitu,rales and

amphetamines (1110) 60

'Thought he was addicted, used mgulady >1 month, withdrawal lasted 2+
days, had 2+ typical withdrawal symptoms out of 4 (cramps, muscle pain, twitching,
chills), usually injectd or sniffed.

before they were ready to return home. Although a large proportion had heard about the urine screening
program, not all had sufficient timely information to avoid ion. To avoid detection,.a user not only
had to know there would be a test at departure, but also when own departure would be, which of the
drugs he used could be detected, and how long ahead of time h had to stop using these drugs to get
through the screen. Lack of knowledge was not, of course, important for nonusers or users of
non-detectable thugs like marijuanathey would not be caught in any case.

Of all the :nee whd did use a detectable drug in Vietnam, 60% had sufficient knowledge about the date
of the test, the detectability of the drugs he used, and how many drug-free days a negative urine required to
avoid detection. Yet among users so forewarned, 30% had positive urines, an even higher proportion than
aming users lacking some of this information (23%). Since information alone was not enough, what were
thewcharacteristics which distinguished the approximately 10% of the total sample who did get caught in the
DE ROS screen from the 35% who reported some drug use but were not caught?

Of those caught in the DE ROS screen, 77% said they had been dependent on narcotics, 64% said they
had used narcotics within three dayt of the test, and just over half (55%) said bothin, 55% of thine
caught.wsp the men whom the test wasAevised to detect: dependent users who could not or would not
stop use before returning home (Table 6. PI).

While only.55% of the men detected were of the type the program was intended to identify, a large
proportion (87%) of the target groupmen both dependent and using. just before DEROSwere detected.
Thus the DE ROS screen did identify most of its target group even though only half of those identified
belonged to this group.

We asked the men who admitted using narcotics in the last 3 days before the DESOS screen and
knowing they might be caught why they had not stopped earlier. Combining mese in both the general and
drug-positive samples, the most common reason for not stopping was "addictin." This accounted for at
least half of those continuing usemen who either felt they could not quit at all or felt that they needed
treatment for their habit. (This would seem to confirm our finding that about half the men caught wernin
the target group of truly dependent soldiert ) Another large group (25%) did not feel unable to quit but
said they menu enjoying the use of narcotics so much that they did not try to stop. A few thought the test
lesi sensitive than it welor thougrft they knew a method (e.g., drinking vinegar) to "beat" it that failed, and
a few claimed accidental intake (e.g., smokfng what they had thought was a plain marijuana cigarette, which
in fact was laced with opium). In sum, 55% of the men detected were those intendeddependent men who
used drugs in the last 3 days. Nine percent admitted using drugs in the 3 days before DE ROS but said they
had never been dependent on them. Twenty-two percent of those detected Aaid that they had been

4
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TABLE 6.11

WHO WAS DETECTED BY THE DEROS SCREEN?

A. Characteristics of Mal Detected
Dependent on narcotics
Using in the last 3 days
Both

B. Proportion of the Tan* Group
Detected

Of those claiming illicit twcotic
use in last 3 days before
DEROS (46)

Of those ever dependent On
narcotics in Vietnam (95)

Of those using within 3 days of
DEROS and ever dependent
(38)

(Drug Positive Sample, N - 469)
77%
64
55

lin General Sample)

74%

.44

87

dependent on narcotics but thought they were oft dnegs more than 3 days, which should Imre been long
enough to get by, and 14% denied both being dependent and using drugs in the last 3 clefs.

Claims by those caught who denied any drtie use around departure time coidd be explained by their
lying, by their being victims of a successful "switching" of urines by a user, or by the test's prodlbcing false
positives. If we assume that liars about detectable drugs would also lie about non-detectable drugs, lying
was ncit ait important factor, since the same proportion were found positive among men who admitted use
of marijuana or other nohdetectable drugs within 3 days of DEROS and those who denied using any drugs
at all (Tple 6.12). Apparently about 3% of the men were victims of urine sligiciting, or were false positives
on the tests, or were incorrectly recorded as positive through clerical error.

The sample also contained about 3% who reported recent use but wto were not detected. Reasons
included successful switching of urines and persuading the doctor that use had been by prescription, but the
most important reason may have been insensitivity of the test According to the Department of Defense,
the original testing,' including the period of September 1971, used pH levels that were later changed to
increase sensitivity to morphine, the metabolic product of heroin and opium. General knowledge that false
negatives occurred may explain some of the detection of nondependent menthese men may have thought
they had a good chance of getting through the screen without stopping drugs. If knowledge that the early
testing was insensitive did indrease risk-taking, Army medical records should show higher rates of
withdrawal symptoms among men detected after improvement in sensitivity of the testing would save
reduced that risk-taking behavior. afar as we know, these data hme not been explored.

Of course, increased certainty of detection would not have prevented detection Arm misinformed
about which drugs were detectable. Almost all the heroin users knew that they were at risk (95%) (Table
6.13), tut only 69% of the men detected using other narcotics (usually opium) realized it was equally
detectable. Similarly, only about two-thirds of those using barbiturates knew that these were detectable
drugs, although in I:tactic, that lack of information was not very important, since three-quarters of the
berbiturate users just before DE ROS were using a narcotic at the same time. Although there was also some
ignorance about the use of amphetamines by users, amphetamine use just before DEROS was too rare to
contribute much to explaining the large number of men detected.

Pre.Service Predictors of Drug Use in Vietnam

Although about half of all the men who came to Vietnam used drugs wtiile there, they were by no
means a random half. Drug use WaS more common among men who had used drugs or had been heavy

36
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TABLE 6.12

RELATION BETWEEN DRUGS USED JUST BEFORE DEPARTURE AND
DETECTION

(General Sample, N = 451)

Of Those Using
Each Drug,

Percent Caught

Of Those Caught,
Percent Using

Each Drug
(N = 47)

N % f %

Drugs Reported Used Within 3 Days
F

Prior to Test
Narcotics 46 76 34 72

- Alone 35 69 24 51

With amphetamines or barbiturates 11 91 10 21

Amphetamines or barbiturates 16 75 12 26

Without narcotics 5 40 2 4

Narcotics or barbiturates or ampheta-
mines 51, 71 36 77

Marijuana 41 i 2 1 2

AN other drugs 73 3 2 4

No drugs 280 3 8 17

TABLE 6.13

BELIEFS ABOUT WHICH DRUGS WERE DeTECTABLE AMONG USERS

Illicit Drugs Used
Within 3 Days
Before DE ROS

Percent of (kers Who
Expected That Drug

to Show in Urine

Percent Using

GS D+ GS D+

(451) (468) N %

Heroin 60% (43) 95% (280) 94%
Other narcotic* 2 12 (8) 50 (57) 72
Amphetamines -1 1 (3) 67 (6) 83
Barbiturates 3 8 (14) 79 (38) 58
Marijuana 14 27 (62) 3 (127) 8

GS = General Sample.
D+ = Drug-Positive Sample.

4411 NI - 4 4
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drinkers before Vietnam, who had been arrested, who had dropped out of sehool, who werereared in a
large city, who were especially young at arrival in Vietnam, and v414? had enlisted rather than being drafted
(Table 6.14).

a. Enlistees vs. draftees

The much greater propensity for first-term enlisted.men than for draftees to use drugs may be of
particular concern to the Army with the ending of the draft The first-term enlistees' high rate of drag use
in Vietnam was not a function of their having been drug users before Vietnam, since they did not differ
from draftees in that respect (see Table 5.2). However, they were younger than the draftees when they got
to Vietnam, they had done more drinking,in therear before service, they had had more arrests, and many
more had failed to complete high school, all factors predictive of drug use in Vietnam.

When we looked at draftees and enlisted men with and without each of the characteristics which
predicted drug use in Vietnam, the enlistees continued to exceed the draftees in rates of use (Table 6.15).
Even when they had none of these predictors, a third (36%). used drugs, as compared with half that
proportion of draftees equally free of other predictors of drug use.

b. Pre-service drugs and alcohol

We noted that both alcohol and drug use before service were related to drug use in Vietnam, but
that heavy use of alcohol while in Vietnam seemed to protect men against drug use? Since heavy drinking in

TABLE 6.14

PRE-VIETNAM PREDICTORS OF DRUG USE IN VIETNAM

(General Sample, N 451)

Users of Narcotics,
Barbiturates, or
Amphetamines

(Interviewed: N = 205)

No Drugs or
Marijuana Only

(Interviewed: N 246)
Drugs 4nd Alcohol

Used marijuana 69% 7%
Used narcotic?,.barbiturates or

amphetamines before Vietnam 54
Heavy drinking 58 31/

Civilian arrest 44 20
Large city 38 28
Service Status

Enlisted 62 29
Draftee 34 53
Career 4 18

Education
Did not complete high school 39 23

Age in 1970
Under 20 25 8
20 37 33
21 20 16
22 18

*p < .05. All others: p < .001.
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TABLE 6.16

PRE-SERVICE PREDICTORS OF VIETNAM DRUG USE FOR DRAFTEES
AND.RST-TERM ENLISTEES

(General Sample with both interview and record, exduding career soldiers, N 390)

.

#
Draftees

.

First-Term
Enlistees

N % N %
..0

A. Overall ,

Pre-Vietnam narcotic um
(195)

(19)
35
84

(195)
(20)

65
97

None (176) 30 (166) 59
- %

Black (19) 63 (23) 74'
Not black (176) 32 1 (172) 63

Inner city ... (34)
4

59. (34) 74*
Not inner city (161) 30 (161) 63

Pre-Vietnam disciplinary action (22) 55 (32) 72'
No pre-Vietnam disciplinary action (173) 33 (163) 63

II
Pre-Vietnam arrests (55) 55 (76) 76

No pre-Vietnam arrest (140) 28 (119) 57 ,

--, High school incomplete 39 (76) 78
I High school complete

..(36)
(159) .;5-. ', (119) 56

%
jretiv

Any of these
None of these

(106)
(89)

50 4

18

.. (145) ,

(50)
74
36

B. By Rank and Age at Arrival in Vietnamt
Private

< 21 (65) 37 (41) 61

21+ (31) 42 (11) 45
Pfc

< 21 (20) 60 (27) 78
21+ (26) 42 (15) 40

Sp4
' 21 (12) 33 (35) 71

21+ (26) 8 ,
(41) 5e

Sp5 .

--. 21 (3) 33 (6) 50
21+ (7) o (10) 50

'Not significantly greater than men without this characteristic. All other differences are
significant by x2, p," 01. -

Proportions refer to narcotics use only.

39
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7. ir
-the year.before service predicted heavy drinking in service, these findings at fiist seem paradoxical. To
understand how drugs and alcohol before service interact to predict drug use in Vietnam, consult Table
6.16.,When men had not used drugs before Vietnam, those who had been heavy drinkers were four times as
likely to begin drug use in Vietnam as gine who hadnot. But the more exposure to drugs the man had had
before service, the smaller the increment attributable to drinking. Indeed, if the man were a user of several

..hard drugs before, service, heavy drinking asovell may have indicated less susceptibility to drug use in
Vietnam. The drinking question referred to the, man's last year before service, while the drug questions
covered his entire pre-service4,history. A few of the Multiple drug users who drank heavily that last year
before service may already haie given un,drugs in favor of alcohol. Having been amply exposed to drugs
earfier, they were not tempted to reexpetiment in Vietnam. Ameng men who had used no illicit drug or
only marijuana before Vietnam, those whO drank heavily were willing to experiment with drugs if they
were cheap and easy to get Once they tried narcotics in Vietnam, they presumably often found they
preferred them to the alcohol and marijuana they were familiar with before, and so gave up drinking in\
favor of narcotics.

c. Combined predictors

We have noted two themes, in predicting drug use: 1) that earlier use of both drugs and alcohol was
important, and 2) that the set of behaviors that led to enlisting in service before the man was of draft age
also was important To learn how these predictors worked together, we entered 25 possible predictors into
a two-step multivariate analysis a described in Chapter 5, page 21f. Again the two samples were combined
with the drug-positive sample weighted to reflect the proportion of drug positives in the general sample.

The strongest predictor of use in Vietnam was marijuana use bllOOre Vietnam. Also important was being
a first-term enlistee and earlier experience with narcotics or amphetamines. A history of arrest, truancy and
not working at time of induction also predicted use. The variable best predicting avoiding heroin even in
Vietnam was being 24 or older at arrival in Vietnam.

[1

TABLE 6.16

PRE-VIETNAM DRUG AND ALCOHOL USE AS PREDICTORS OF VIETNAM DRUG USE

(General Sample, N = 451)

(I
Percent Using Hard
Drugs in Vietnam

Difference Attributable
to_Heavy Drinking

PreVietnam Experience
No drugs: No heavy drinking

Heavy drinking

Marijuana only: No heavy drinking
Heavy drinking

Amphetamines, barbiturates, narcotics
One of these:'*o heavy drinking

Heavy drinking

Two or three: No heavy drinking
Heavy dr)nking

(155)

(84)

(36)
(48)

(36)

(35)

(28)
(37)

11%

48

50

68

64
77

100
89

+37%

+18%

+13%
..

11%

40
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TABLE 6.17

PREDICTORS OF DRUG USE IN VIETNAM

t (MCA analysis, combined samples with4drug positives weighted to their
Proportion in the General Sample)

Overall Proportion = 46%

Variance Explained = 36% (Multiple R = .60)

Predictors in order of their
contribution to the multiple
vorrelation

.; Change in overall proportion
attributable to this category

Marijuana before service: Yes +24%
No 10

Service status: First-term enlistee +10
Career or draftX -8

Narcotics or amphetamines before
Vietnam: Yes +14

No -5

Age at arrival: < 21 +6
21.23 -2
24 or older -14

4
Arrested before service: Yes +8

No -3

Truant: Yes
No

+10 ,

-2

Unemployed at induction: Yes +5
No -2

These preservice predictors of drug use in chetnam were rather powerful. They explained 36% of the
variance, using only 7 predictors (multiple R = .60). With the exception of age, all were descriptors of
pre-service behavior. Race, geography, and family background did not add significantly to the predictive
set. Based on these findings, to reduce the proportion of drug-ugsoldiers, the most efficient method would
be to exclude the one-third of the population already drug'grperienced before they enlist. A second useful
step would be to send only older soldiers into areas of high risk.

d. Predicting heavy use

It was not as easy to predict which of the men who used drugs in Vietnam would use them only
occasionally from a knowledge of the men's history before service (Table 6.18). The set of predictors which
had explained 36% of the variance with respect to any use, explained only 9% of the variance with respect
to heavy or light use among users. Users in Vietnam who had tried narcotics or amphetamines "before
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TABLE 6.18

PREDICTORS OF HEAVY USE IN VIETNAM AMONG USERS

(MCA analysis, combined samples with Drug Positives weighted to their
propbttion in the General Sample)

Overall Proportion = 60%

Variance Explained = 9%

Predictors in order of their
contribution to the multiple
correlation

Chew in overall proportion
attriKtable to this category

Narcotic or amphetamine before
Vietnam: Yes +13%

No' -10

Disciplinary action before
Vietnam: Yes +10

No -5

Service status: Enlistee . +3
Draftee or career -5

Vietnam, who had had disciplinary action in service before they got to Vietnam, and who were enlistees
were all especially likely to use heavily if they tried narcotics at all. However, men who used narcotics in
Vietnam who did not have these characteristics became heavy users in at least 50% of cases, and no'
pre-service variables were found which could significantly predict an ability to try narcotics without
becoming heavily involved. Thus, the trying of narcotics for the first time in Vietnam did depend on the
history of the soldier before arrival, but the degree of use once he decided to try them was not predictable
from his Army record or from the background factors we asked about in interview.

A Predictor of Occasional- Narcotics- Use: Late Onset

Although pre-service factors were not useful for predicting who could try narcotics without using
heavily in Vietnam, there was one factor which did help in that prediction: delay in beginning use after
arrival (3,able 6.19). First-time users who did not begin use erntil thiey had been in Vietnam at least 6
months used them heavily in only one-fifth of cases. A delay in beginning use also seems to have reduced
the proportion of experienced users using heavily,, afthough" so few experienced users diAtyed that the
proportions are probably not dependable. Presumably,those who resist temptation before yielding tend not
to yield as completely.

Consequences of Drug Use in Vietnam

The most direct consequences of drug use in Vietnam were volunteering or being^sent for treatment
and being disciplined for the illegal use of drug.s or for drug-related offenses. Judging from our sample, 14%
of the men in Vietnam in 1970-71 were treated for drug problems, half by their own choice, and 7% had
disciplinary difficulties stemming from drug use. Treatment generally consisted of group therapy and
tranquili/ers.

Among the 95 men in the general sample who reported symptoms of dependence on narcotics, 33%
reported treatment prior to their urine tests at DEROS. Since dependent men were not randomly assigned
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TABLE 6.19

RELATION BETWEEN HOW SOON NARCOTIC USE BEGAN IN VIETNAM
AND HEAVY USE, FOR EXPERIENCED AND INEXPERIENCED USERS

Percent Who4.1sed Heavily
i

Began Use before
Vietnam

Began Use in
-----Vietnam

N % %

Total (46) 80% (150) 57%
When use in Vietnam began

In first week (14) 100 (28) 82
From one week up to
two months (23) 78 (51) 61

Two months or more (9) 56 (71) 43
Six months or more (4) 50 (28) 21

p < .05 p .001

to treatment and control groups, it is probable that the more dependent men were !pore likely to be
treated, confounding any attempts to assess the'efficacy of treatment All we can say with certainty is that
the treatment they received had limited effectiveness, since among those dependent and treated before
DEROS, 45% were detected as again drug positive at DEROS. Of those who reported dependence but no
treatment, the identical proportion was detected as drug positive at DEROS.

Men treated in Vietnam were asked if the treatment they received had been effective, whether they had
been treated before DEROS or as a result of the urine screen. About half (44%) saill the treatment had got
them Off drugs for good, 29% said it had got them off temporarily, 8% thought it helped them reduce their
dosage, 10% thought there was no reduction of use as a result, and 9% said the treatment had been
unnecessary, either because they had already taken themselves off drugs before it began or because they
hatl never really been on drugs at all.

Punitive action toward drug users might entail loss of pay, confinement, demotions, or failure to
promote the drug user as rapidly as his peers. Men.who were known to the Army as drug users prior to the
DE ROS screen had much higher rates of disciplinary action (i.e., fines or confinement) in Vietnam (48%)
than did men who reported heavy use of narcotics but who were unkhown to the Army as drug users before
the urine screen at DEROS (23%) (Table 6.20). Before arrival in Vietnam, men who would become known
as drug users in Vietnam did not differ in rank from men who were t6 usl heavily in Vietnam without
detection. By the time they left Vietnam, however, only 55% of the men known as users before DEROS
had risen in grade, compared with 73% of the non-detected heavy users, and 37% of those who had arrived
in Vietnam at a rank above private had been reduced to private, compared with only 4% of non-detected
heavy users. Non-detected heavy narcotics users did not differ from men who tried narcotics only
occasionally in their rates of disciplinary actions and promotions. (Their disciplinary actions and
promotions should not be compared with those of non-users, because the latter group included many of the
career men who arrived in Vietnam at substantiaUy higher ranks and with superior performance records.)
They did have more psychiatric treatment than light users, but less than detected men. These results
indicate that a good many men were able to &Ise narcotics heavily in Vietnam and still function acceptably.

As the interview closed, men who had used drugs In Vietnam were asked: "Thinking back over your
experience with drugs in Vietnam, do you think it has done you any harm?" As they looked back on the
situation, 8 to 10 months later, only 10^', of the tr.er, in the general sample thought they had been damaged
by the experience. Even among men who had been detected as drug positive at DEROS, only a minority
(31.%) considered their Vietnam drug experience harmful.
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TABLE 6.20

COSSEOUENCES OF DETECTION AS A NARCOTICS USER IN VIETNAM

.

,

Detected
Before
DEROS

(47)

Heavy Users
Not Detected

Before DEROS
(67)

Light User
(69)

Non-User
(238)

Rank at Arrival in Vietnam t
Private 36% 30% 42% 34%
Pfc 26 27 26 18
Sp4 or Col 32 40 23 25
Sp5 to below Master Sgt 6 3 0 15
Master Sgt 0 0 0 8

100 100 100 100

Events in Vietnam
Disciplinary actiont 48 . 23 , 14 9
Psychiatric treatments 31 16 4 2

.?

Rank at Leaving Vietnamt (220)*
Rose 55 73 74 77
Same 21 24 23 22
Reduced to private 23 3 3

. .
1

Of those not privates
at arrival 37 4 5 1

*Omitting master sergeants, since they did not occur among users and could not rise in grade without
escaping our sample.

tHeavy users not detected before DEROS significantly different from'Users detected, not different
from light users.

tHeavy users not detected significantly less than those detected ahd significantly higher than light
and n on- u se rs.

Mon-users significantly different from each other group.

,
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CHAPTER 7

RETURN TO THE UNITED STATES

Leaving Service

The Army had estimated that 40% of the men returning to the United States would be due for
immediate discharge. However, 64% were discharged within 8 days of their return, and 66% within the first
month. (Apparently men near their ETS dates were discharged early rather than reassigned.) By the time of
interview, 8 to 12 months after return, only 18% remained in service. None of the draftees wai still on
active duty. Those still in service were found stationed at 47 different posts scattered over 23$tates. A very
few of those placed in treatment for drugs on return were still in care.

The members qf the Regular Army who were especially likely to remain in service were the older, higher
ranking men (Table 7.1). Blacks were also -somewhat more likely to remain in, perhaps reflecting less
opportunity outside the military. (The difference was below significance when the fact was taken into
account that there were somewhat more blacks among the older men than among the yeunger.)

By the time we interviewed the men 8 to 12 months after their return from Vietnam, the men still on
active duty included a large proportion of the older career soldiers, none of the draftees, those on their first
enlistments in Vietnam who hd decided and been allowed to reenlist, plus first-term enlistees who had
gone to Vietnam early in their enlistments and still had some months to serve. The active duty group thus
had become polarized in twills of its Vietnam drug behavior. It was now half 'career men, who had had little
drug experience, and half enlistees, who had included the highest proportion of drug users in Vietnam. The
draftees, who had fallen in the middle with respect to drug use in Vietnam, had become civilians.

The first-term enlistees were slightly more likely to remain in service, if they had not used narcotics in
Vietnam. Sixteen percent of those vyho did use in Vietnam vs. 19% of those who did not were still cin active
duty (Table 7.2). The few career men who had used narcotics in Vietnam were also less likely to remain in

TABLE 7.1

WHICH MEMBERS OF THE REGULAR ARMY (N = 232)
iNERE ON ACTLVE DUTY AT INTERVIEW

.

Percent Still
on Active Duty

Overall 31%

Men 26 or older at return (43) 81t
Men 25 or younger (189) 20

_, .

Rank above 5p6 (57)
Rank Sp6 or lower (167) 21

Blacks (33) 45*
Whites (180) 27

*p < .05.
fp < .001.
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TABLE 7.2 ---

PROPORTION STILL ON ACTIVE DUTY AT INTERVIEW, CONTROLLING
, ON SERVICE STATUS AND NARCOTIC USE IN VIETNAM

(General Sample with both interview and.record, N = 441)

.

N
On Active Duty 8-12 Months
After Return from Vietnam

Draftees
Narcotic users
Non-users

e-... ,
First-Term Enr7:7

Narcotic users
Non-users

Career Soldiers
..

Narcotic users
Non-users

(65)

4 . -
(130). ,- .,.-.

' .

(121)
(74)

(9)
(42)

0%
0

--

16
19

,

56
90

than those who had not (56% vs. 90%). As a result, the men still on active duty at interview included only
30% who had used narcotics in Vietnam, while discharged men included 47%.

When we later compare post-Vietnam outcomes of men still on active duty 10 months after return with
that of veterans, we will have to take into account the higher proportion of high-ranking men in the active
duty group, as well as the lower proportion who had used narcotics in Vietnam. If we find better
adjustment among men still in seNice, this may reflect at leastas much their selection for good behaiiior by
the Army as any good effects/of the Army environment on their adjustment

AdjUstment Compared With Soldiers Who Had Not Been to Vietnam

The men discharged spent an average Of 2.75 months on active duty after their return, while men who
remained on active duty had spent an average of 10 months in service back in the States before interview.
These two groups combined had spent an average of 5.25 months in service since they returned from
V ietrtam.

Within that period, 10% received psychiatric care (6% for reasons other than drug use), and 12%
received disciplinary actions. (These are maximum figures, combining self-report and military records.)

The rate of psychiatric care other than drug treatment is similar to that reported by Bows (1973). He
found that 4% of 577 Vietnam returnees spending an average of 5 months in an Army camp on the East
Coast after their return had had psychiatric treatment The rate for Vietnam veterans he found compared
favorably with a rate of 10% for other soldiers at the same camp. Thus, whether or not we exclude drug
treatment, there is no reason to believe that the Vietnam returnees in either study had more psychiatric
problems during the period immediately after their return than other soldiers.

Our estimate of the proportion with disciplinary records (12%) is somewhat lower than Bows's (21%).
He again found no difference at the camp he studied between rates for Vietnam veterans and other soldiers
(20%). Thus Vietnam veterans do not seem to have had unusual disciplinary problems either, whether we
compare our figures or Borus's with rates for a control group of soldiers.
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Discipline Problems

About one-third af all post-Vietnam discipline problems reported in interview stemmed from drug use,
the same propation as in Vietnam. The proportion associated with drunkenness had also remained about
the same-8% of all discipline problems afWr service vs 9% in Vietnam. The proportion of men reporting
drug discipline cases was lower after Vietnam (3% instead' of 7%), but this seemed to be accounted for by
the fact that men remained in service an average of only 5.25 months after their return, while they had had
a year in Vietnam. Correcling for the differences in duration, rates of drug discipline problems had not
decreased af er return, although as we shall see, drug use decreased greatly. Apparently the risk of getting in

, trouble for an equivalent degree of drug usage was much higher after return than it had been in Vietnam. In
the short tme since return, patterns of disciplinary action had not yet reverted to pre-Vietnam days, when
23% of the disciplinary problems were due to drunkenness and only 6% to drugs.

Discharges

Almost all of the general sample discharggd received an honorable discharge (92%), and none received a
dishonorable discharge. About 4% were given general discharges, and about the same number were given
discharges without honor. Two reasons for getting less than an honorable discharge dominated: poor
performance in service and being AWOL. Discharge records showed 8 cases (2% of the general sample)
whose drug use was*specifically mentioned as playing a part in the decision not to give them an honorable
discharge.

a
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CHAPTER 8

AFTER DISCHARGE,

Location

Men discharged from service were found to be dittributed geographically much as one would have
expected from census figures for persons age 21-24 in 1970,1 with the exception of a slight deficit in New
England and the Middle Atlantic States (14% rather than the expected 23%), and a slight excess in tbe East
North Central States (28% instead of the expected 19%) (Table 81). This underrepresentaen of men from
the northeastern part of the United States and overrepresentation from the north central areas occurred
both among large*city dwellers and among those outside lailje cities (Table 8.2), and thus did not result in a
sample biased with respect to residence in large metropolitan areas. 'However, only 1.9% Of the 20- to 24-
year-olds in our sample were living in the New. York City metropolitan area, compared with the 1970
densus figure of 5.7% for all young males in this age range. There was no deficit, however, in some of the
other metropolitan areas thought to be important heroin centers. Chicago, for instance, was not
underrepresented.

Residence at interview was generally in the same areas in which the men reported 6rowing u8.bout
three-quarters were living in the same town in.which they said they had spent most of their teens. About
half of those who had moved away from that town had spent some time there when they first came back
from overseas. Thus a great majority (86%) of discharged soldiers feturned at least for a white to the
environment from which they had left for service. There had been no flight to large cities among the
movers. About the same proportion had moved away from the 31. largest cities as Aid moved into them.

TABLE 8.1

WHERE DO VETERANS LIVE?

.
Expected Based

on Pop. 1970
Age 21-24

Men Discharged,by Interview
Drug

Positive
(381)

General
Sample

(366)

Puerto Rico 1% 1% 1%

NeW England 6 3 3

Middle Atlantic 17 11 13

East North Central 19 28 19

West North Central 8 11 7

South Atlantic 16 15 19

East South Central 6 5 7

West SoutCentral 10 9 12

Mounti 4 4 4

Paci c 14 13 15

'See Stabstwal Abstract cr.1 the Urn ted States. 1972 Tabre 36.
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INlilVIEWED MEN BY SIZE OF CITY OF RESIDENCE AMp REGION
(OF MEN RELEASED FROM SERVICE)

TABLE 8.2

In the 31 Largest
- Metropolitan Areas

Outside the 31 Largest
gettopolitan Areas

Expected
Percent

General
Sample
(N=359)

Drug
Positive's

(N=372)

Expected
Percent

General

Sample
(N=359)

Drug
Positives
(N=372)

Total 36% 43% 84% 57%
,

, 8y Regions 0

(N=128) (N=161) (N=231) (N=211)
New England 4% 2 1 7 3 4

, Mid-Atlantic 28 21 19 12 5 8
East North Central 22 27 24 18 29 16

111. West North Central 7 9 8 9 -7 12 7
South Atlantic 11 10 11 18 18 26
East South Central o o o 10 8 13
West South Central 6 9 11 . 12 9 13
Mountain 2 2 1 6 6 7
Pacific 21 20 25 8 10 a
1970 census for males 20-24..

To learn whether those who moved were moving into environments that differed in availability of
drugs from the environments in which they had grown up, we asked the movers whether heroin was more
or less available in the town in which they now lived than it was in the town in which they had lived before
service. A sizable proportion did not know (29%). Those who gave an opinion were balanced in reporting
that the availability was greater or less. The availability of heroin had infkienced the decisions about where
to live for only 1%. These men had moved away from their ho o avoid exposure to heroin. No one
said that, having become addicted in Vietnam, he sought a pla to live in which he could continue his drug
use.

In sum, this militigy samPle had been reasonably representative geographically of the country as a
whole before entering service, and continued to be distributed much like the country as a whole after
discharge, both with respect to urbanization and region. Except for a deficit otNew York City residents.
who may be especially exposed to narcotics, there was no reason to believe that their opportunities to
obtain drugs on return were different from the general population's.

Social Life

The return to the home town was accompanied by the resumption of pre-service friendships. When
asked whether thejecurrent friends were people they knew from before service, fellow Vietnamveterans, or
people they met since their return, almost two-thirds of men now discharged said that they were mostly
pre-service friends. Only a few (15%) had maintained contacts they made in Vietnam.

Although the men have mostly returned to their homes and their old friends, times have not stood still
at home. Many of those old friends discovered marijuana while the soldiers were away (Table 8.3). About
half the men whose friends did not use marijuana two years ago found that at least tome of them were
using it now and one in five found that half or more of their dld friends had become marijuana smokers.
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TABLE 8.3

HAVE OLD FRIENDS CHANGED OR HAVE,MEN CHANGED FRIENDS?

(Gerieral Sample, omitting men who have seen both old and new
friends since return)

-

..Did Not Associate With Mari-
juana Users Pre-Service

Associated With Marijuna
Users Pre-Service

Sees Ogy
Old Friends

(131)

Sees Only
New Friends

(94)

Sees Only
Old Friends

(60)

Sees Only
New Friends

(45)
o

How Many Friends Now Smoke Pot?
More than 60%

40-59%

16-39%

1-15%

None

11%

8

12

21

a

16%

6

9

28

41

66%

8

10

12

4

47%

16

11

16

11

Even when men have moved to new scenes and new friends, there has been little change in their rate of
association with marijuana users. Rates of marijuana use in old and new friends did not differ significantly.
Apparently, they have chosen new friends with marijuana habits much like those of their old felends. We
conclude that the experience with marijuana Ars in Vietnam has had little effect on the kinds of social
groups in which men feel comfortable once back in the States.

,Marriage

Althoughitheir friends are much the samerthe 8 to 12 months since return from Vietnam were times of
major ch/inges in other ways. Of those who were single when they returned, 22% had married by the time
eif interview and about one-fifth of these new.marriages had already failed. Of those who had been divorced
ow separated when,they left for Vietnarhi06% had remarried by interview. Of those who weie married at
rreturn from Vietnam, 8% had split up. Thus in a sample of men who went to Vietnam two-thirds still
bachelors and 3% divorced or separated, at interview only half were still bachelors and the rate of divorcedglue separated had increased to 10%.

Jobs

At the time they went into service, 68% of the men had been working at a full-time job. Eight to
twelve months after their return from Vietnam the proportion of discharged men with a full-time job was
73%. An additions 4% were full-time students. The remainder had no full-time occupation, and 15% had
neittr a part-time job nor part-time school enrollment (This rate of unemployment should not be
compared with the 1970 census unemployment rate for young men because the census includes only men
actively looking for work who did not work even one hour in the preceding week. By these criteria, the rate
of unemployrn4t for our sample drops to 8%, which Compares favorably with the census rate of 10.5%.)

There was a sttong correspondence between work histories before and after service. Of those who had
been employed a year or more at the time they entered service, 87% were full-time employees or in school
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full time at interview. Of those who were unemployed at the time they entered service, only 70% were
full-time students or employees at interview. One reason for the higher employment rates for men
previously working was that employers did, in general, honor their commitment to reemploy veterans who
had left them to enter service. Of men who said they had had a job at induction which they tried to get
back, only 14% failed to be offered it 111

The 23% not working or in school full t*me at interview (15% totally unemployed plus 8% with
part-time school or job), included 19% who had ied to get a full time job and 4% who had not. Those who
had not sought work consisted of 2% who intended to return to school full-time, 1% not yet ready to go to
work because they had only recently lett service, and 1% who preferred not to have full-time employment.
Thus only 1% of the soldiers appear to be clearly "turned Off" by the world of employment.

Most men began looking for work soon after they were released, 30% within the first week out and
60% within the first month. By the end of 4 months, 89% had tried to get a job.

If jobs were going to be found at all, they were usually fount) within thetrst month's search (74% of
those who found one did so within a month). Since all but 4% had been out for more than 4 months at
interview, the high employment rate was not explained by the men's not having been in the jobinarket long
enough to find wori. At

Unemployment varied by census region from a low of 9% in the South Atlantic States to a high of 20%
in New England. The Middle Atlantic, Pacific, and Mountain States also had high unemployment rates. Jobs
appeared to be sometiat scarcer in large cities than in other areas (17% unemployed vs. 14% elsewhere).
While this differencewby city size is small, the same trend is seen in the drug-positive sample where
anemployment rates were much higher-37% in the large cities and 31% elsewhere. In either setting,
unemployment rates were twice as high for the drug positives as for the general sample.

The area with the highest proportion returning to school was the West North Central tees, where 26%
re attending school at least pirt- time.s\N

It

., One common concern about servicemen's use of drugs in Vietnam was that it would lead to crime on
return to the States. In fact, a considerable number of these men reported arrests since their return.
Seventeen percent of the general sample had had an arrest for an offense other than traffic in this short
period, and an additional 4% had had traffic offenses only (Table 8.4). The offenses had not, however, been
predominantly of the kinds likely to result from narcotic addiction, La, either
proprrty offense committed to obtain money for drugs. The most common o
offenses, reported by 94 of the men, with assorted other conduct offenses next mo

tic offense or a
had been drunk

quent (5%). Drug
offenses were reported by 4% (17 men), but only one of these was for narcotics, and only 1% had been
arrested for theft in this interval since return. Crimes of violence (fighting, murder, manslaughter, ripe) led
to arrest for 2%. Only one of these arrests involved a death, indicating an absence of the gang violence that
might suggest involvement in the drug underworld.

There was no excess of arrests among blacks. In fact somewhat more of the whites reported arrests, but
differences were not significant. The same patterns were found for men drug positive in Vietnam, where the
excess of white arrests was statistically significant. For both races, the drug positives' arrest rate was about
twice thegeneral sample's rate.

Risk of non-traffic arrest a.ppeared no higher in laige cities than elsewhere. Indeed, the small difference
was in the opposite direction (17% outside large cities vs. 13% in). Arrest rates were especially high-in the
South, East South Central, South Atlantic area, and on the West Coast.

It is well known that young offenders tend to be. recidivists. Can the high rate of arrests be explained
simply by offenses committed by young men iQ trouble with the law before they ever went to Vietnam? In
Table 8.5, it is apparent that snen with arrests before service had somewhat higher arrest rates since their
return frOm Vietnam, but' thetorrelation between pre- and post-ser.v ice arrests is low. Even artiong men who
reported no pre-service arrests, 16% were arrested for non-traffic offenses within the short period since their
retu rn.
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TABLE 8.4

ARRESTS SINCE VIETNAM

General
Sample
(451)

Drug-Positive
Sample
(469)

Arrests
Any 21% 35%

Non-traffic 17 30
Traffic only 4 5

Offenses:
Drugs 4 9
Drunkenness 7 8
Probably alcohol related 2 4
Theft 1 4
Bad checks , 0 1

Fighting 2 3
Concealed weapon 1

Conduct 5 9
Moving traffic 4 4
Murder or manslaughter

'Less tlian 0.5%.

,TABLE 8.5

TURNOVER RATES IN ARRESTS

(General Sample, N = 451)

c:.

Number of Arrests
Before Service

None
(311)

1-2

(102)
3+

(38)

Arrests since Vietnam
None 0 81% 75% 66%

Traffioonly 3 4 13

Non-traffic 16 21 21

100 100 100

X2 5.71, df = 2, p < .10 (combining traffic and
non-traffic anrests since Vietnam).
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Agency Assistance: VA and Others.

In their efforts to readjust to the civilian world, these veterans have sought aid from a number of .

sources. Somewhat more tharrhalf (55%) have been to an employment agency or social agency for help in
finding a job. (The VA is not often thought of as a source of employment counseling. Only 22% mentioned
this function When asked what VA services they knew of.) Wherever they went, efforts by agencies to find
them jobs were not particularly effective. Only 12.5% of the sample actually found a job through an
agency. When that did happen, the responsible agency was almost always the State employment agency.
Private agencies found jobs for only 2% of the dischargees, and the VA for 1%. The batting average of
successful placement of those who sought help Was about 25% for private agencies and 19% for public
agencies.

Advice about further education had been sought by, over half the men (58%) released from service.
Educational assistance was- the area most associated with the VA in the minds of soVers-84% mentioned
tuition aid when asked to list VA services, and one-third of the discharged men had turned to the VA for
educational advice. The next most important source of educational information was vocational schools,
which provided information to about one in seven.

About one out of six (18%) of all the discharged men had received some financial support from the NfA

in continuing their education since they returned. This was by far the major area of contact with the VA.
Half as many had disability benefits (9%), and 3% had received medical or dental benefits. None of the -
general sample receiving VA medical care had been treated for drugs; however, a few of the drug positive
sample had. Extrapolating from the drug positive sample to the total population of September returnees,
we would estimate that in the first 8 to 12 months after return 0.3% of all returnees had received treatment
for a drug problem in a VA hospital (3.8% of the drug positives, who constitute 8.2% of thegeneral sample of
returnees). Since the expected number of cases in the general sample would be only one (0.3% of 451), it is
not surprising that we did not find any.

Psychiatric Treatment

Almost 8% of the general sample had had treatment for psychiatric problems since discharge. This
seems an unusyally 'high rate for young men discharged for an average of only 7 months. Two percent
reported that they had been to a VA clinic or hospital about "nerves" or depression. VA hospital records
were found for 8 men, and two of these had been given a psychiatric diagnosis. Most of the psychiatric care
since discharge had been from private doctors, with care commencing an average of 3 months after.
discharge. In all, 4% reported having seen a private doctor about psychiatric problems.

While some of the psychiatric care occurred in men who had had no previous treatment, having had C
care in service predicted care afteriirelease. One-fifth of the men who reported having seen a psychiatrist :

while in Vietnam had sought care since their release froffeservice.*Men who never required.psychiatric care
in service had seen a doctor for nervous problems or depression since their release in 6% of cases. '

Depressive Symptoms

While we did not ask what symptoms led to seekiny.Obysician's care for psychiatric problems, it Is .

likely, that most of the care was for depressive symptoms*. Of men discharged from.service, 7% repOruid -
what soi, nOs like a full-blown depressive syndromerahronic sadness of several weeks' duration plus three

, A

or more (If the following persistent symptoms: trouble sleeping, weight loss, fatigue, suididal thoughts, worrji
.

about insanity, and crying spells. Of these, 32% had sought a physician's,care (Table 8.6). Among men with ..,

fewer persistent depressive symptoms-, 9% had sought care; among 'men free of persistent depritsiVe 4' "
..,..symptoms, 4% had sought care:

. . , .v...4
The frequency of depressive symptcos occurring within d 10-month period for normal young mn.is ..4

unknown. Yet these figures seem surprlisingly high, particularly when one loorss at the more pathatinotonic .7-

symptoms: 9% report having had suicidal thoughts and the4same, proportion have thought; thei,,naighfpe
losing their minds. Twenty percent claim sufficient anorexia to account for more than an 8;poUnd

. . 4. ....
. .
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TABLE 8.6

DEPRESSION AS A FACTOR IN PSYCHIATR IC CARE

(Discharged General Sample, N = 368)

%Treated for
Nerves or Depression

Since Discharge

..

Depressive syndrome (25) 32%
Depression of severalks'

duration}but feweran
3 other symptoms (122) 9 -

No persistent depression (221) 4

and 19% report insomnia lasting several weeks. Yet according to Bonn (see page 46), the rate of seeking
psychiatric care in service was no ,higher for Vietnam veterans than for other soldiers. Perhaps his
.study's 5-mortth period of obsettratiOn while still in service was not long enotigh to detect most efforts to
get help jor these syeriptoms, siriciAnt our-samOle, only half the veterans who sought care within the period
after return had done so by the rtftli mooth..

Depren, unlike drug use, silowed ivositive relations/tip 'to combat experience in Vietnam. Eleveri
percent of the combat troops reported a depressivasyndroipe after return, compared with only 3% of men

. without significallt combat experience*.irtViettandp .( .003).
a The occurrer& of a depresSiie synckome was even more Ati--at'ply associated with post-Vietnam

'tlfartt4vith combat egferience, particularly with- we Ilse balbjturates, drinking plpblems,
divorce, and tinemployment (Table 8.7). Whether, men yemain 'nserVice or were:discharged did not make

. significant 4ifference$10% vs. 7%).

tir
r. .

'Post Vietnam Prbblerns and Length oi Tit-iv in Civilian Lite %I.`e. .
t

While .all'discharged;00 had been iack from Vietnam approxll,ately Abe same length of time, they
varied cons
time ouT wits
..ilian job, if an

setviee. To lea
oactilrred: we 1
voere chosen be

ably jirt.i,hOw long they hk, heen.released- from service at the .time of interview. The avera9e
5 mobths, but varied jus%aifew days to aboUt one Vkar.-Scime events, like taking a

ur onlyipaftr discharge, while't hers, like heavy dripkin,g,-can,pccur both in and out of
,.bow thelleligth of time sincifdischargt affected thelikelihood,of various events having
Red at the inkyence.tftreilts s related.atatime.oui for the drug positives. Drug positives

just they. hadVgh incidences ol Pcob,m ptcomes Beliiiig thet he drank too much after
ot bably because- drinking trettavior aftee discharge- was continuous with

expected-civilian arrests to be related' to time since release, but

renkrn r .. .
r drinkipp behavior befeire;dis0-, ':--.)

a/ne. We
they WaknotitMeQ on active dutylo get a

,12.! Entering'school show* ..3 itirnodal;

;41 .
Amediately on their> retut7frorn Vietrim Septjmber -could nOt enrcill until:die following semester.. ,

.,
.

f. Applicatiob of emplbymeht agenvies showettrto relatianship'.to lent* of ti-Me out. This probably is a
`function of

. ,St.iW F. mpl

trearrntn

r

ested Civilian,police.
tern, relleaing the. fact rpen nob rqleased from service

policies4regarding unipplownerit insurance for veierans-to.qualifik they must apply at the
Jo:

y ent Service. They &di...1;16101p thi4ehittly after "rek;ir.e. The.chanees'of getting Psychiatric
inc!elm wit) the time 01,1.0-service althbugh the trrnall numbers who sought care

what-irri4filar p.itterri. The otit4A40 most cleark; retated'to*gth of time since discharge
ij1.4 full'imw job, The prtmortion !Atli ti npfroctydrops frorty 50% of-those who had been out of

;
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TABLE 8.7

SIGNIFICANT CORRELATES OF DEPRESSION IN MEN RETURNED FROM VIETNAM

Percent With

Depressive

Syndrome
Possible Depres-
sive Syndromet

Total Depressed
Several Weeks

.- .
Post-Vietnam OutcoMes

Marital Status 0
.

Separated or divorced (38) 18% 39% 76%
s Single (228) 7 22 42

Married (183) 5 11 '26

employment and/or School
Neither . (56) 16 36 . 59
Part-time (28) 0 14 ,36
Full-time (283) 6 17 36

Arrests .-

N on-traffic (77) 13 26 56
None or traffic (374) 6 18 35

Drink ing
3+ alcoholic symptoms (35) 6 23 , 43 63
Heavy drinkers (206) 8 18 44
Light and non-drinkers (210) 4 8 29

_

Drugs .

Barbiturates (52) 27 46 65
Narcotics (43) 16 37 63
Amphetamines (V) 15 31 54
Marijuana only (103) 9 21 42
None of these (244) 3 13 30

'Period of several weeks of feeling depressed, blue, or down in the dumps, plus
3 or more of the following: 1) trouble sleeping for several weeks, 2)
anorexia with weight loss of 8 lbs. or more, 3) tired or not able to get
going for several weeks, 4) thinking about dying or harming yourself, 5)
worried about losing your mind, 6) crying spells.

:Several weeks' depression plus one or more of the 6 symptoms above.

wrvice less than three tnonths, 'to 42% of those out three to five months, and stabilizes at between 20 and
25% of those who have-been.out 6 months or more. Because of this strong relationship between time since
discharge and unemployment rates, when seeking correlates of unemployment in Chapter 10, we will
confine the analysis to men released at least 6 Months before interview.

These relationships between time since discharge and outcomelleuggest that a somewhat longer period
of follow-up would not have shown increased use of employment services nor much change in the jobless or
arrest rates. We would expect to find increasing resource to psychiatric treatment.
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CHAPTER 9

DRUG USE AFTER VIETNAM

Prevalence of Various Typeset. Drugs

After Vietnam, marijuana has continued to be the illegal drug most often used, as it was before service
and in Vietnam. It had been used by 45% of the returnees, twice as many as used all the other three types
of drugs together (23%). No illegal drug, however, has been used as commonly as alcohol has been abused.
Heavy drinking was reported by 53%,.with 52% reporting having been drunk in the two months before
interview.

Before service, amphetamines had been used more commonly than barbiturates or narcotics; in
Vietnam, narcotics had been the drug type used most commonly of the three. After Vietnam, the
popularity of the three drugs reverted to their pre-service order, with amphetamines the moit common
(19%), barbiturates next (12%), and narcotics least (10%).

Use of as least one of these three types of drugs in the 8 to 12 months since Vietnam was about half as
common as use had been in Vietnam (Table 9.1). The dropoff in use was greatest for narcotics (78% less
common) and least for amphetamines (24% less common). There were many Multiple drug users in both
periods. Half of the users of any one of the three drug classes had tried more than one class since Vietnam.

TABLE 9.1

DANGEROUS DRUGS USED IN AND SINCE VIETNAM

iv."

General Sample
(N = 451)

Drug-Positive Sample
(N = 469)

In
Vietnam

%

Since

Vietnam
%

In
Vietnam

Since
Vietnam

Any drug: narcotiosi amphet-
amines, barbiturates 45 23 97 55

.
Narcotics 43 10 97 33
AmiShetamines 25 19 59 38
Barbiturates ' 23 12 77 30

Combinations of drug types
All 3:. narcotics, amphet- -

amines, barbiturates 18 6 54 14

Amphetamines and barbinirates 0 3 0 6

Narcotics and amphetamines 6 2 4 . 7

Narcotics and barbiturates , 5 1 23 6
Narcotics only 15 1 15 7

Amphetamines only 2 9 0 10
Barbiturates only 2 * 5

Less.than 0.5%.
6 2
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While men detected as drug positive at DEROS were especially likely to use each class of drug after
Vietnam, the same drop in rates of use and shifts in choice of dru6s had occurred for them as for the
general sample: the rate of use of one or more of these drugs since Vietnam was half the rate in Vietnam
(55% vs. 97%); the decrease in use was greatest with respect to narcotics (a *65% drop) and least for
amphetamines (a 36% drop). The drug- most comrhonly used by itself had changed from narcotics in
Vietnam to amphetamines since Vietnam, and more than half (60%) the drug positives who used a drug
since Vietnam had used more than one class of drug.

Heavy Narcotics Use After Vietnam

We had found that in Vietnam, most narcotics users were frequent users (more than once a week over
more than a one-month period). Use in the United States typically was casual rather than frequent. Only
about-one-third of the users used frequently. (For this calculation narcotics users in both sainples were
included. Drug-positive men who used after return were more often frequent users (4516); but still much
less so than they had been in Vietnam.) Thus not only did any use of narcotics decline markedly with the
return to the United States, but frequent use declined even more dramatically. The liability to addiction
among users also seemed to decline. About half of all users in Vietnam had become,addicted. Among
narcotics users after Vietnam, addiction rates dropped to 7% of the users in the general sample and to 19%
of all users, including both general sample and drug positives. Of course, the average length of re-exposure
to narcotics had been brief, since use began on the average about two and a half months after their return.
On the other hand, injection became the common method of administration after return. When men using
narcotics weekly or more were asked how they usually took them, 63% 'said they usually injected. Even
men who had never injected in or before Vietnam usually injected after their return. Nonetheless, addiction
developediless often here than it had in Vietnam.

Use without addiction, if not simply a temporary phenomenon due to the brief period sihce return,
seems to support the opinion of one in four veterans who tlught that some men cduld use narcotics in the
States without losing control.

The Strength of Deterrents to Narcotic Use in the States

There are some obvious reasoris-why-narcatiet could be expected to be used less on return to the States
than in Vietnam: narcotics in the United States were less pure and more expensive, and therefore usually
required administration by injection; family and friendswere present in the States to disaritrove the use of
narcotids; the loneliness and danger of the Vietnam situation had ended.

To learn whether these reasons ia,e the ones actually important to the men, we asked two questions:
1) After your experience in Vietnam, do you feel thakusing heroin in Vietnam is OK? and 2) Do you feel
that using it in the States is OK? We followed both questions with a request for reasons. Almost all soldiers
felt heroin was unacceptable both in Vietnam and back home. Although one-third of the soldiers did try
heroin ir Vietnam, only 7% thought its use in Oietnam was acceptable. Even among the men detected as
drug positive at DEROS, most of whom had used heroin regularly Over a period of more than 6 months
and been addicted to it, only orielifth thought that using it in Vietnam was acceptable.

When asked about using heroin in the States, acceptance dropped even further. Only 3% thought it was
acceptable, whether or not they had been detected as drug positive at DEROS.

While fear of addiction was a common reason for believing that use of heroin was not all right, both in
Vietnam and in the United States, other reasons offered differed somewhat when the men considered the
United States as compared with Vietnam. Two,deterrents operating primarily in the U.S. were risk of arrest
and expense. Iwo mentioned primarily as deterrents from use in Vietnam were fe5r of endangering the lives
of others 'throUgh drug-engendered carelessness and unreliability on the job. The deterrents to use in the
U.S. seem somewhat kes altruistic than those in Vietnam, presumably reflecting the greater inter--
dependence required by a war situation.

Do attitudes toward parcbtics and practice coincide? Men who actually did use narcotics after they
returned to the United States differed only slightly from those who stopped it on leaving Vietnam in their
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beliefs about whether heroin was OK to use in the U.S. and whether some people could control their use in
the U.S. (Table 9.2). Among users after return, 7% thought it was OK to use, as compared with 3% of those
who gave it up, and 41% of the users thought some people could control its use in the States, as compared
with 26% of those who gave it up. However, even among the men who used heroin after their return, the
vast majority disapproved of it and a majority did not believe its use was controllable. For users and
non-users alike, addiction and resulting crime were seen as major drawbacks There were no attitudes or
beliefs about heroin significantly related to the decision to continue it or stop it.

Drinking and Narcotics

We reported that in Vietnam mein who continued heavy drinking were less likely to take up heroin.
This was not the case after Vietnam. Among men who drank heavily after Vietnam, 15% also used
narcotics. Among men who did not drink heavily, only 3% used narcotics.

The association with heavy drinking was less dramatic for other drugs, but in the same direction.
Amphetamines or barbiturates, but not narcotics, were used by 16% of the heavy drinkers and by 10% of
those who did not drink heavily after Vietnam.

Thus after Vietnam, two drug use patterns that we had noted before service reappeared: amphetamines
were more commonly used than barbiturates or narcotics, and heavy drinking was associated with illicit
drug uSe.

Availability of Heroin

If narcotics were used after return, their us& generally began within the first 4 months, with the
median date of commencing between the second and third month. This two-month waif before

-TABLE 92

DO ATTITUDES AFFECT CONTINUATION OF VIETNAM
NARCOTIC USE AFTER RETURN?

Vietnam Narcotic Users
General Sample -Drug Positives

. Continued
After Return

(43)

Did Not

(153)

Continued
After Return

(157)

Did Not

(312)

OK II) III ilk U. 7% 3% 6% 2%
Sr1111" ()H.

(ed. iI U. ;-, 41 26 4,1 31

tWl('111 flOt OK

ti 33 25 18 17
Lxpe 33 20 36 30

t,r) clime 26 25 36 , 31
Hurts health 21 18 15 18

kes you irresponsible 12 15 13 11
by oyerdow 12 8 7 7

Make you iggressiye 5 9 8 9
People disaPproye 0 5 5 5

wp.< :05 for both samples. All other comparisons not significant.
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recommencing did not seem to be caused by an^ifficulty in locating a source 61 supply in the States.
Those whp learned a source of narcotics were asked how soon after return they learned one-62% did so
within the first week they were back, and 81% within the first month. Most of these men were still in
service at that time.

After return to civilian life, opporffinities to purchase narcotics did not dwindle significantly. Asked
in interview whether they still knew a place to get narcotics, 94% of those who had learned any place since
their return claimed that they could still buy'riarcotics if they wished. More than half (62%) claimed they
knew a place not 10 miles away.

Overall (including users and non-us., 38% of the returnees claimed to knytekwhere to buy heroin at
time of interview. Men who lived in large cities found,heroin. only slightly nfore Iccessible than men in
smaller places (42% vs. 37%). Lowest availability was in the Mountain States, where only 17% knew where
to buy heroin. Throughout the country, 25% thought they could buy heroin within 10 miles of their
hon. This figure was fairly stable nation-wide, with highest 'rates in the Middle Atlantic (36%) and East
SoutS7Central States (45%), and lowest in the Mountain States (12%). Large and small cities were little
different (30% in large cities vs. 24% in smaller places).

IV
The Geography of Narcotics Use

To study the effect of geography on narcotics use after Vietnam, we compared regions to which at
least 20 men returned after discharge. Men still on active duty have been excluded because availability of
narcotics on army posts may not follow the local pattern.

The geographic distribution of narcotics use has leveled out following the return from Vietnam, anclis
now virtually indistinguishable between regions (Table 9.3). This is consistent with thitodaiqh availability Of
narcotics reported by men in all parts of the country. Unless geographic differences in use have disappeared
for the country as a whole in the last two years, returnees apparently have not entirely readopted local
practices.

(

TABLE 9.3

NARCOTICS USE BY REGION OF RESIDENCE

(Of regions including more than 20 men in the General Sample)

Narcotic Use by Residents
Before Vietnam After Vietnam

(Discharged Men Only)

N % N %

Pacific (65) 17 , (49) 10
West North Central. (40) 15 (39) 8
East North Central . (109) 8 (102) 8
South Atlantid (84) 7 (54) 11
Mid-Atlantic -%. , (47) 4 (38) 8
West South Central (43) 3 (32) 9
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'Experiences in and Before Vietnam That May Have Affected Later Use

a. The DEROS screening program

Men positive at the PE ROS screen were placed in treatment for detoxification before their return
home, in the hope that they would be less likely to start using drugs again after their return. We noted in

.Chapter 6, that treatment prior to DEROS in Vietnam showed no noticeable effect on whether or not a

man would be caught at DEROS. But being caught and detoxified at DEROS might be expected to have a
more lasting effect, since the man would be leaving Vietnam immediately after treatment and so not again
exposed to the situation in which he had been using drugs.

The difficulty with attempting to evaluate the effect Of detoxification is that the men caught and
treated were more dependent on narcotics than those who escaped detection. Since degree of dependence
in Vietnam was an excellent predictor of use after Vietnam, chances of receiving treatment are confounded
with the effects of treatment. To compensate as best we could for this confounding, observations were
limited to (-Nen highly dependent on drugs in Vietnam as measured by their report of addiction, the regular
use of narcotics for more than a month, classic withdrawal symptoms lasting for two days or more, and
injection or sniffing of heroin rather than smoking it. Men detected at DEROS and subsequently detoxified
were no less likely to use narcotics after return than equally dependent men who were nOt detected (Table
9.4). Heavy use of narcotics was somewhat more frequent in those who had been detected at DEROS, but
there was no difference in whether use continued up until time of interview. We cannot rule out the
possibility that the beneficial effects of detection and detoxification. have been obscured by the fact that
men detected at DE ROS have, by the very fact of using drugs just before their scheduled departure, shown
a liability to continue drugs after return. But surely these data provide no evidence that later use, and more
importantly, later heavy use of narcotics, was deterred by detoxification at DEROS.

There are some who argue that ideptifying men as drug abusers in order to treat them not only does
ndt help them but is positively harmful, since it stigmatizes them in their own eyes and in the eyes of
society. The evidence for this point of view in our data is as poor as the eyidar that treatment helped,

TABLE 9.4

DID DETECTION AND DETOXIFICATION AT DEROS DETER
CONTINUE OTICS USE?

441.

(General Sample r 5* symptoms of,
narcotic depende hile in Vietnam)

Level of Narcotic Dependency in Vietnam

4 Symptoms

! Detected

(17).

5 Symptoms

Wit Dete-cted
at DEROS

(26)

Detected

(20)

Not Detected
at DEROS

(18) ,

Narcotic Use
Af ter Vietnarn

Any use 35% 35% 50% 396X,

Heavy. use 16 8 25 6

Current use 6 10 1 1

'Those with milder dependence are omitted because only 6 meg" with fewer than 4
symptoms of dependence were detected at DEROS.

0''
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since there was little
- abuser.

b. Injection

rence in later use, whether or not the man was detected and labeled as a drug

To use heroin after return to the United States, injecting it was almost mandatory. As might then
be expected, prior experience with injection was strongly related to the chances of using narcotics after
return. But a history of injection before entering service,was a much more powerful predictor of narcbtic
use after return than was injection in Vietnam (Table 9.5). Almost three-quarters of drug-positive men who
had injected narcotics before they went to Vietnam also used after their return, .compared with only
one-fourth who first injected in Vietnam. Drug positives who Used without injecting in Vietnam almost all
(91%) discontinued their narcotic use on return to the States, even though most were using heroin right up
to departure. (The drug-positive sample was used for this analysis to obtain sufficient cases with experience
with injection.)

c. Addiction just before departure

In Table 6.1 we noted that 33% of the men detected as drug positive at DEROS used some
narcotics after their return to the States, and in the Interim Report we found that only 7% of them became
readdined after their return.

While most of this drug-positive sample claimed to have been addicted at some time during their
Vietnam tour, pot all of them were actively addicted at DE ROS. A few claimed they were no longer using
narcotics then, and more claimed that they easily could have stopped using narcotics but either did not care
whether or not they got caught, did not realize that the particular narcotic they were using was detectable,
thought they could beat the test, or had too little advance warning to stop in time.

The low readdiction rate found on- return to the States gets its most severe test in -cases actively
addicted just before departure. Men who explained their using narcotics just before departure by being too
addicted to quit are such a group of active addicts. #mong the 506 men in both samples who reported using'
narcotics regularly in Vietnam, 134 (26%) said that they had been using narcotics at DE ROS either because
they could not stop or because they knew they needed help and wanted to be caught. Of these, 96%
actually were caught. Remission after return to the States for these men was more likely to be attributable
to a change in setting than to detoxification at DE ROS, since three.fifths of them had been treated
unsucqessfully previously in Vietnam.

0
TABLE 9.5

INJECTION OF NARCOTICS BEFORE, IN VIETNAI.
AS A PREDICTOR OF LATER USE

(Drug-Positive sample admitting narcotic use
in Vietnam, N = 454)

% Using Narcotics
.Since Vietnam ,

_

Injection of Narcotics
Injected before and in Vietnam (22) 73%

Injected only in Vietnam (163) 26

Used in Vietnam, but no injection (266) 9

6 7
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TABLE 9.6

ACTIVE ADDICTION AT DEPARTURE FROM VIETNAM
AND DRUG USE AFTER RETURN

(Men from either sample using regularly 6 months plus)

Men Reporting
.

Active' Addiction
at DE ROS

Other Regular Users
for 6 Months plus

in Vietnam
(134) (372)

Narcotics After Vietnam .
Any use 50% 31%
Heavy use 22 13

Addicted 14 4

*Said using narcotics at time of DE ROS test because unable to quit or seeking.,
treatment

a

Halttof these men, all of whom were certainly psychologically dependent on narcotics and not of
whom were probably physiologically dependent, used no narcotics at all after their return to the States, and
only 14% became readdicted (28% of those who used any narcotic after their return). While 14% is a
readdiction rate twice as high as that for all men deteCted as drug useri in Vietnam, it is still remarkably low
compared to remission rates in the States fort men identified as actively addicted in hospitals and clinics.
Not only did few become readdicted to narcotics after return, but 72% said they were having no problems
at follow-up attributable to drug use.

d. Other predictors in the military experience

To see how injection compared with other aspects of the serviCe experience in predicting narcotic
use after return from Vietnam, we-allowed it to complete with other variables in the two-step multivariate
analysis described above (p. 21f). We found injection in Vietnam to be the strongest of all inservice
predictors of later use (Table 9.7). Having injected almost quadrupled the chances of later use (from 9% to
32%). Other variables predicting 'very high levels of .use after Vietnam were dependence on narcotics in
Vietnam and especially before arrival in Vietnam, and the heavy use of barbiturates as well as narcotics in
Vietnam. Prolonged use of narcotics, heavy use of amphetamines, and being of low rank also predicted
continuing use.

Whether a man received treatment for his drug problem in Vietnam and whether he was detected as
drug positive at DEROS and thus entered the detoxification program, were not selected as predictors of later
narcotic use by the rnultivariate analysis programs. While we again note that this was not a treatment study,
this finding does tend to reinforce our previous impression that treatment for drugs in Vietnam was at least
not a powv.rful deterrent to future. use. We remarked earlier that any benefiOial effect of treatment would
have been obscured if treated ca'sv; wer . the more seriously addicted cases. In this multivariate analysis, two
variable.. probably (Jowly related to i.erintr-rir-,c of addiction were selected as importantprolonged use and
inlet tut,. F yen with the,,e on,tont, treatment did not emerge as a potent predictor of later

1.111",. Hr,;,' ,thr r'}131 riences in service selected by the computer to _predict
pf (. ,..ri ' v,ir tame (multiple R =
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TABLE 9.7

IN-SERVICE POEINCTORS OF NARCOTICS USE AFTER VIETNAM

(MCA, combined samples with drug positives weighted to their
proportios in General Sample)

Overall Proportion Using: 9%

Percent of Variance Explained: 31%

Predictors in Order of Size Deviation from Overall
'of Contribution to Multiple Proportion, Holding
Correlation . ,. Other Variables Constant

Injected narciitic in Vietnam Yes: +23%
No: -2

Indices of dependence on narcotics
in Vietnam

4 or 5: +10%
ess: -2

Heavy barbiturates in Vietnam Yes: +12%
dir ; i No: -1\

.

Dependence on narcotics before Vietnam
it

Any: 4i8%
None: 0

Used narcotics for more than Yes: +6%

..

6 months in Vietnam

Heavy use of amphetamines in Vietnam

No: -1

Yes: +9%

No: 1

Rank Sp4 or less: +2%

Sp5 or higher: 2

e. Experiences before service associated With post-Vietnam use

To see whether narcotic use after,Vietnam could have been predicted from knowing the nature of
the man before he en tered service, without reference to his exposure to drugs white in Vietnam, we entered the
variables describing the men before induction into the same type of multivariSte analysis procedure (Table
9.8). Experience with narcotics before service was the best pred' of use after service. Other pre service
predictors were dropping out of school, heavy.se of any drug, ting. The best predictor that a man
would not be a drug user was that he was 22 or older in Igite, est year as a civilian for most of these
veterans. The importance of the age variable was twofoldlit reef passing through the age of highest

.4erisk of beginning drugs before the drug epidemic in the late 1960s, and . an ability to conform to Army
regulations. Most of the older veterans had entered service years before theirfast Vietnam tour. If they had
not been men who abided by regulations, theOwould oot have remained in service long enough to be sen t
to Vitnam in 1970.

Pre service predictors were len.s powerful than in wyrvice predictors (15% of the variancP explained vs

31N), showing t the service experience contributed directly to narcotic use after Vietnam If the
pre-service van 'had been as powerful or more powerful than the V te tn am indicators, we m igh t su spec t

6 9
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TABLE 9.8

PRE-SS RVICE PREDICTORS OF NARCOTIC USE AFTER VIETNAM

IMCA, combined samples with drug positives weighted to their
proportion in General Sample/

Predictors in Order of Size
of Contribution toMultiple
Correlation

4

Narr:otic injected

High school dropout

Age in 1968

Heavy or multiple drug use

Heavy marijuana

Truant

Overall Proportion Using: 9%

Percent of Variance Explained: 15%

Deviation from pverall
Proportion, Holding

Other Variables Constant

Yes: -1)5%
Use, without injection: -4

No use: -3

Yes: +7%

No: -3

18 or less: +4%

19-21: -2
22+: -6

Yes: +9%

No: -1

Yes: +7%

No: 1%

Yes: +6%
No or last school year only: 1

that in-service behaviors were correlated with post-Vietnam narcotic use oniy because both were influenced
by the same pre-service histories.

We will find in Chapter 11 that the overall rates of drug use before and after Vietnam were much the
same, but that there had been a considerable movement of individuals from user to non-user status, and vice
versa. This had not been a random shifting of individuals. The experience if Viemarn was important in
predicting which individuals would return to their pre-service drug behavior and which would not. A
detailed analysis of this turnover of drug use patterns in the three time periods, before, in, and after
Vietnam, will be found in Chapter 11.

f. Prediction of heavy narcotic use since Vietnam

In the previous section, we have looked for preijictora of any use of narcotics after Vietnam. Many
who used narcotics did so-only occasionally and clAIrtiot feel r`lat had harmed them. The group of
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much greater concern is that third (32%) of the users who since their return used narcotics regularly and
either were readdicted or in danger of becoming readdicted.

To discover the variables best able to distinguish regular from casual users, we put together for
rnultivariate analysis variables from before service and in service. It should be remembered that all the men
being investigated here had used narcotics in Vietnam. There was no user of narcotics after Vietnarn who
had not also been a user in Vietnam. The best predictors of heavy use after Vietnam among men who
continued the use of narcotics after their return were injection before Vietnam (Table 9.9) and having
parents with drinking problems, arrests, or drug use. Injection before Vietnam was the single best predictor
of heavy use after Vietnam. The best predictor of being able to use narcotics' occasionally without

TABLE 9.9

PREDICTORS OF HEAVY NARCOTICS USE AMONG 189 WHO USED AFTER VIETNAM

(MCA, combined samples with drug positives weighted to their
proportion in General Sample)

Overall Proportion Using Heavily: 32%.

Percent of Variance Explained: 25%

Predictors in Order of Size
of Contribution to Multiple
Correlation

Deviation from Overall
Proportion, Holding

Other Variables Constant

Parent(s) alcoholic, arrested
Or drug user

Problem drinker before service

Injected before Vietnam

Enlistee

Yes: +20%

9

No: +8%

Yes: 13

Yes: +27%
No: 3

+5%
Draftee or career soldier 11

Known to Army as user in Vietnam

Heavy amphetarrurw use in Vietnar9

Yes: +6%

No: 9

Yes: +5",
No: 3

Heavy druq Ilse before service 2-3 heavy drugs 16`.:,

1 heavy or nrne: 1

Depvndent on barturtirates before
service
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beximrtirig hPifvy lISVI war, li.ivintt been a problem drinker before Vietnam! It is not immediately obvious
prohlernr, with al, ohol would protett ntcotic users,against heavy use. The amount of variance

ther,e predg tor, inoderatI,. high- 25% R .50).

fl Experiences after Vietnam. Army drug treistinerffl
,h

Men who had been detected as drug positivelIVIDEROS and who still had time left to serve Rfter re-
turn were often placed in drtig treatment programi.fir rehabilitation. Men who had completed their service
obligation had, by faw, to be immediately released. The Army was uneasy about rekeettimg these men without
treatment, and later, by Presidential directive, the regulations were changed to permit keeping them in
service for 30 days of treatment beyond the expiration of their terms. Comparing men who did receive
treatment with those whoc.did not at a time when treatment was not mandatory for all provides an
opportunity to study the effect of treatment on outcome.

While drug positive men could not be detained beyond the expiration Of their service Obligation for
treatment, they' cpuld be held to complete their full terms if.it was thought necessar to treat them, instead
of releasing them early. (Men with only a short time to serve after their tett*" ie often released early
rather than reassigned.)

To see whether keeping men in the Army beyond the time they would have otherwise been discharged
in order to treat them seemed helpful, we compared narcotoc uge after treatment with its use by
untreated men who had also been detected as drug positive at DEAOS. We restricted the comparison to
men in service more than a week after their return from overseas, so that all had time to enter treatment.

0P
We note first that receiving treatment was related both to having been dependent on narcotics in Vietnam
and to reporting use of drugs in the last three days before DE ROS (Table 9.10). Of those detected as drug
;x)sitive who reported both dependence and using drugs just before DE ROS (the "still dependent"), 54%
were treated by the Army after return to the United States. Presumably, treatment was instigated for this
wimp beeau.., of their marked withdrawal symptoms during DEROS detoxification. Of those who admitted
(1'11011,101110 oh ,lartoti, in Vietnam, but did not report using any drugs shortly before departure ("prior
depemlemt-), 41" w-10 neated after th0ir return. Of those who claimed they had niever been dependent

ft fl.re not have shown withdrawal symptom.!; evon though their urines

4.

a

I to

w. ,.1/11111 narcotic use in the States for those who were treated and
as, historiel, in Vietnam, we find slightly more narcotics use after

cup (49"', vs. 37% of the treated) but differences were not
ikpendents," the treated cases had the higher rate of later

!-,iirj those who claimed no dependence in Vietnam, rates of
'11 out differ ,11,1 ording to whether or not treatment wag- given

ii.,.0,41)

; .et.aritatte to having been placed in an Army treatment facility
th,it if we knew the dates at which treatment had been

ri'ttlIts. Because we do not have these dates, we are'nof
I. V.! I P .11.11irntICS. Treatment that was a resii/t of a man's using

ii we are looking at the effectsrof treatment on relapse
follow up study of cases randomly assigned to treatment or

' I it to a drug treatment facility, where the man will inevitably
1. ;al than simply releasing him to his home environment, given

that readdiction was rare after return home suggests that
t,oirie environment to refrain from use may be as effective a

;

r Areotly has to offer him
iii F hirro.; much III the way of evidence for the effectiveness of

. 0.,r if, V t;;ni I ii' tr, the men were in peneral satisfied with the treatment thoy
,'1 for I ml ir I)y Iry atrTIOrlt. Those who did offer suggestions

' 9 e ;If!' ;.' f o ,'ffr rrt 74ey t (hos, w.ere riving handled without dignity.
, !-; rtp 4itiotit nn,T gettiriq frnre individual care from psychiatrists,.
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TABLE 9.10

ASSOCIATION OF ARMY TREATMENT AFTER RETURN WITH POST-VIETNAM NARCOTIC
USE, CONTROLLING ON DEGREE OF INVOLVEMENT WITH NARCOTICS IN VIETNAM

AMONG MEN DETECTED AS POSITIVE AT DEROS

s. Drug Positivetilen

Dependent in
and Used

Within 3
of DE ROS

N

Remaining

Vietnam

Days

%

in Service

Dependent
Claims
in Last

in
No
3

More Than

Vietnam
Use

Days

One Week

Claims

Dependent

N

Never

Proportion Treated 186 76 41 72 32

Proportion Using Narcotics

If treated 100 37 31 48 23 13
If untreated 86 49 45 24 49 16

.{) .005.

Other criticisms were scattered. When asked what kinds of care they might want in the future, few wanted
any, and those who did specified only counseling or group therapy to help them get off or stay off drugs.
Only one subject said he needed togo into a hospital, and only one said he needed to enter a methadone
program.

Its
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.
who used narcotics in Vietnam were asked'. "Are you having any problems that you think might be

due to'having used drugs?" Only 12% thought-they were having drugcaused problems. Those who continued
1

narcotic use after.their return felt they were having problems in 23% of cases, while only 6% of those who
had stopped all drug use on their return to the States reported r woblerns stemming from their use in
Vietnam. Men who had shifted from narcoks to amphetamines or barbiturates after return reported no
more rouble than men who had stopped using all of these drugs-7%, although men who gave up narcotics
in fav r of marijuana reported difficulties in 12%.

When asked which problems they associated with drug use, the men mentioned chiefly psychological or
psychiatric difficultiesworry, preoccupation with drugs, trouble thinking clearly, flashbacks, and

,nightmares. They seldom mentioned unemployment, crime, or divorce spontaneously as drug-related
problems. We asked men who had used narcotics in Vietnam and had since been divorced or separated
whether they thought their drug use had played a part in that breekkip. Only 5% thought it had. We asked
men who had used drugs since their return and had also been arrested whether drugs had played a part in
their arrest. Only 30% thought drugs had played a role.

arid psychiatric care. Th,..
,Nitl drug use. IN.: will fie,t.

>tic 'how, di b,ving probkrns at tci
.an problems and ding use precedin!,

it tt.cic Ilut be objective evidencc far an
.0, than tl.:, a.,..ociation the men themselves see

,

Correlations Between Drug Use and Adjustment Problems

Whether or not the men always perceived a connection between their drug use and post-Vietnam
adjustment, there was a striking asspciation between having used narcotics in and after Vietnam and
post-Vietnam outcomes. In Table 10.1 we find that men who used narcotics in Vietnam had significantly
more arrests, more psychiatric treatment, more unemployment, more divorce, and a tendency toward more
alcoholism and depression than non-users after their return to the States. Narcotic users after Vietnam had

ggeven higher rates of each post.yietnam 'problem, and significantly exceeded non-users ith respect to all
except alcoholism and divorce. This poses a question: Did using heroin in Vietnrtle directly to these

drproblems after rf? turn, or were there problems only if the use of narcotics was conting back in the States?
Or was a third possibility correct that narcotic use and post-Vietnam problems'''. curred together only
because the same kinds of people both used drugs and had other problems?

To answer the first question, we need to look at the relation of `narcotic use in Vietnam to
post Vietnam problems, heSng constant post-Vietnam narcotic use. To answer the second question, we
must use multivariate analysis, allowing the drug history to compete with all the non-drug predictors of
problems after Vietnam, to see whether drug use or social background and early deviance are the rnore
important predictors.

..

To learn whether narcotic use in Vietnam had a direct effect on post-Vietnam problems, independent
of the continuation of drug use on return, we want to compare men who did and did not use a narcotic in
Vietnam, but who had the same kind of drug use after Vietnam. We will have to eZclude men who used
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TABLE 10.1

NARCOTIC USE IN AND AFTER VIETNANIAND LATER PROBLEMS

(General Sample)

In Vietnam i After Vietnam
Used

Narcotics
(196)

Nia

.' Narcotics
(255)

Used

Narcotics
(43)

Nd
Narcotics.

(408)

PostVktnam Outcomes ,
Non-traffic arrest 28%* 9% 49%* 14%

Psychiatric treatment 13t 6 26* 7

Depressive syndrome 11 4 16$ 6

Alcoholism 10 6 12 . 7

Divortie,*Vose (84) (137) (12) (209)
ever married 29%:!: 15% 42% 19%

Unemployed, of those dis- (j 44) (183) (26) (301)
charged at least 6 months 104 10% 38% 12%

-" .001
ip 01.

P 03

narcotics after Xst ietnam,., because all of them had used narcotics in Vietnam as well, and thtis we cannot
divide them into sers and non-users in Vietnam.. We wdl also combine post-Vietnam amphetamine and
barbiturate users, since only a few who used thene drugs had not also used heroin in Vietnam.

When men who did and did not use heroin in Vietnm are compared, holding constant their drug use
after Vietnam, differences are'hot striking (Table 10.2). The only later outcome td which narcotic,use in
Vwthum was statistically significantly related was arrests. Withr the exception of arrests, it would seem
likely that long-term effects are seen only when narcotic use is continued after return. But soldiers who
used heroin in Vietnam were more likely to use all kinds of drugs after their return than other soldiers.
Were all drugs used after Vietnam associated with problem outcomes, Or only narcotics?

Ir. Table 10.3 is limited id men who used narcotics in Vietnam. It shows that men who continued
narcotics after their return had higher rates of all post-Vietnam problems other than alcoholism, dtV
tatistically significantly higher ratis of all problems except depre&sioR and alcoholism. .),,

Men who exchanged the nar Cot ic!, they had used in Vietnam for oilier drugs after return tended to have
slightly higher rauk of problems than men who gave up all (Jrugs, but differences are not statistically
significant7

W is Vietnam heroin use then related to post-Vietnam outcomes only because withbut it there was no
ike iif narcotics after return? T:vo considerations remain: 1) The narcotics users in Table 10.3 include users

-,...

of'ortit'l drugs, while users,of other drugs e x c lude narcotics users. Thus we may be confounding the effect
of the variety of ilruils used with the effect of the type of drug. This may not be an important factor, since
we found no significant differences between amphetamine and/or barbiturate users, who could ako be using
mariluana and thus using up to three different classes of drugs, and users of marijuana alone. In any case .
we will shortly assess each dnig independently, in our multivariate analysis. 2) Narcotics users may include
more heavy users of othhr classes of drugs, and It may be the degree of use rather than the class of drug that
r. Meaningful II)

7 5
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TABLE 10.2

EFFECT OF NARCOTICS IN VIETNAM ON LATER ADJUSTME
ON LATER USE OF NVINARCO IC DRUGS

(General Sample, who used no narcotic Vietnam, N = 408) .

NG

41

hPost Vietnam Outcomes

No Drugs Later Only Mari uana Later
Amphetamine or Barbiturate

Later, but No Narcotic
Narcotic

in Vietnam
(33)

No Narcotic.
in Vietnam

(211)

Narcotic
in Vietnam

(714

No Narcotic
in Vietnam

(32)

Narcotic
in Vietnam

(49)

No Narcotic
in Vietnam

(12)

Nontraffic arrest 5% 10) 25% 3% 22% 8%
Unemployed (of those (2 (146) (53) (27) (36) (9)

out 6 months plus) 10 9% 19% 15% 14% 22%
Alcoholic i 6 4 13 12
Psychiatric treatment 12 5 6 9 12
Depressive syndrome 3 10 6 14 17
D. rced, if ever (14) (120) (36) (10) (22 (3)

married 7% - 13% 28% 4 36% 33%

Narcoticoi,neVietnam vs. none, controlling on later use, p < .0 . All other differences not significant.

TABLE 10.3

POST-VIETNAM DRUGS AND OTHER PROBLEMS AMONG MEN WkO USED NARCOTICS IN VIETNAM

&General Sample, N = 1961

Post-Vietnam Drug Used

Narcotic Amphetamine or
Barbiturate,
No Narcotic

Marijuana
Only

II None

(43) (49) (71) 33)

Post-Vietnam,Problems
Perceives drug-related

problem' 23% 7% 11% , 6%
Non-traffic arrest' 49 22 25 15
Psychiatric treatment 26 . 12 6 12 i
Depressive syndforne 16 14 10 3 I

Unemployed, of those
out 6 moorths or more' 38 14 19 10

Divorid, of those
ever marr led i- 42 36 .. 28 7

Alcoholism 12 6 13
iK

6

'Narcotics users significantly higher than users of other drugs or non-users.
;Narcotic users significantly higher than non-users, only.
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111
To test this latter possibility, we comparect heavy amphetamine userewho did not use narcotics heavily

with beep,/ narcotics users who did not use amphetamines heavily (Table 10.4). We have included the drug
posit$es 'to augment the srriall nurn5ér-df heavy-U-sers in the general sample. We found that heavy use of
either drug was highly associated with perceiving oneself to have a drug problem, arrests, psychiatric
treatment, depression, and unemployment. Slightly more heavy narcotics users than heavy amphetamine
users reported each of these outcomes, but there was no statistically significant difference between the two
user 'groups, Amphetamine use was associated with alcoholism, but heavy narcotic use was not. Neither`
drug was significantly associated with divorce.

While heavy use of both types of drugs was associated with arrests, it has been reported that heavy
amphetamine use is conducive to violent behavior.tid amphetamine users have more arrests for violence
than narcotics users? When we looked a the particular offenses for which the men had been arrested since'
their return, hCavy users of amphetamines showed no more ari.ests for violence (fighting, rape,

manslaughter, or carrying concealed weapons) than did frequent users of narcotics and barbiturates (Table
10.5). Heavy users of any of these threedrugs had more arrests for violence than did men who used no drug
heavily or only marijuana. They also had more drug a.rests than marijuana users did. Heavy amphetamine
users differed from offenders using narcotics or barbiturates heavily only in having fewer theft arrests. All
heavy drug users, including those using only marijuana, had more traffic violations than other veterans.

Drug Use as Comeiared With Other Predictors and Correlates of Outcome

The question we still have 'not answered is how drug use conipares with other!predictors and oirelates
of post V ietnam problems. Is it an important predictor of post-Vietnam problems%r is it trivial compared
with predictors like school completion, parents' problems, race, and arrlests before service, low rank and
discipline problems in service? Was drug use after Vietnam as highly-correlated with the problems in
adjustment we have examined as thos. e problems were correlated with each other?

TABLE 10.4

COMPARING CONSEQUENCES OF HEAVY NARCOTIC AND AMPHETAMINE USE SINCE VIETNAM

PostVietnam Drug Use

Heavy Narcotics,
but Not

Amphetamines
(56)

Post Vietnam Problems
Believes he lias dr ug problem
Non.traf fic arrest
Ps luatric treatment

le iv rome -
nemployed, of those out of

service (3 moirths plus
Div( .ed, of those evi.

. -marr
Alconolg

L_

46
30
32

Heavy Amphetamines,
but Not

Narcotics
(55)

38

27

27

4 48 37

30 30
7 18

Neither

(764)

19

9

8

19

26
8

Akoholism significantly related to(beavy amphetamine use, not tu narcotics; divorce signal
lated 10 neither. All other problems sIgnificantly related to huth types of drug.

7 7
72
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TA8LE 10.5

DO DIFFERENT DRUGS LEAD TO DIFFERENT OFFENSES?

(General and drug-positive samples combined, N = 898)

Type of Drug Used Heavily After Vietnim

Arrests for:
Drugs
Alcohol
Other conduct
Theft
F ighting

Other violdnce: A
manslaughter,
rape, concealed
weapon

Moving traffic

Narcotic Amphet-
amine

(79) (78)

25% 22%

11 17

13 9

11 5

6 5

4 1
9 0

*Less than 0.5%.

4.9

Barbi-
turate
(53)

,
To compare drug use as a predictor of pr

I

oblem outcomes with other variables from thbiare-service and
in-service history, we used the multivariateettchnique described previciusly. For each problemiptcome, all
potential predictors from before service, and then in service were entered into the AIDprogram antl those
variables selected as the best predictors plus all other strOngly associated variables were included in the
Multiple Classification Analysis program.

In Table 10.6, those drug behaviors before and in service Uvhich were most strongly related to each
outcome are shown. Heavy use of each type of drug contributed to at least one post-Vietnam problem.
However for alcoholism, heavy narcotic use before service predicted an absence of the problem. This was
the only negative relationship betwee an outcome and drugs.

For four of the ,six post-Vietn problems, there was no predictor stronger than a history of heavy
drug use. Only for alcoholism and' psychiatric treatment were there stronger predictors, but these were
simply having already had thwrie problem at an earlier period. Narcotic and amphetamine use predicted a

post-Vietnam arrest better even than an e libel- irr,..,t Iii,aorv dirl 'Clearly then, drug history played an
important role in predicting each of

Each post-Vietnam prohl..rn h i,...,,, .i. ,t,.0 o.irately ,,i, to this point, but they were highly
intercorrelated among thern!,e1,:,-. T" , .. , .,., r, I,,, of ilii;,,, ith .sorne problerns rpight be spuri-
ous accounted for entirely 1),,, ,,, ,,. .i,. i,,f I,.. ..,,o that 1,,, ia,,m and another problem with which
drugs were associated. To te..t Om, 1,1`. I/ .11 It', ttl.' ' !tn. l Ind of I'll Iltiplo varie analysis was undertaken for
each outcome variable, the; time in, LI,! ,,,o., 0,- iii,1,1,,P(1..p1 variables each of the other problem
outcomes ,1S well ttS e,x;h two of ,'..1,1 ,I Ai, VI, if or?. ,,. ! othil aspect; of the post-Vietnam
experience, such ar, rank at Ii.e.r 'lam, ,i..1 !yp. ,,f .1. r ii.rr fp.

r r 161 t.' 1 0. 7 presents the corr. 1.1? . , II, I it!:ce correlates dre arranged in tfte
lef tharlil column in order of their ,11/I 1.1,),' /111, II 1 ti ,i ti i,. i il ,I ;,,,1 (,(4 relates. (Those not among thi first
four correlates of a given prohltm ,..-, ., if t 711 ,,r, I ,1,1.. of 5.1 We find that depresS1011 JIlti
alc()holICM Or t! tlIt' two variables mir,r , !,,,.1,,, ,. - , , .t, I ..,ith ..w I ;nobler/1s. Depression is the strongest
correlate of psycluatriC treatment (for obviou . i,. -.oil., sill( , ti f:dtirler 1 w)5 sought for the depressive

7 8
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TABLE 10.6

DRUG EXPER IENCE PREDICTING POST-VIETNAMIOROBLEMS

(1.44CA analysis, combined samples with drug positives weighted
.to their proportionin General Sample)

L

. .

Overall
Proportion

6

Increment Attributable
to Use* of This Drug
In or Before Vietnam

. .

Any Better
Non-Drug
Predictor?Narvill Amphet. Barbi- Mari-

cotic amine turate juana

Post-Vietnam Problems
Arrest 16% +13% +18% No
Psychiatric treatment 8 +5% Yest
Depressive syndrome 7 +16 +4 +13% No
Unemployment

(of discharged) 16 +16 No
Divorce, of those

married 17 +11 +26 No
Alcoholism 8 -19 +5 Yest

*Increments are based on that measure of drug use producing the strongest relationship. In all cases it
was heavy use, dependence, or detection that best predicted outcome,.never simple use.

l'Better predictors: psychiatric treatment in Vietnam, bad discharge. Equally good: parent arrested.
:Better predictors: alcohol problems before or in Vietnam.

symptoms) and alcoholism, and the third ranking correlate of unemployment Alcoholism is the strongest
correlate of arrests (arrests for drunkenness were the most common type of arrest reported), and second
ranking correlate of depression and divorce. The third, fourth, and fifth strongest correlates are drugs, with
narcotics the drug most strongly associated with other problems, and amphetamines and barbiturateS about
equal. Narcotic use ranks among the first four correlates for all problems except divorce, although it is
negatively correlated with alcoholism. Barbiturates are particularly assiociated with depression. Marijuana
has the least powerful role of any of the drug types, but is associated with divorce and arrest.

Because we do not knovtwhich of these problems were preceded by post-Vietnam drug use and which
were followed by it, we cannot make any inferences about the direction of influence between post-Vietnam
drug use and these problems. :),,rsn may have caused some and been a response to others. What we can say-
is that drug users in the post am period, and particularly narcotics users,'carried a heavy burden of
poor social adjustment. When dalg use did precede these problems, it probably contributed to them, since
multivariate analysis has shown that drug use is not a spurious correlate of problem outcomes.

Heavy narcotic use was the type of post-Vietnam drug use most implicated in other problems. Rare
ev,.n amomi men,who had used heroin heavily in Vietnam, when it.did occur it augured heavy narcotics
users were tally unemployed in 49% of cases; had beeQ arrested within a 10-month period in 41`1, of
c.r;e';. 17 had ought psychiatric care: and when married, 18`,-, had divorced or separated.

Fortunate! most rnen left their heavy narcotic use kihincl them when they left Vietnam. But some did
Aiut. M,a4h of loc ,. who continued heavy use of heroin after their return had used narcotics kifore going to

this doeti rt mean that the Vietnam to(perience was irrelevant to their continuat;on.
tee Vi,triam experieo,..., many of the men who had used narcotics before service would riprohdbly

j , t h r ! 1101111,11 pi tireY, ati on -,111(.1 gil trig it me For men whom the
not ,,,rroil,Ice to harc Cdtit,,,, it me y will the,,e oroloncril ar-id rferrom,.d dioir
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TABLE 10.7

STRONGEST CORRELATES OF POST-VIETNAM PROBLEMS

(MCA analysis, combined samples with drug positives weighted
to their proportion in Genera) Sample)

Sion

Correlates, in order
of average rank

Depression
Alcoholism
Narcotics
Barbiturates
Amphetamines
Unemployment
Arrest
Divorce
Final Army rank
Mariivana

2

1

3

1 .

'Correlation is negative. All others ,

ilianks in italics refer to drug use.

Hank of Correlates Of Thyse Post-Vietnam Problems

`p I ; I 11mi-111,1r

111,

Alco-
holism

1

Divorce Arrest

2 1-
4 7 3' 3
3

4

4

1

2

3 4
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CHAPTER 11

SHIFTS IN DRUG USE OVER TIME

We have looked at drug use before service, in Vietnam, and after Vietnam, at tile levels of use, the
characteristics of the users, the predictors of use, and the possible consequences of use. The purpose of this
chapter is to look at changes in drug use over time, in an effort to learn to what extent drug use changes
with the setting, and how one drug tends to supplant another when circumstances changes

Among Vietnam veterans interviewed 8 to 12 months after their return in September 1971, 70% had
used marijuana at some time in their lives, almost half (45%) had used narcotics, almost as many (40%) had
used 'amphetamines, and 29% had used barbiturates (Table 11.1). At what periods in their lives had this
drug begun and at what periods-Was use most common?4
Incidence

- Assuming that the average period at risk uating drug use before service was about 3 years (i.e. ,
from ages 16 to 19), about one year in service before Vietnam, one year in Vietnam, and .83 years (10
months) after Vietnam, we can calculate annual vulnerability rates for the four types of drugs within these
four periods to learn whether vulteralfiilities changed with varying settings and whether changes in
vulnerability applied to all drugs alike orwere drug-specific.

Table 11.1 shows annual rates of initiating use within each setting for men who had not Yet used the
drug up to entering that setting. Before service, maiijuana was the drug with the hitest rate of initiation,
followed by amphetamines. There was no difference between narcotics and barbituratalbefore service,trith
3% initiating use each year. When men left civilian life for the service, marijuana showed a mar crease
in incidence. Men who had not used the other drugs previously continul to initiate use at the
same rate as before service. Once they arrived in Vietnam, however, rates of initiating all four ased
markedly. The increase in rates of new users was greatest for narcotics, so that it became the se d most
commonly initiated drug, after having been last both before service and` in service previously. However,

4

TABLE 11.1

ANNUAL DRUG INCIDENCE IN 4 TIME PERIODS AMQV MEN NOT PREVIOUSLY USING*

Annual Incidence Rates

Before
Service:

3 Years @

I n Service

Before Vietnam:
1 Year @

In
Vietnam:
1 Year @

After
Vietnam:

.83 Years @

Total Ever
Using

(N = 451)

Mwijuana 10% 16% 47% 5% 70%
Narcotics 3 3 38 45
Amphetamines 6 6 17 5 40
Barbiturates 3 4 16 2 29

'The number of men at risk of first use before service is 451 for each drug. The number at risk in each
successive time period is the number remaining who had not yet used the drug at the beginning of that period.
This at risk group is the base oh which annual percentages are calculated. .
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there' was almost as much increase in marijuana initiation. While the increase in initiations of amphetamines _;;f:
and barbiturates on arrival in Vietnam were only about one-third the increase in users, of narcotics, it was
still a 3- to 4-fold increase. Thus Vietnam was a time of marked susceptibility to all types of drugs, not just
narcotics.

On leaving Vietnam and the military life, rates of introduction to all 4 drug types.not only fell be-
low annual rates in Vietnam but also below annual rates before entering service. Indjed, there were no
initiations to narcotics after Vietnam. Th-is.decrease in druj initiation after Vietnam may be a function of
the men's getting older, of a decline in the drug epidemic in this country, of an underestimate of the length
of the risk period before entering service, or the effect lithe extraordinary ease or obtaining'all four kinds of
drugs in Vietnam, which simply saturated the markeTof prospective new users. Susceptibility to marijonii
remained high relative to other drugs in all four settings.

It is no surprise that most soldiers (75%) who ever used narcotics were introduced to them in Vietnam.
Less expected were the high rates of introduction to other drugs in Vietnam: 49% of barbiturate users were
first introducelio that drug in Vietnam, 33% of amphetamine users, art(' 39% of marijuana users.

Prevalence

The prevalence of a drug in a particular setting is defined as use during that period, no mafter how
brief. We do not have prevalence figures for marijuana during the Vietnam period. Questions about
marijuartii use during Vietnam were asked only of men who did not report any Marijuana use prior to
Vietnam. *-

Marijuana was the drug most commonly used both before and after Vietnam, and it was the only drug
used by more men in the 8 to 12 months since Vietnam than'in ailkthe years before service (Table 11.2).
Although,narcotics were the most commonly used of the other three types of drugs overall, they were the
drug /easPrdMmonlir used both before and after*Vietnam. Narcotics were commonly used only during the
Vietnam tour.

Amphetamines, harbiturates, and narcotics were all used mare comrponly in Vietnam than before or
after, With the Vietnam excess greatest for narcotics and least for amphetamines. While rates of use after
Vietnam were slightly lower than before Vietnam for, all drugs.except marijuana, it shoulcl he remembered
that 0,,, :,,Ist-Vietnarn period averaged only 10 rnonth,s, so that comparison of prevalence then with

ik:valence iring the period before Vietnam is comparing a short with a long period. Thus, the !-,iibsidence
aff dry.; prkfv llences.to fxdow pre.Vietmim IfNels may not ttu %lite so reasspring as if seems. But errtainly
!nig fr ,oped marki,dly as compared with Vif.tnarthere cp-1 yod an average of a year, poriod

onat,L, ,..mmensurate with the 10 months since Vier ;in.

Abt 1.2

PlIEVALENCE OF DPW.; USE IN 3 TIME. PE RIOUS

(Con-ral N 451)

E31.`ort:

V iv nam tnarn

,teh, ;ate

Abet
V le tnam

Net Change
Before to After

Mdtiltioila 42% 45' ., yLp.

Narcotics 11 43`-, 10 1 '

Amphetamint:s 24 25 10 -5
Barhitinates 14 .% 3 12 2

8 2
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Prebalence of Regular Use

Perhaps the two 'most surprising findings of this follow-up of Vietnam veterans were the great decrease
in regular (i.e. , possibly addictive) use of narcotics after Vietnam and the large proportion of casual users
among narcotics users after Vietnam as compared with in Vietnam. While 27% reported regular Use of
narcotics in ,Vietnam, only, 3% reported regular use since Vietnam. While almost two-thirds (62%) Of all
users in Vietnam usati regularly, only* 35% of the post-Vietnam narcotics users were regular users (Table
11.3).

Am'phetamines were the only drug tylaused regularly by more people since Vietnam than in Vietnam.
However, the prevalence of regular use of each drv tyde had increased after Vietnam as compared with
before' Vietnam, as had the proportion of regular users among all users. The drug showing the greatest

"increase in regurar Use was marijuana (from 12% befre service to 25% after Vietnam); barbiturates showed
the least. Narcotics was the drug tYpe with the greatest increase in the-proportion of Users who used
regularlyfroin 1% before service to 15% after Vietnam.

line overall use of drugs had declined after Vietnagi as compared with before (see Table 11.2), while
regular use wait increasing, it.appears that the experimentation phase of drug thewas ending for these men.
Those who tried drugs before service and found they did not watt -to use them regularly have quit'while'

-others have escalated from occasional to regular use.
..t

Turnover of Prevalence between Settings

so

Finding' the proportions using each dru§ atter.Vietnan1,, much' the-same as prior to Vietnam might
suggest ttiat meh on-returning from Vietnarn.and Ieavinse Inilitary simply put aside the drugs they had
been introduced to in Vietnam and reverted.to whateve rugs they were't9sing before Vietnam. When we
trace tbe course of individuals' use through these th e time periods, however, we find- that reversions to
pre-Vietnam practices are only part of the story. Post-Vietnarn risers of narcotics had used that diva of drug. before, Vietnam in only 30% of cases; barbiturate users had used the 'same drug before servicp in 44% of
cases; amphetamine bsers in 61%; and marijuana users in 72% (Table 11.4). First toe was in Vietnam, for
70% of post-Vietnam narcotics' users, almost half the barbiturate users, and allout one-quarter qf Mar uaria

. ..

and amphetamine users. Thus post-Vietnam narcotic use, unlike use of o drugs, was very 'largely a
continuation of behavior initiated in Vietnam. How then can we account a. a return after Vielnarn to
pre-Vietnam levels of narcotic use? .-

.. i
-

'Total
Before service
In Vietnam
Sincv Vietnam
Net thinge

TABLE 11.3

PREVALENCE OF WEEKLY DRUG USE IN 3 TIME PERIODS
_,.,

(In General Sample, N = 451)

Narcotics Amphetarninei' Barbiturates
Total Of Users+

(201)
Total

3%
7

6
,+3%

Of Usersr
(180)

; 20%

, 29
38

+18%.

Total ol Users'r
(111)

Total Of Users+

4(314)

'
27X

3

f 3%

1%

82 -
35

+34%

2%.

9.

3
41%

16%

40 '
23
7%

i 2%

25
+13%

42%

56
+14%

any of the 3 time periods. 8 3
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WHEN opuG u

TABLE 11.4

FOR litiT-V I ET N AM USERS IN THE:GENERAL SAMOLE

.. ,..
. -of'

Nar-
cotics
(43)

Barbi-
turates

(52)

Amphet-
amines

(87)

Mari-
juana

(202)

Before Vietnam 30%
In Vietnam . 70 *ga,
After Vietnam A101111

4

44%
46
10

61%'
25
14

7296:

26
2

When we try to acc e decline after Vietnam to pre-Vietnam levels, we find that reversions to
non-use account for 27% of e narcotigorevalence picture, but only 9% of the barbiturate prevalence
picture arid 8% of the amphetamine prerialence picture (Table 11.5). A large part of the stability of narcotic
prevalence rates pre- Xpost-Vietnain is accouised for by.the 55% who never used the drug before, in, or
after Vietnam. Continuous narcotics users throughout the three peribds were rare (346). kir narcotics, and

.other drug classes as well, the net change from,pre-Vietnam level is small because users who began in
Vietnam and continued after Vietnam are balanced by dropouts from pre-Vietnam use, men who began the
drug before Vietnam and continued *in Vietnam but stopped before departure. Other patternsuse before
and affg; bUt not in Vietnam or beginning after Vietnamwere extremely rare for narcotics (1%).

(
TABLE 11.5

HOW DRUG LEVELS REMAINED CONS1ANT DESPITE THE VItINAM INTERLUDE

(General Sample, N = 451)

Net'Change:
PreVietnam to Post-Vietnam

A. Pre-Vietnam Use Same as Post-Vietnam
Never used at all
Used before, in, and after Vietnam
Reversion to pre-Vietnam non-use
Reversion to pre-Vietnam use

ains (Use since Vietnam, nolo,
before)

Began in View. and continued
Began after Wtnam

Losses (Use before Vietnam, nof
since)

No tiae ireVietn'a;n
Belfore and in Vietnam

Alt
Narcotics Barbiturates Amphetamines

..

.
-1%

85%

-3%

85%.

,

-4%

80%

.

4

55%

Ir.'

3

27

o

7

o

71%
4

9

1

60%

1/
.

8'
8

4

,

.

8

..g

..
.

9
1'

_.,__._

100%

5

1

''''

...

-

...

100%

2

,

57

.
e
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Since the stability of narc&icpcevalence rates from before to after Vietnam depended almost as much
on the balancing of-losses of p tnaim users by gains in users trying drugs for the first time in Vietnam
and continuing, as reversionS3; re-Vietnain practices, it is possible that without the Vietnam exposure,
the net change Id have bn :diellisively negative. Learning whether a decline in the prevalence of
narcotic use in the last year as inpaeled with prilialence in the period ending two years earlier could have
been expected in men of this aie will have to wait on the completion of aplanned study comparing their
drug use with that of a matched:Fivilian sample.

Drug Exchanges
. -

...
The previous section on rates of turnover of drugorith changes in settings treated each drug type

individually. When a drug used beforet servile was no tinued after arrival in Vietnam or after leaving
Vietnam, we called it a "losS." In many cases, that "loss" was actually an exchange of one type of drug for

.another, as indicated by our finding "losses" balanced by "gains."
Table 11.6 shows'-ene-ranges of one drug for another on arrival in and departure from Vietnam.

Amphetamines werelile tk,pe of drug most likely to be dropped when men arrived in Vietnam, but in about
half the cases, narcOlicsWere substituted ler them. Barbiturates were less likely to be dropped than.
amphetamines, and to* who dropped them almost all substituted narcotics for them, apd 'Sometimes

) amphetamines es, Welt. The reverse seldom happened; barbiturates seldom replaced
amphetamines-. Naicotics were the type of drug least likely to be dropped. In the rare inn twi nuhice (I:

narcotics were:discontinued. there was no sUbstitution. Thus in Vietnam, substitutions were almost entirely
narcotics in place pf discontinued amphetamines or barbiturates. The net effect of these-substitutionswas
to increase the pntortion of ,parcotics users among men who used drugs before Vietnam bvi45%; and to
decrease the proportion'of arriphetaminealats by about the same amount Barbiturate users'clecreased by., 431%.

On-leeing Vietnam, rtgliho bad stopped pre-service drugs reverted to amphetamine used before

- fa*

service in 'about one-quarter of cases. Rates of reversion to barbiturates were lower and there was no
reversion to narcoties. No quip not preVioesbeused were substituted for discontinued drugs.

When men continued their pre-service use of amphetamines in Vietnam, they usuallyalso conti.d to
usetthern aftertretnam. Those who stopped them on leering Vietnam did not revirt.torother drugs used
prelliously. Pre-sevice barbiturate use wlliai. was tantinued in Vietnam was continued afterwards in about
half the cases. When barbiturate use was stopped on leaving Vietnam, amphetamines were only rarely
reverted to and narietics not at all. Narcotic use begun before Vietnam and continued therewas contliklitedti
afterwards in only '8% of cases. Those who stopped narcotics occasionally reverted to ainphetaminet or
barbiturates they had used before service. Again, no new drugs wesubstituted for tile relinquished
narcot "

les Ilk .

In sum, the transi ndtion to Vietnam was marked by a s g'.. ency to continue whir/ter drugs hadtOlF
been u Thsed previously or to substitute narcotics for them. e- ansition from Vietnam back to the States
was associated with a marked tendency to discontinue any narcotics used there even among men familiar
ivth narcotics prior to Vietnam, and a mild teralancy to revert to amphetamines used before service. But
"at men simply applied using any of these three drug types. Thus the role of narcotics as.the drug af
dioice in Vietnam became the rote of amphetamines afterwards, 'although the attraction of post-Vietnam
amphetamines seems to.have been weaker tban the attraction of narAtics in Vietnam. ,.

:0*

,',
% The Later Drug Careers of Vietnam Drug Initiates

.f..':-.V ol.
Our analysii in Table 14concerned men with drug expel/Ole before Vietnam. But nyan' y of the,tiiin

. .., .

;.
using drugs in Vietnam were first i mnt uced to the there. It is this group of "innocents'. who hay4MOSt.
captured public concern. Were they en enduring drug habits by being exposed in Vietnam?

Table 11.7 shovgs that men without any prior drug use first introduiced to-nercotics in Vietnam*
ntinued them a1t4tWardt in only 7%' of cells. However, two-thirds continued triouse some drug after

...
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TABLE 11.6

e IN \ilk Tom AO AFTERREPLACEMENTS FOR DISCONTIN FILlso-7UED PRE-VIETNAM D

(General Sample users of drugs before Vietnam/

Amphetamines
(108)

In Vietnam
Conttued
Stopped

If stopped before, substituted:*
Amphetamine

IR Barbiturate
Narcotic

After Vietnam
If stopped before Vietnam,
reverted to;

Amphetamine
Barbiturate
Narcotic

If continued in Vietnam
Continued after
Stopped after

If stopped after,
reverted'

Am mine
Bar rate
Narcotic

51%

49

(50

9%4 47 *

4use4.DruVi
(B2)4tes (sipcs

65%

35

22)
, 38%

79

9crt'.

(6)
0
0

(5)

2096

0

A

f.

!Proportions substituting and
not using the potential substitute dr

erting are
'n the immech

stopped in Vietnam; not in Vietnam for men who stop

Vietnam and 30% some hard drug. Ifiey be
in Vietnair, the rate..of continuin narcOtics lose to
VietnaliMen who learned to eke cotics in Vietn
or barbi tu rates afterwards. -to d eithar ampheta

...TX,* men who did not use narcotics in Vietnam.
# Merl who wer :troduced to maiiiiianalW VietnaM .but to

free on %turn: altft gh a.few (14%) inued the maitijuana.. SI
8:11

.

Men who came to Vietnam drug free and remained r thylv
Thus, introduction to narcotiCs in Vietnam did not lead to mt
substantially increase the probabilift that seine drugslkould

yee

tfi'eftii.ruN;
.s.,

4



TApLE 11.7

THE LATER DRUG USE-DF MEN FIRST INTRODUCED TO DRUGSINNIE'liklAM
. ---

(General SamOle without pre-Vietnam drug $xperience,

Rost-Vietnam Uset..
NairTOtics

Amphetamines

Barbiturates

Marijuana onlr

None

Drugs Introduted to in Vietaartfi
, , 0

Narcotics ' .,No Srcptics*
., -Total

( 46)

Aisi).
.

Amphs or -

'
.-.4_,._

'*-- NO

Amphsior
.8ars

i....-

.r

Total

(186), :.

Mati,
Juan'e

1'. (56)c,

No Maii-
juaria

1130)

22

- 9

37

33

14%

24 -

19

48

10

-:.

.

20 .' ''

Cr ",
ar

28

52, 0

,

' VP

1

6

t
92 .-

.

4

0

14

52

.

.

1

2

..\97

-*Also no amphetamines or barb turates. There was virtaally no use of these drugs in Vietnam by men
vr6o did not also use narcotics.

Net Changes in Drug Use
41'

When we look at the total picture, includfingren who both did and did no use drugs before Vietnam
(Table 11.8), we notes sma4I loss in total drug usel(- 7%). We also note an ince4n multiple drug use in
Vietnam, with 'a return after Vietnam to Ore-servtce rates of itiultiple use in ha f the users. Buteven though
the number otmillekle drug usds after Vietnam is as befOre Yietnam, them has been a shift from
tido drugs to three, as narcilics & barbiturates first., Vietnam are add%) to pre-sentice patterns of
amphetamines and b:arbiturates or amphetamines and t.s.

SLIMMARY
0117e

A 4)

The overall history of drug use in servicemen who lefi Vietnam in Sermber 1971 arAl returned to the
-.Uhited States may be summarized as follows. *

.41111111 ,
.,

4 vo Half the men (49%) came to Viirt,arn without dtug experience (other than marijuana) andtwere
still non-users 8 to 17 months aftePrheir rAturn;

r
ill\

.
sleVre using the same drugs thtsj used before Aetnam, 8 to 12 months after Vietnam;

.7

re 444440% had become users or had increaSed the variety of drugs used as compared with before
-, 7 Vietnam. Drugsradded Were mostly narcotics and rbiturates;

83
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T 11,.8

-
CHANGES IN CHOICE f,DRUGS OVER 3 TIME PERIODS

Ak...'"
.writeneral Sample, N =151)

fr

41

r
_

Mre,
Vietnam

.-i
In

Vietnam
'

After .
Vietnam

.

NSChange:
Befoie to

After

Narcotics, amphetamines
or barbiturates

.
Patterns 94 use, (among users)

Single Drug Type
Ampillotamines"only
Bahaittrates only
Narcotics only

Mixed Types ,

Amphetaminesirand ak

barbiturates °

Am phetantines and
narcotics

13a4piturates and ,

narcotics
All 3

30%

(136)

52
37
8
7

as

18

111/

10

.

5

15

. .

t

45%

(205)

37
3
1

33
...;

63 Pr ,

.1.

.

-4
f 3)

11

39

.

'

,

li

-23%

(104)

50
37

_

8
5

li
50

13 -

8

.i.

4
25

.

,

IF

-7%

t ) ..../

0
11 At-0

2

+2

-2

-1
+10

a

25% had stopPed using drugs they LAW before Vietnarrt or decreased the variety of drugs used...
Amphetamines were the drugs most often discontinued.

..
..,

,.

ek 2% had exchanged the type of drugs they used befele Vietnawfor other drugs.
. 7 .

..

We have shown that post-Vietnam narcotic use usully began in Vietnam; isid
equally likely to begin there as before Vietnarfi. We have also Shown that map whose
was in Vie trAtehad some predisposition to continue them thereafter. Thus the
Vietnam to pie:Vietnam levels should not be eitterpreted to'mean that the Ali

cntaieZda:.
.!,.1.- .transient. On the other hand, the Vietnam experience may have been artleterrent fro

therpany soldieis who, Pad used :drugs before service and discontinued:them ally etnarlio itleisil ..ttii:!--:
fifiroPlerns other soldieei had larithlti ' ; and experiencing . pr emillthemsefiies in Vietnam Wry aye
petradet them to stop using drudslk unger age thari most d users do.t 1 it

..., wo changes in scene, froth the. United States to Vietnam4id from Vietnam to home h
Agrikffvit to be associated Vfirth marked changes both ..ig remberi using druRs and in the,choice of

.4% The. hturn from Vietnam was accOmpanied by.i Ifte drop in drug use, particularl^f narcoti
balf rif4the Vietnam narceti*Cisers who quit afted to or continued amphetainines or barbitur.a

A

had used nothing stronger ithr marijuana since Nib retwn ho*e and 11% did not even replace

S.

nakotic with marijuana.

8 8
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There has been speculation in the literature (Winick, 1966).that narcotic addicts "matute out" of their
addiction in time. The concept of maturing out seems to imPly that the signific4nt change is an internal

loneprobably a distaste for the "hassle" of procuring drugs when energy is sapped by the physical costs of
aging. Our Arks show that a change in environment seems to bring about a great decrease in addiction
even in very young men. Aging has social as well as physical consequences. One of those .social
consequences is that older persons are treated differently and have access to different social relatio&hips,

vie, they kave a significantly changed environment. it may be that the "maturing out" phenomenon of
older men remaining in the sarr geographic setting-is a product of a changed social environment as well as a
different body state.

(5
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CHAPTER 12

RETURNEES' OPICONS ABOUT ARMY AND VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION POLICIES

The meih were asked for their *lions about Army dnip policy in Vietnam in the followineareas:

. . 1. Should the Army check urines for drugs at DE ROS?
2. Should there be surprise urine tests at other times?
3. Should men found positive by urine test be kept in service beyond their discharge dates for.

treatur t?

u

4. What kind of discharge should an identified drug user det if he a) had performed wellib) had
norperformed well?

5. Should men be thrown out of service a year early for drug use?
el 6. Should men ovegipas be treated for drugs where they are currently stationed, elsewhere
1. 4 overseas, or sent to the State' for toatment?

7. After treatment, slmild a man be returned to his unit or reassigned?
8. Should drug abuspITy Vietnam veterans be considerece"line of duty" by the VA in decisions

about treatmentf
9. 7'phbuld drug users be given specialbenefits by the VA?

..

At the time these men wtn Vietnam, thepnly-routine urine testing program was the check for drugs
oat DEROS and men had to 141rneleased lrorn service iithen their obligation was complete whether or not

'hey were thought to requir4rth, er treatment Latecon7sirrprise urine sweeps were added, and Olen could
for treatment 31144a4 eyond their expected termination date if found drug positive. .* I

highest rate pf ' agreement wail' found w' the policy with which Mit mai already
iartesting urines at QEROS (Table 12.1) all (90%) approved this polici. The few

ts wenS.-Liesed MoStlY on objections to invesion *I Privacy, or a hopelessness abaft-the
possibility of curing soorpeone who has been aldicted. The two more recent policies also had high rates of

-:igreement-74% for surprise sweeps (Question 2) and *6 for retention beyOnd ETS in order to get
4 treatMent in seprice (Question 8). An isclditional.three percent took iv° account tterfact that not all men

detected as drug positive were iita7sipri* addicts, and ssiOulated that treatinent shotiWp given only if the
man was truly addicted. Another tirvo percent were:Willing:1.o accePt only a brief li release. ln total,
85% agreed- to involuntary retention for treatment after the service olNiggion was complete under some

....
conditions. ; ,

.--... 11, '.'i . "P .4,011 _. .

Agreement- with botkpolicies vires- greitestiemong7careee 'soldiers, 92Voi whom thought surprise
D swamp were,* good ideiralik % Of whom agreed that men should be kept in seryice for treatment beyon'd

:-.--,ffieilirtermination date. Tiw mjst gitical :Army policies were the first-term enlistees, but even they
approved surprise sweeps in two4hitiis of ca and retention for tre'atment beyond the expected release
datein three-quarters ,':, .4'. 4- -

Most ioldiers fett wi reiraect,i to Quest:le-MA; that a man ideritiftips: ms,-,4liugsmtO had performed well
should get an honorable discharge, 'and thaffizse on drugs wbc44adiffiffeArdiiiie should ot tionorable

.614;barges for medical Aescians (81% honk/ail:4e in the first initarat43.4necffeaJlin,the seccind). Only 3%
foOrest. a wi-ttiout honor ot dishonprabliNschvhas in the first instance an 2'4i6 in the second. The

100 favor of a medical fitscharge for a irositive soldier who gets into troublatioes hot apparerOw
reirect cUrrillt Army practice. Rpcords of none cit the men detected as positiveet DtROS showed dischari

. . -..

. Cinetficei reasons: Tweaty pe'rtitit were giviodischartes without honor and 13% general discharges. -

Ilite.cineer sealers were found to be someWhat morel3unitive toward drug users, but their attitud,+:'....! ,, , . ,
. not differ marked*, fr eNdiers. Three-rr' rs were willing for a drug-using soldier

9 0



TABLE 12.1

A'
VVTNAM VET-E RAW OPIKONS.RBGARDING ARMY AND VETERANS

ADMINISTRATiO4 DRUG POLICIES
.

(Gen;ral Sample, N = 454)
-

.

.

------;0 .

Total

N = 451
%

Dr1f4e's

N = 195,
%

First-Term
Enlistees
N = 195

%

Career
Men

N = 51
%

1. Should the Army check urines at
departure from Vietnam?

so
9

74

, 24

2,

78
T4

7

1

81

9
5

1

2

4
- 53 .

14

5.

18

6

93
6
1 '

.

77
20

3

80
13

6

,
1

- 19
11 `i'r

5

1

2.

2.4

4
55'

.

2 .
'23

3 *

,

Iiit

e.

*.

4-

.88
11

1

-

67

31

2

75

15

8
2

4
85

6 .

1

1

#

. 4 .
56

16

6
11

7

Ilk

.'

94
6
o

92
8
o

84
8
6
2

72
12

8
4f
2

10

16

17

10

iY.es

NO

No opinion
,

2. Should the Army check urines in
;Jsurprile sweeps? ,

Yes - .-

No 11
No opinion

_
3. Should men found posfitive be kept .

beyond ETS fori.atment? .. .
Yes

. No- .

Depends
No opinion

,
. .

4a. What kind pf diiCharge for drug users
who perfgirned well?

Honorable
MediOal it
Genei;a1 i. 4.4
Without hond...
Dnorabl ..
Depends

4b. Whitlikad of discharge for drug u!.ari
whoperformed badly?

.
.fr latiorable ev.

Medical
1111

. e rd.

General -
.

Without honor,
. .

Dishonprable
Depends . ,

.0
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TABLE 12.1 (Continued)

VIETNAM VETERANS' OPINIONS REGARDING ARMY AND VETERANS.
ADMINISTRATION DRUG POLICIES

(Genend Sample, N = 451)

Tnral

N = 451
%

Draftees

N = 195
%

First-Term
Enlistees
N = 195

- . Career
Men

N = 51

5. Should drug users be discharged if
caught a year before ETS?

Yes

No
Depends

,
No opinion

6. Where should drug users be treated?
In the States
In Vietnam a '
Elsewhere overseai ,

Anywhere but Vietri.irn
Nooppion

.

7. After ent should the man be
returned his old unit?

Yes
4 .

No
Depends
No opiniona'

a Should drug problrs incurr din
Vietnam be considered "line- fat%.,..
by VA? ;

Yes

If first addflted in Vietnam
No -

No opinion

a 'Should ditig,ilsers receive any special
VA bene

AO
Yes ,
No . .

15

50
34

1

67
17

8
1 -.,i--.

7

.
,

-.0,
184,:-
74

5
3

it...

59
10
29

2

18

82
!Hi -

. 12
58
29

V

'69
14

7

1

19

P
4n

..N'' 7
''"F'- .24.;

67
6
3

,

64
7

26
3

.

- 16

84, . '.

-

,.

--.

.

:--

17

49
34 .
.0

66
19

9

2
- 4

.

-.. ,-.--'

13 '-

11
2

.

60
12

27.

_ .

19

81 1

...

a
55

4

63
. 25

8
0
4

..

,,,12 ,
84

2

47
10
41

2
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an honorable discharge if he had performed adequately; 41% were willing for him to get in honorable
discharge for medical reasons if he had performed badly. The first-term enlisted man was again found to be the
least punitive: almost all (85%) thcs4ght a drug user who performed well should get an honorable discharge,
and 56% thought a drug-using soldier with behtior Problems should get a medical discharge. (Not

< surprisingly, tolerance towards drug users was greatest in the group that produced the highest proportion of
'drug usersthe first-term enlistees.)

Army policy with respect to early discharges for drug users (Question 5) had not been clearly spelled
out, and in any case only a few of these soldiers would have had any personal experience with such a policy
since most of those found drug posit* at the DER06 screen were'near the end of their enlistments. The
men anstgered this question in a less than ifOar-cut fashion, with half disapproving early discharge, 34%
saying that it depends on the individual case, and the remainder favoring dismissal. Silt disapproval of early
discharge was not clearly.either punitive or tolerant. Among those who disapproved, a sizable proportion
who intended to be punitive assumed the drug user wanted to be thrown out and therefore they wanted to
keep him in! The majority of those votihilor him to stay did not do so because they were accepting (only.
9% said drug use was not a serious enough. offense tO merit dismissal and only 21% wanted to keep him
from getting a bad discharge), but because they wanted him treated (43%). Those who thought there should
be no rule of thumb most frequently said that he should stay only if he has been cured. The only clear
conclusion is that these men felt that drug users remaining in the Army should either be undergoing
treatment or have successfully completed treatment

The career soldiers were least disapproving of early dismissal: only 25V of them saicLa.drug-using
soldier should not be thrown out early. Sixt4n percent definitely wanted him dismissediiafanother 43%---
thought he should be dismissed unless he were treated. The remainder were uncertain. 4. , -=' -..;,. :

When asked where drug treatment should take place (Question 6), two-thirds opted for theUnited
States. Four reasons for that choice predominated: drugs were less availfe in the States; the man vvio Id be
dose to/his family; he would be away from the pressures of the Vietnam environment that had cm:lied-him
to use /Pugs; and medical care in the States is better. The 25% who thought he should be treated overseas
cited the advantages of raRid treatment or a desire to keep the problem secnirrom the fami y: "He should
return clean." The remainder (7%) had no opinion.

Almost three-quarters thatIght the soldier should be transferred to new unit after completing

influences associated with his earlier drug iise. In addition, almost one-third fea that the notoriety would
treatment (Question 7). The nflost frequently offered reason was Jto avoid re ing to the temptStions an&

hurt him and that his commanding WWI. would be prejudiced against him. The few who thought he
should rettim to his unit think it woulTbe better for him to return to a familiar situation in whrch he felt

. 41comfortable.
If a man was discharged with a drag problem and went to the VA for WO, more than half (59%)

thought his,d rug problem should be classified as "line of:lutyyes" by the VA (Quelkip IA Az additional
10% thought that would be the' right classification if ale man first became addicted inietnam, bin not if
he hacratitady been addki4ed before he arrived. Thus, more than two-thirds thought drug addictican arising
in Vietnam should be handled like an injury or illness incurred while on duty. Even most (57%) of the
career men felt this"way. And drug users caught in the DEROS urine reen were in near-unanimous
agreement (86%); ouWhile very few of them actually.sght treatment from e VA, they wanted drug users
to have the right to treatment without prejudice.

0* 18% of the men thought drug users should have anV special services .frorn the VA (Question 9).*
The onlytoncrete sunestions were treatment for his habit or counseling.

11- Men were alsoasked for ideas aboUt any,new services the VA Niutd provi4 for veterans in general,*
not raising.itreOttestion of drug use: The men came up with vdry few new idOas 'Table 12.2). Suggestions4 ,
wer t l*fter,increasinVotiMproving services they al y kne44o be ptovided by the VA:Thus
7% tid le oans, 8% improved educational benefi 6% improved medical care The areas.in
which su'ggeitions were made by 'men unaware of existing servica were with respect to job finding and

. training and medical care. Three percent apparently uninformed that the VA provided medical care,
thought it should. Only 26% had shown any awareness of VA activities in Vocational areas. Thirteen percent
who weralpot aware of .any VA 'help with vdcational prohlins or jab training suggested atOctive role by

r
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TABLE 12.2

SUGGESTIONS EY VETERANS FOR IMPROVEMENTS
IN VA SERVICES

`0.

Job
Give help in finding job or training
More unemployment compensatiork

Education
t'Improve

education benefits
koans

More or better loans
Medical .

...Medical care

f6after medical care

Yt

the VA in locating jobs. Another 6% wanted the VA to provide financial # twunemployed veterans.4
Thus, job help was the only aga in which ilftable number of veterans expressed need for improvement in
VA services. t fir
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LEXICON

. Addicted: -Affirmative answer to the question "Illyou feel you were addicted or strung out?"
&iv rAID: "Automatic Interaction Detector," a computer program in the OSI RIS package appropriate for nom-

inal data. (See page 21)
Alcoholic: Drink-s the equivalent of 7 drinks of spirits at least once a week and either a) was treated or

hospitalized for alcoholism or b) had three or more of the following symptomsmorning drinking,
binges, thought he should cut down, accident due to drinking, trouble in school, on job or in service,
civiiian arrests related to drinkimg.

Amphetamines: Illicitly sated sulbances. asked aboUt as uppers, speed, crystal, 'obesitol, bennies,
S. *Benzedrine, dexies,Dexedrine, riata=mines, meth, Methecirine, pep pills, t pills,.deltatols.
Barbiturates: Illicitly used sulfstan asked about as downers, binoctol, B , #10's, Nembutal, yellow

.1jackets, SIIIOnal, reds, red devil barbs, phenobarbital, Tuinal, truinal, C ristmas trees, Amytal, blues;
goofballs.

r soldier: A member of the Regular Army who had served more than two yeap before the beginning of
the Vietnam tour from which he returned to the United States in September 1971.

Depressive syndrome: Chronic sadness (defined as depressed, blue, or down in the dumps) of several weeks'
*ration plus three or more of 41. following symptoms: trouble sleeping over a period of.aeveral
-wfmaks, anorexialliading to a well/Floss of 8 lbs. or more, several weeks of feeling tired for ne reason

, or not able to "get going," thoughts of dying or harming oneself, worry about losing one's mind, and
'crying spell?. ,

DEROS: -Date Eligibistfor Return from Oversiaa
. DE ROS Screen: Urine test required- prior to departure from Vietnam: Urines positive on the initial test

.(-FRAT) wereiprified by a second attd different analytic procedure.
orug:" 'use/amphetamine, barbiturate, or narcotic, unless specified tO include marijuana
Drug positive: A Man whose 'ne was *found positiveAncrverified as positive in the DEROS screen and

r whose positive tests were clin -al'uated as beinffdiie to illicit drugs.
Drug positive sainple: A sirriple random sample of 495 selected ,frounst lists provided by the Surgeon

General's office as men Who were determined to be drug positive.at DEROS.
Enlistee or first-terrn-enlistee: 4member of the Regular Army Who had served less than two years at the

Aiime he arrived in Vietnam. 4
ETS: Expiation of Term of Servicaahe date at which a man's active service obligation is complete.

, Frequent drtt

Drug type

Amphetamines

ilarbiturates

Marijuana

Before Service I n*Vietnam

25 times rf or
felt dependent

25 times + or
felt dependent

3+ times a week
or felt depend-
ent ,

25 times +

..20timast.

Not asked

93

9 5
AI

After Viemam
mit

Several times a Week.
Or. felt used too mulk

Sava-nal days a Week
or feft used too much

Thartimes a week
for a month or 5+
times ailay or felt
used too much

3



Frequent drug useContinued

1.

Drug tyne.r..:

Period

Before Service. In Vietnam After Vietnarn:

Narcotic More than weekly
'for More than- a
month or felt

-deOendent

i

4General Sample: A simple random sample of 470 men selectecl from a tape provided, by the Personnel
Information-Systems Command listing all males returning from Vietnam in September 1971 on their
master tape of Enlisted Record Briefs. -. .

AlbHard copy Of-the-010'N record: The ictual physical military record; kept by the unif s personnel section
Ir. While.then ari iniaCtive duly and depoiited with the Militarsy Personnel Record Center when men are

.
,

.V-4,0giled from active du ten:F. gilscharged. ne.g..
.. . ..,a

7
.HeAkdrinker: Men whO habitUalbediankthe.equiValentof 7 jiggers of spirillat least once a week.
F444, -drug user: See "Frequeht tiruOlor." ,...- . . fib- .-

...
-Marijuana: All produCts Wthe cannabis satin plant inquired about-as marijuana, hashish, pot grass.

._

....,-

--A.,computer program in the0OSIRIS package analogous to multiple regression but requiring no ,

_ -assumptions about norm'ality and linearity. . ' . .

More than
weekly for
more than a
month or
felt depend- It
ent -

More than weekly for
more than a month

I

PRC: Military Personnel Record Center, St. Louis, Missouri.. A repository for military recOrds
harged from service or released from active duty. ,

*s-

arcodcs: Illicitly used substanCK-derived from opium or synthesized, asked about as htroin, H, smatT,
mff junk, Deribrol, opium, morphine, syrettas; paregoric, codeine, cough °syrup With codeine,:

Robitussin A-C, Dilaudid, 0...I.'s (opium joints), methadone, DolOphine. .

NORC: National Opinion Research Center, a non-profit survey Ig;nization 'attached to the Unhiersity of -
Chicago.

Problem drinker: A heavy cfrinker (see above) who reports one or more problems listed under alcoholism '

or has hid blackouts. \ .

Regular drug use: See "Frequent &tug use."

h.
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APPENDIX A: SAMPLE SELECTION AND ESTIMATING THE.,,POPULATION SIZED

A. SAMPLE SELECTION

According to the information ihat we-obtained from the Army,-the most accurate indicator of when a -
mah actually _left Vietnam is Form 21:.4 for nien,who had_ been released from.aclive duty and Form DA20
for men still on active duty. Sinceit was obviousry irnpossible to look at the record of every Army enlisted
man in Service or recently released to see whether or not these forms indicated a September -departure frtim

, Vietnam, we had-to use the best available information to identify men who left Vietnam in September. The
best source seemed to be the master tape of Enlisted Record Briefs (ERB) available through PERSINSCOM.
That tape contains all personnel on active duty within 120 days of last update. PE RSINSCOM drew from '
their master tape updated November 1971, a subtape that included all men whoSe ERB showed Septe`mber
1971 as ihe'"Year-Month Departed Latest Vietnam TOur': or missing that, showed that date -for
"Year-Month Departed Area, Last Foreign Service Tour" if the "Area of Last Foreign Service Tour was
listed as Vietnam or if the "Area of last Compfeted Short Tour" was listed as Vietnam:We knew the tape
would include some mep ineligible for our population because they did not return to the States after
leaving Vietnam.. This tape of "September returnees" provided by PERSINSCOM included approximately'.
22,500 Enlisted Record Briefs (ERBs).

The FRB contained no information as to nhether or not a man had been positive for drugs at DEROS..
To enable us to identify the subpoPulation of drug positives, the Surgeon General's office listed Arrny
enlisted men detected as drug positive at DEROS from the middle.of August to the *end of September.
Information from the Surgeon General was provided in four batches. First, a list.of 1,024 Social Security

' .Account Numbers (now used as the identifying number by the Armed Services) of men detected as positive
between August 15 and September 15 was cent to PERSINSCOM for matching against the master tape that
provided us with th.le general population. (Dating back to August -15 ensured that men tested and detained
in August who actually left Vietnam in September were included.) When 170 of the Social Security
numbers were found riot matched on the master tape, the Surgeon Gengral sent us names as well as
numbers to allow verifying the matches we made and to allow hlatching by name those missed by number.
Next, the Surgeon General sent us 944 additional SoCial Security ACcomit Numbers which were supposed
to repre,,ent men who tebte,d positive in the last half of September. (We had originally expected IQ use an

'August 15 to September 15 pripulation,-bUt.found that there was no day of departure on the master tape to
allow us to cut off our selection at miii-mdrith.) Finally the Surgeon General's office sent us 603 names as :

well as numbers which were supposed to represent men detected as positive in the last half of September.
The, fact that --Aipposedly correspondiQg lists of names and numbers,sent to us by the Surgeon General

did riot agree in nurnbet of dis.and did not overlap completely derives from the fact that the Surgeon
General's information had to te gathered by hand from a large collection of individual cards which had not
been sorted by date: For this eason, the lists of cases for September were not necessarilY complete and
might have copying -errors in the-Social Security Numbers. When we were unable to match a co.nsiderable
proportion of the Surgeon ,General's cases dated September on the tape provided by PERSINSCOM either
by name or number, We became aware that there might also be errors in or omissions from the tapd. Failure
to match could occur because of .a rnktake in the Social Security Account Number either on the Suigeon
General's list -.or .on the tape, because a Service Number dating from before the changer:flier to Social
Security Account Numbers NdS Still being used on either source, or because the rnaSter tape from which our
rape wd% made or the Surgeon General's list was incorrect in datin the departure from Vietman.

The magnitude of irrors in Social Security numbers was suggested by the fact that we were able to
- Increase the number of Surgeon General's cases matched on the PERSINSCOM tape by 22% when -we
matched by name, accepting matches only when the Social Security number differed by only one digit or
by a transposition of digits Even after matching by name, we could not match 39% of thence,: provided
bythe Surgeon General

Many of these failures to match turned out to be due to er'rrirs in departure dates. When We started
looking at the herd copies of the military records for home addresses of men already released from Service,
we fnund that Form 214 often showed dates other than Septernber for men both on the Svptember
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departure tape and on the Surgeon General's list as September departures. Apparently the reason for the
large error was that many men weri returning earlier than their expected departure dates as tr6up strength
111 Vietnam W ds beingreduced, and tlwir ERB's had not been cbrrected to shoW the advanced date.

Since the Apny advised that Form 214 should be taken as the final word as to when the man actually
left Vietnam, we decided that for both general and drug positive samples We would locate the hard copy of
the military record fur ekich .prospective sample member before he was accepwd into the sample . This did

. . .

nut promise to increase the work load greatly, because the hard copy was needed to obtain home addresses
fur men released horn Service. The methodological problem was how to-verify the date of departure from
Vietnam d nd still t:hoose d completely random sample. Our solution was first to choose by random numbers

a group of 500 putentidl "general- sample members from the September departUre" tape arid d group of 500
potentidl -drug positive" sample mt.mbers from the Surgeon General's lists and.theh continue the random
selection to obtain.approximately 500 additional cases from' each source to serve as substitutes for men
foond ineligible for the sample because they returned at some date other than September, or because they
did. not returntothe-UnitedStates. When d man was found ineligible, the next randomly order,ed individual
becarna potential sample member. This method .was equivalent to having first cleared our two populations°
of all ineligibles and then haYing chosen a simple random sample of the remainder. Thus we were able to,
meet our selectIon criteria and at thesame time preserve the randomness of the sample.

ri outaining a whole of the general population, we discarded as ineligible as many cases as-we
accepted. The proportion of drug positives discaided as ineligible was onlY slightly lower (39%). The loss of
general sample ca5es was so heavy that we actually ended up with a slightly smaller sariple for our general
poptilation than we bad intend 470.

Records of men released from Se ice are centralized at the Military Personnel Records Center within 3
months of release from .active duty, and become readihAaccessible (with the able assistance of the staffs of
RCPAC arid GSA). For men recently released or still in Service, location of records is difficult. Records of
men still on -aCtive duty are located at their active duty station. The Worldwide Locator contains the post
and military unit for each Marl' on active duty. Unfortunately, its infermation is often somewhat out of
date. Because of problems in locating records.of men on active duty or recently discharged, obtaining the
sample INdS a laborious procedur% which continued throughout the whole five months of the interviewing
petiod and required the efforts of five to eight people on the research staff full time as well as a great many
peopk in the Army. Despite these difficulties, We were `finally able to locate the hard copy o,f the military
record or confirm the overseas location or fbcate the man personally to ask his date of departure in all but
13 cases thdt we attempted. These 13 Cases had to be dropped from the prospective samples. We ended with
495 cases in the drug positive sample and 470 cates in the general sample. With an overlap of 22 persons
between our' two samples, we had selegted a total of ,943 individuals, all of whom had been confirmed as
departing Vietnam in September and re'!turning to the Uoited States'. To obtain these 943 persons, records
had been sought tor 2,300.

'
We made this dogged effort to pursue military records for every potential s'ample member until certain

Whether he was or was not eligible because we were concerned that records of men with more serious
problems might be harder to obtain. For instance, records were sometimes difficult to find becaus4 they
were in the hands of the FBI or hdd heen sent to Fort Benjdmin Harrison because the man was a deserter.
Records of men currently in drug programs were sometimes difficult to find because the man was not on
the roster of the Post Locator. Failure to locate these difficulttofind records would have biased our sample
in favor of less deviant individuals. tr.

th' e made d ,,Pecial effort to include drug positives whose records identified them as September'
departures even though they did not appear on the rnaster tape as September departures because
preliminary analysis had shown differences be-tween men on and off the September tape. Analysis of data
from the hard copies of the,militdry- records substantiatPd these early impressions (Appendix A, Table).
Men not on the tape were more often Regulai Army enlistees rather than draftees and they had more
disciplinary action in Vietnam, resulting in lower rank, kwer honorable discharges, and more rapid release
from Service. These behavior problems appe'ar to have begun in Vietnalii since dt the time men on and not
on U. jSepterinber tape d rr ved in Vietnam they were very similar inNnk, previous disciplinary experience,
and reciords of drug problems Because the military recor4s of men missing from the September departure
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.
tape reflected more serious problems in Vietnam, it was important that they be inclUded if the sample of
drug Positives leaving Vietnam in Septem r was to be an unbiased sample.

. it may be true that omissions of Se tember returnees into were.not drug positive from the Septeriber
pipe were &so biased in the direction Of discipline pf,oblems in Vietnam. Concerned that tape omisslons
might give us a sample -of drug negatiJes biased toward conformity, we corgulted with the Army as to_
whether there was any way in whidh wie could identify in the general population'men who-actually left in
September but whose ERB did not reflect this fact. We were told there'was no way to identify this group'
short of pulling many thousands of iard copy records and looking for, departure' dates. Therefore our
general sample is made up of Septe ber retUrnees who were so noted on PERSINSCOM's master tape.
Because they may be a biased sam le of all SeOtember returnees, when we compare them with drug
positives, tables will present results 'f r those drug poskives whose enlisted record briefs do appear on the
September departure tape (as well a for the total drug positive sample), so that any biases present in our
sample of the general population wi l also apply to the drug positives with, whom they are compared. On
the other hand-, when we want to d scribe the drug positive populatjon or compare-drug positives with and
without certain' characteristiCs, we ill-use both those who did and did not appear on the September _tape,
because together they constitute o r most 'representative sample of the total population of drug poSitives.

Through the efforts described we have tried to obtain the mosf representative possible samples of men
leaving Vietnam in September. Hi ever, we are well aware that we have achieved more in the direction of
eliminating cases that shogld not ave been in the eligible population than in lOcating missing members of
th9t population.

4

APPENDIX A: TABLE
HOW MI LIT RY RECORDS OF DRUG POSITIVES ON THE SEPTEMBER

DEPART. RE TAPE OF ARMY ENLISTED MEhl DIFFERED FROA
RECORDS OF.THOSE NOT ON THE TAPE

(If ard copy of the military record was obtained: N = 486)

Drug Positive Sample

Record Entry
On Tape

1399)
Not on Tape

(81)

RegularwArmy .65 74

Three or more d iplinary
actions in Vie nam 17 28

Rank of Privat :

At entry in o Vietnarri 37 ... 37
At DERO$ 25 ao

Type of Di arge:

Honorab e ,69 58
Without onor 18 25
Others

i

12 17

Released f II' om Service

im(ned'?ately on return 37
-1

51

Differe ce not statistically significant. All other differences are signifiant.
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B. ES-I-MATING PO ULATION SIZE

Since we do not k ow to what extent the ineligibles on the -September tape" ire balanced by eligibles
omitted from that tap we do not know the size of the population from which we have sampled. Knowing
the population size w old be useful for erojecting the_ number of men likely to be candidates for any
program'plannegt so thlt requirements in fundsand-personnel cOuld.be eitimated. . -

To estimate tbe size of the population of Army enlisted men who were SepteMber returnees to the
United States, we can use two pieces of information: 1) the proPortion of ineligibles we discarded in
picking our general' Sample, and 2) the proportion of the eligible drug positives who were missing from the
September tape, but wihom we identified as eligible from their military records. To obtain our 470 eligible
general sample members, we had to search the military reeords of 981 men. If we assume that the same,
proportion eligible holdS for the remainder of the tape of Q2,500, there are 1Q780 eligibles on it. Among
the 495 men in our drLig positive sample:403 appeared on the tape. If we assume the same rate on the
September tape for the remaining eligible drug positives on the Surgeon General's list, eligible drug positives
on thee Surgeon General' list are 123% of eligible drug positives on the tape. If we then assume an equal
rate of omissions for the drug negatives in the general samPle, the number of probable eligibles ortAhe tape
(10,780) increased by 23% gives us an estimated population of eligibles, 13,240. We will use thF, estimate
when we project from out sample to the population of Army enlisted 'men who left Vietnam in September
1971 and returned to the United States. .;.

I.
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APPENDIX B
PROCEDURES EMPLOYED FOR DAUG SCREENING*

30 ml Urine Specimen
(pH taken on receipt of specimen an&stored at 4°C

until ready for analysis turnover rate approx. 5-7 days)

15 ml Urine aliot (for SEDATIVES)

Direct extraction at pH 11
followed by Thin Layer Chioina-
tography

Developing solvents: Ethyl Acetate,
Methanol and Ammonium Hydrox-
ide (85:10:5).

Spraying reagents: Diphenlycarbazone
& Mercuric Sulfate.

I.

15 ml Urine aliquot (for AMPHET-
AMINES, METHAOHEJAMINE,.
MORPHINE, QUININE, CODEINE
AND METHADONE)

*-
Acid hydrolysis followed by a direct
extraction at pH 10.11

MORPHINE, CODEINE,
QUININE & METHA-
DONE were all screened
by Thin Layer Chroma-
tography.

Developing solvents:
Ethyl Acetate, Methanol
& Ammonium Hydroxide
(85:10:5).

Spraying reagents: Acidi-
fied lodoplatinate.

All extracts showing positive
reaction for morphine were
confirmed by Gas Liquid
Chromatbgraphy.

AMPHETAMINES &
METHAMPHETAMINE
All extracts were analyzed
by Gas Liquid Chroma-
tography.

NOTE: "Clean" urines spiked with the drugs to be analysed, i.e. amhetamine, rnethamphetamine, mor-
phine, codeine. phenobarbital and amobarbital were always processed with the samples for TLC and GLC
analysis.
1K.K.

Kaistha & Jerome Jaffe: Jnl. Chromatography, Vol 60. page 83.94, 1971.

'This Appendix was.written by Dr. B. M. Kapur, Clinical Institute, Addiction Research Foundation, Toronto, Canada.

GLC CONFIRMATION OF MORPHINE, CODEINE, QUININE & METHADONE.

Instrument

548.497 () - 74 . A

Ben4ix 2500 F ID.
6" x.6mm glass column.
3% OV-17 on Chromosorb W. HP.
100/120 mesh.

8-1
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'
Multdinear temperature program

Flow raws

I.

1

. )

Initfal tem . 230°C
Final temp. 300°C

(Held for 1 min. at 239° then increased at 20°/min to
280°. Held over for 5 mins. then increased at 10°/min.
to 300°C. Held over for 2 mins.)

N2 46 ml/min.
H2 38 ml/min.

GLC ANALYSIS ON AMPHETAMINp'S & METHAMPHETAMINE

. Instrument Bendix 2500 AD.
x 6mm glass column.

3% OV-7 on Chromosorb W. HP.
80/100 mesh.

Temperature 140°C (isothermal)

Flow rates N2 30 ml/min.
H2 32 ml/min.

1
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TIME STARTED

CONFIDENTIAL
NORC-4146
502'

APPENDIX C: INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
AM
PM .

VIETNAM VETERANS

,

DECK 01

OICAB 166-S72001

Expires June 30,1973

DECK 01

/00')
1. When did you get back from Vietnam? (The date you reached-the U.S.)

-

Month Day Year
'07-08/ 09.10/ 11-12/

IF STILL IN SERVICE, CODE '=8" BELOW, WITHOUT ASKING.
2. When were you discharged from the.Army?

:rt

Month Day Year
13-14/ 15.16/

.IF NOT IN SERVICE: So you've been a civilian now how loTig?

Less than 2 month5 1

2 months to less than 4 2
/4 months to less than 6 3
6 months to less than 8 4
8-aonths to less thadl 5

10 months to less than 12 6
12 months or more
Still in.military

17-18/

1,9/9

3. When did you go on active duty? IF MORE THAN ONCE: (the last time?)

Month D y Year
20-21/ 2-23/ 24-25/

4. And when did you get to Vietnam? IF MORE THAN ONCE(this la.st time?)

Month Day Year
26-27/ 28-29/ 30 31/

TER INFORMATION FROM tl'S I 4
ONTO CUE 6HS ET.) ,

N10.4
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DECK 01 <

5. While you were in Vietnam, were you ver under enemy fire?

IF YES ASK: 01/er how Ibilg.
period?

4'

No (do TO 0 6).

Less than a month
1 to less than 3 months
3 to less than 6 Months

'6 months to lesi than 9 months
9 mon.ths or more

_ YeS", period not speoifiek1

6. Were-you ever wounded in a combat operation?

(GO TO Q 7)

IF YES. ASK. How rvany times?
c Once
< Twice

. I Three or more times
. ,

6
7 Wire Nou ever in d unit attached to the South Vie, amese ormy?

NcL
(GO TO QV

Less than a month
1 to less than 3 months
3 to less than 6 montlis
"6 months io less than 9 months
9.Months or more
Yes period not specified

1111 Ito .1 k)(.0111)11 !hal WdS surrouNcIt7d b'y tenemy?

NuL. . .(GO TO Q 9 )

IF t /1,C.e."

Less tipn a month .,,

1 to less than 3 months .
3 to less than 6 monthS
6 months to less than 9 months
9 months or more' .

,
., YeS, period not specified .

Vict, \jolt r,t t .(qitlr.ited off from t e Indio body of your unit?

IF YES. ASK For how long?

No (GO TO 0 10)
L.,

Less than ainonth
1.4.1ess than-3 months
3 to less than 6 months
6 months to less than 9 months
9 months or more
Yes, period not specified

(C-2
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1

2

3

4
5

32/9

,

I
1

6

7

,

1 33/9

2

.03

4

a 34/9

-2

4 /
5

7

1 35/9."'

2

3

4
5.

6

7

.1 36/9

2

3

4

5

6

7



10. -Did you go on cOmbat patrols or have other very dangeroui; duty while in Viewain?

No IGO TO Q 11) 1
,

IF YES, ASK: Did you yo patrol
or halie dangerous duty as often. LIS
once.a week, or was. it more like once
a month, or less frequvitly?

11. Whde you were in Vietnam, did any close
combat?

IF YES,ASK: How many?

r.Once a yv ek. o more of tn e 2

2-3 times , month (VOLUNTEERED) 3

. Once a mo th 4

1,...ess than r Ice a mon ti! 5

Ye!s, frequet %y not specified 6

DECK 01

37:9

iend or buddy of yours there. gefkilled it

No (GO TO O 12)

One
Two

7

Three 4

Four or mor 5

Yec, number not speciiied 6

e

12. Were yocr kept pretty, busy during duty hours, throughout your Vietnam tour of duly, or
'were there long periods when you tiad no.Athing much to do?

IF LCING PERIODS WITH
NOTHING, ASK: How much of the
time alto ther would you say you
were iu sitting abound with nothing
muc o do?

38 9

..
Busy all of tour (GO TO 0 13) /1"\\ 39 9

I \iLess than a month ( 2 \
1 to leis than 3 months
3 to less than 6 months /
6 mouths to less than 9 months 5

. 9 mqnths or more
-Period not specified 7

13. Were you bored with your jobvhile you were oV r.there?

IF.YES,'ASK: How many moiliihs-of
your tour OVer there did you.iind it
blaring/

No (GO TO Cl 14)

Less than a month 2
1 to less than 3 months 3
3 to less than 6 months ..... 4

6 to less than 9 months' 5

9 months or more 6
Don't know 7

)4(

40/9

14. When yoti,w,e`re off ;duty, was
while .,...1;"1.

boredom frequently a pritiblem to you, or only once in a

A
Frequently' 1 41/9

. Once in awhile 2

Never 3

C-3
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DECK 01
0

7Now, I'd like to ask a few questiQns abOut drug use... :.-

15. What onedryg, if any, do you' feel caused the most har'm to U.S. soldiers in..Vietnam?.
. .

None caused harm (GO TO G 16). .. 01

42-43/994 NAME OF DRUG

A. IF R NAMED DRUG: Why -do you think ,thaflone was the worst? RECOR,D
VERBATIM.

16. Among the enlisted men i6 your unit, how manirsmOked pot fairly regularly (three
inure'times a week)? USE CATEGORIES AS PROBES IF N'ECESSARY.

Almost everyone (85-100%) 1 4419
than half (60-84%) 2

About half (40-59%) .., 3
Less than half (16-3%) 4
Only _a few (1-15%) 5
None 6

)
11, Was the rnirijuana on your area plain, or was it sometimes spiked or laced with other'

drugs?

-
. "

., .

Plairik. (GO TA 0.18)

f IF A LPVA 1/ S OR SOMETIMES
XED.,, ASK.- Which prugs ipas it

rniXed with?
4 , .

RECORD VERE3ATIM, AND CODE.

D kno" (GO ro Q 181
1 45/9

3
Heroin 4

Other (Specify) 5
Don't know 6

18. Could solerc on your arVil always buy all the straight Nlain1 marijuana they wanted,.or
VMS It sometimes scarc(?

Always ivailabIe 1 4619
Usually 3Nable, sometimes scarce
Scarce .a.,
None available

JO 'Kid you gone around with regular mitrijuana smokers (that is, people wh.osmoked it
three or more times a week) before you went to Vietnam?

0
IF YES, ASK: Was the first time No (GO TO 0 20) 1 47/9
before you went into the ervice; or. 7 i)

when you were already in he Service, ( First time before Service 2
but before you went to Vi tnam? First time in Service, befOre Vietnam 3

( Before Vietnam, mat specified 4 .

C-4
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20. Bef
- regu

A

you went into Servici, what did ou think of i;oung peapte using marijUana
rly did you think it As OK, cv- did you disapprove of it? RECORD VERBATIM

ODE. 4

Th ught it OK .1 48/9
Disapproved . 2 -

Had ncit.decideek
Hadn't though(about it 4

3

217 In Vietnam, hO4 many of the enlisted medin your unit do you think ever tried narcotiCs.
like heroin or opium even once while they were there?VSE CATEGORI-ES AS PROBES,
IF NECESSARY.

0

A. IF ANY: tlow many of the men
least a oiogee times)?

'Almost everNione (85-100%)( KA) 1'

More than half (60-84%)(ASK A) 2
About half - (;10-59%)'(AsSK A) 3
Less than half (16z39%)(gSK A) .

Only a few (1-15%)(ASK Al
None.- (GO TOO 22) 6

in your unit used these drugs fairly regularly (at

49/9

'Almost everyo - (85-100%) 1 50/
-.

More than half 084%) . , 2 :
About half ( 0-59 (3) 3 t. 'Less tha alf (16-3. %) 4

le. Just a fe %) 5

I
dNone

iorai
What were.the drugs mit commonly used in your unit? RECORD VE.RBATIM.

1-1
-

you see, or hear about, being used in your ..init? RECORDWhat other drugs did
VERBATIM.

23. Had you personally known any heroin or opium users bei(ore ycso.Were in Vietnam or
was that die first time?

IF BEFORE VIETNAM, ASK: Did
you first know any before you went
into the Service; gir only after you
were in the Service,.

A. IF BEFORE SERVICE:
acquaintanCes?

Never knew any, not-even in Vietnam
(VOLUNTEERED)
First time inyietnam

t
Before Service (ASK A) 3
In Service,.before Vietrtam 4
Before Vietnam, not specified when ,

is

A.461,..,......,Did you associate with m, or were they just

51/9

Associated with 52/
Just acquaintances 2

C5
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tDECK 01

24. After your experience in Vietnam, do you feel tharusing heroin in Vietnam is OK?

/4 Yes ,

i No ....
1

2

53/9

Don't know../ 3

B. Why is that? RECORD VERBAT.IM.

25. A. Do you feel that using it in the States is 01(ii

Yes 1 54/9
No 2
Don't know 3

. Why is.that? RECORD VERBA'TIV. L

26. Do you think that son(e people can use it on a regulay basis and stay in control of it4in
this country7

Yes 1 55/9
No 2
Don't know 3

.
27. Do you think that some poeple can use it regularly and still stay in control of it, in

ietnam)

Yes 1 56/9
No 2

Don't knovi

Now. 1.(1 like to ask some questions about your life before Vietnam.

28 For instance, did you ever smoke pot or hash before you went to Vietnam?

Yes (ASK A) 5 57/9
No IASK 8) 6

A IF YES Did you first smoke it
before you went into the Serv Before Service (GO TO 0 29) ..
ice. Or Only fter you were on In Service (before Vietnam)
the Service? (SKIP TO 30) . . . 2

58;9

H IF NO Did you smoke it at all Yes, in Vietnam (SKIP TO 0 30) . 3
while you weN in Vtetnam? No. not in Vietnam (SKIP TO 0 30) 4

C 9
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29. IF USED MARIJUANA- BEFORE SERVICE:

A. How old were %feu the f irst' time you smoked it? AGE

B Before you entered SerVice, had/Amu ever been picked.up for possession or sale of
marijuana?

59 60/

Yes 1 61/
2

C. Before you entered Service, did you use marijuana fairly often say 25 times or
more?

Yes (ASK I 1) ) 6 ,62/'
No (ASK 12) ) 7

1 1 IF YES TO C: Did you use it 3 times a week or more, before Service?

Yes (GO TO D) - 1 63./
No (GO TO D) 2

6

IF NO TO C: How many times did you use it ?

10 24 (ASK D) 3

4 3 9 (GO TO CI 30) 4

Once or twice (GO TO 0 30) 5

D. Before Service, did you use marijuana to the extent that you were uncomfortable
when au couldn't smoke it. or that ot made you kind of lazy and uninterestedqt
things you used to be interested in?

Yes, either 1 64/
111!No 2

BEGIN DECK 02

30! Here is a list -of some uppers. Some of these are different common names for
V

amphetamines d nd are othe) drugs with similar effects.

CARO A
LIST OF
UPPERS

Before you went to Vietnam, had you tried any of the uppers on this list, not
on prescription? IF NO, PROBE TO BE SURE R UNDERSTANDS BEFORE
CODING: You never tried speed, or meth, or pep pills or diet pills before

.;Vietnam?

-it. Ilk
11.

IF YES. ASK Did you first try them
before you went Into Service or
only after you were in the Service?

No (SK IP TO 0 32)

Before Service (GO TO 0 31)
In Service (before Vietnam)

( (SKIP TO CI 32)

C-7
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DECK 02

IF USED STIMULANTS (UPPERS) BEFoRE SERVICE:

31. A. Before Service, had you used uppers fairly often 25 times oilhore?

Yes (ASK (1) ) 6 11/
No (ASK )21) 7

.
11 ) IF YE/Did you use them twice a week or more, before Service?

Yes (ASK B) 1 12/

1/
No (ASK B) , . 2

121 4F NO. How many times had you takenm before Service?

10-24 (ASK B) 3
3.9 (GO TO C) 4

Orice or twice (GO TO C) 5

Before Service, did you get so you had to take mofefif the uppers t#o (get the s,ame
high? Did they make you hear viax es? Did they make you feel, for rtto good reason,
that someone wat oirt to hurt y ?.

Yes, to any IGO TO C) 1 9/
No, none (GO TO C) 2

C. Before you entered Service, did you ever inject an upper into a vein?

Yes 14/
No 2

32 Did you use uppers atoall while ypu were in Vietnam?

No (GO TO 0 33) 1 15/9

1 or 2 times 2

3 to 9 times 3 -

IF YES, ASK How many times? 10 to 24 times 4
25 or more times 5
Yes, times not specified 6

33 H..fori yoll went to Vietnam, had you tried any of the (owners on this list not
r.,t4.1 tor youl toi a do( tor' IF NO, PROBE TO BE SURE H UNDERSTANDS

BF F I )HF CODING You never tried any barbs. or yellowiaLkets, or re(fs)

CARO B
LIST OF

DOWNERS

No (SKIP TOO 35) 1 16/9

IF YES, AStC: Did you i Before Service (GC TO 0 34) 2

first try them before you In Service (before Vietnam)
went into Service -- or ( (SKIP TOO 35) A

W. -
only after you were in the
Service 7 11.1

C B



[ACK 02.

IF USED SEDOTIVES (DOWNERS) BEFORE SERVICE:

c
34. A. Before y.ou entered Service, had you used downers fairly often /25 times or more?

Yes (ASK 1111

No (ASK (21) 7

(11 IF YES: Was there a tirne before Service when you took them several days a
week?

Ye% (ASK B) 1 18/
No (ASK Bi 2

121 IF NO: How many times had you takert them before Service?

4110
10-24 (ASK 13) , ,a
3 9 (GO' TO 0 35) 4

Once or tWice (GO TO 0 35) 5

B. When YOu were taking downers before you went into Service, did you get so you
had to take more to get the sdme effect? If you didn't take them, would you get to
feeling weak and nervous?

Yes to either question
No

1

2,
19/

Did you use downers at all while you were in Vietnam?

No (GO TO 0 36i . . .

1 or 2 times .

)3 to 9 nines .

IF YES. ASK many tomes? (: 10 to 24 times .

25 or more times St
times not %pent led

1

2

3

4

5

6

20/9

36 iiere , j le.t of narvotics Some of these are dif ((lent common names for hroin, others
are drugs that have fects similar to Ileum ot OHlilfl

Before you went to Vietnam, had ./,)11 tried any of these drugs without a
of est iption)CARO C

NARCOTIC
LIST

A

1,'Vtur h (it thew drug% hail you
tr wit het( nr. vol. went into
Servo( e) CODE BELOW

k

Y. (ASK A & 21/9 '
No (SKIP TO Q 50)

Whir h had you tried for the
forst tome after you were in
the Sef %/In!, hut before you
went to Vietnam) CODE
BELOW

112



DECK 02

Heroin, H. Smack, Stuff, or Junk 1

Demerol 1

Opium 1

Morphine or Syrettas 1

Paregoric 1-

Codeine or cough syrup with
codeine 1

Robitussin A/C 1

Dilaudid 1

0 J 1

Methadone ur DoInphIll 1

2 22/

2 23/

2 24/

2 25/

2 26/

2

2

NL

N.
27/

28/

29/

30/

31/

37 How I /Id were you the first tune you
irtod ,iity if theln

AcJE 3233/

38 131,1orif V had you Idkell LI narcotic (on this (ard) fdirly uf ten times or more?
.

Yes (ASK A) 6 34/
No (ASK 7

4.

. 'A IF Y 5 Ei,,Ntru Vu.ffixn, ww, there d tune when you itsed.them more than once a

Yes IGO TO 0 39)
No (SKIP TO 048)

fi If. ) 4 V, TIM, 111110', ,IIIHIjothVI had you taken aini of them'

2

11) 24 (00 TO 39) 3
3 9 (SKIP 10 0 48) 4

jnce or twice ISK IP TO 0 48) . 5

0 11- t ..; / () .-N.1 OR "10 24 I IMES" T.0 0 38B; OTHERS GO TO 0 48.

39 A I. I)H III .()H Ilititi 1100 thi Illee ,1 wetk In,101e. you went into Service?

Neyr
1 -deck of lov,
Mole th,111 1 week, less thdn
1 month
1 month to fess than 6 months
6 munths to ley, thdn 1 yedr
1 year (In more

113
C-10
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1

2

3

4

5

6

36/

1C. *t it
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B. For how long did you use them more than once a week in the Service before you
went to Vietnam?

B Do.yeu think you might have been -strung out- in therSevici---itefore you went
to Vietnam?.

DECK 02

lo

Never
1 wék or less
More than 1 week, less than
1, month
1 nil:intl.' to less than 6 months
6 Months to less than 1 year.
1 year or more

1

2

3

4

5

37/ \
\\

40. Do you 'feel you were ever actua y .7strung out" or addicted, before' you went to
\-Vietnam? 4111

Yes (ASK A & B) 1 38/
Possibly (ASK A & 9) 2

No(GOTOO41L 3

IF YES OR POSSIBL V: .
A. Do you think you Might have been -striing oui- before you wem iruo Service?

,

Ye's t. 1 39/
Possibly . 2

NO t, 3

Possibly 2

Yes 1 40/

'No 3

41. Did you get a.aes treatment or go, into any lipgram to' help you get otf drugs, before you
went to Vwtnarn?

No (GO TO Q 421

IF YE S. ASK Wds thdt while you Civilian
were Mill 4It 5ervIct", or Service
both? 4 BUM

*

1

4

4

41/



DECK 02

42. IF USED MORE THAN ONCE A WEEK BEFORE SERVICE (0 39A), ASK 0 42. .

OTHERS SKIP TO O 44.

'A.
Whei.t, you were coming down
off narcotics, that is, not talc-
ing any narcotics (card C) for
a Wy or more, before you
w en t- Imo Service, what

. symptoms and physical prob
lems chd you have L the
worst time or didn t you
ever come down? CODE
SYMPTOMS R VOLUN-
TEERS BELOW.

A

, Neier came down (SKIP TO
.0 44) .. 4 42/

B.

ASK FOR ITEMS NOT
TIONED IN A:

hink about that (worst)
time You had coming down
off narcotics before ;Nu
went into SeoPice did y-ou
have 1. . ? READ AND
COV FOR,EACH ITEM.

-

11
, ,
/ 6

i4

.
ems Mentioned .Yes

,
No

111 I Runny nose dnd eyes?

(2) Did you fe.el flushed or
swedtv

(3T qid vou

1.

1 2

2

3

3

00,

.(4) Did vim hdve (pow buMps or 0

chill bumps 1 2 3

(5) 'Ndused or f'brytiting? 1 2 3

(6) DiS your trAuscles twitch?. 1 2_ 3

(1) Did you hdve stomricb cramps) 1. 2 3

(8) Did vkla hdve trouble sleeping' 1 2 3

(9) Diarrhea? 1 2 3

(101 Pdin iii MUM: 1 3

(11) Other (VOLUNTEERED)
(SPECIFY) 1 A

C-12
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t5E ICK02

BEFORE SEFIVIdE

43. A. Hun" long did it take to finish kicking or that (worst) time?

Less than 12 hours
12 hours to_less thin 2 days
2 to.4 days
5 to 10 days /
.11 days.to 2 weeks
More than 2 weeks

1

4

5

6

54/

r"

B. Did you just start feeling better then,or did i4 end only because you went back on/
the stuff?

Just started feeling etjer
Back on

1 55/
2

C. When you had the worst time kicking drugs before Service, were you coming f f

narcotics with medicine or -cold kirkey"?.

Ill IF MEDICINE:W

4,17/

121 Did yo4
S.

'

Medicine (ASK 1I 56/
Cold turkey (GO TO

dl to help you come off?

Id! efrk'YES TO 121: What? (RECORD VERBATIM)

(W.



DEQ1(02

44 IF US-ED MORE THAN ONCE A EEK IN TNE SERVICE (0 39B), ASK 0 44.

OTHERS SKIP' 0

eee-

.10

'A.
,

Think about the worst time
you had corning off narcotics,
that is, notaaking any narcot-
ics (Card C) for aliday, or
more, atter you were in Serv-
ice, but before you went to
Vietnam; what sympturns or
physical problems did you
have, or didn't you ever come
dpwn? CODE SYMPTOMS R
VOLLINTEERS BELOW.

Never came down (SKIP TO
0 46) 4 58/

B.

ASK FOR ITEMS NOT MEk-
TIONED IN A:

6id you have ... ? ReAD
AND CODE FOR EACH
ITEM.

Items Mentioned

1 ) Ruilny nos anrcl eyes? 1

) C.f yuu flushed or
',wed ?

413) 1 you haw. chills?

1

1

Yes No

2 3

2.

3

.59/

60/

61/

(4) Did youave goose bumps ur
chill bumps

5) Nauserticouyomiting?

-

Did your muschrs twitch? 1

(7) Did you have sto ch cramps? 1

2

2

2

3 62/

63/

3 64/

3 65/

(8) Dfd 'you han..trouble sleeping? 1

Diarrhea?' 1

(10) Pain.in muscles' 1

1111 Other VOLUNTEE9ED
(SPECIFY) 1

2

2

2

2

3 66/

3 67'
F-

3 68/

3 69/

4'
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tz, 0

IIN SERVICE, BEFORE V I

45. . HU long did it take you to finish withckawing or jonesing that worst time?

BEGIN DECK 03

Less than 12 hours 1

12 hours to less than 2 days 2

2 to 4 days 3

5 to 10 days 4

11 days to 2 weeks 5

Moie than 2 weeks 6

Did you just start feeling better then, or did* end only because you went back on
the stuff?

.. Just sta ted feeling bette:

07/.

1 08/*6
BEkoi 2

*
C. Were you coming off narcotic with rnedicin, or -cold turkey"?

A

M ine (ASK 111 + (21) 3 09/
Cold turkey IGO TO (21) 4

,
[11 . IF MEDICINE: What medicine did you get?

)21 Did you use any other drugs or alcohol to help you come ff?

et Yes (ASK al ) 5 10/
No 6

(al IF YES TO [21... What? RECORD VERBATIM.

46. Did yodr use get heavier after you went into Service, was it abOut the same, or did it get
smaller?

t.3

Heavier 1

Same 2

Smaller 3
V.

11/

47. Did you ha1çdrugs on your mind more before you went into Service, or more after you
were in the S ice?

More before 1

More after 2

Same 3

12/

48 Had you ever injected any narcotic into a vein any time before Vietnam?

1411-493 0 - 74 - 4

Yes 1 13/
No 2

C-15
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DECK d3

49. Before Vietnam, had you ever been picked upon aparcotics charge?

ASK E VERYONE:

Yes 1

No 2

g

Now.some questions about while you were in Vietnam.

50. While you were in Vietnam (Whethir; or not you 'used them), how fa; would you have had
togo to get heroin or opium or one of the other narCotic drugs right within your own
unit, less than an hmir away from where you were stationed, or further than that?

14/

Irsown unit 1 15/1
Less than 1 hour away 2

Further 3
Don't know 4

51 How long had you been in Vietnam befbre someone offered you some heroik,opium, or
other narcotic?

Less than 48 hdurs . . 01
2 days to less than 1 week 02
1 week to less than 1 month 03
1 month to less than 2 04
2 months to less than 4 05
4 montheito less than 6 06
6 months or more 07
Looked for it 08
Never 09

16-17/99

52 Did you

18/R

fr y oily of 111 rt. co Its on Ow lp.t wink you were in VietnaM? ,

Y. (GO TO 0 53)
No (ASK A)

A

1

2

19/9CARD
NARCOTIC

LIST

A /F NO. were your It'd()11% 4)1 /11/t tLyIng it while you were there?
(RECORD 'iLFKACIM AND GO f0 0 67

119
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IF-USED NARCOTICS IN VIETNAM:

53.

4
DECK 03

. -

Which ones did yot°, try
-in Vietnam? What else?
CODE ALL THAT
APPLY.

8 .

Mitch of these did you
use more than five
times? CODE ALL
THAT APPLY.

Heroin, H, Smack, or Stuff 1 20/ %( 1 30/
4. ir 1 .

Demerol 2 21/ 2 In 01/

Opium al 3 a.. 22/. . 3 32/

.Morphine or Syrettas, 4 23/ 4 33/

Paregoric 5
341 34/

Codeine or cough syrup
with codeine 1 25/ 1 35/

a .
Robitussin A(C 2 267 2 36/

Di)audid 3 27/ 3 3.7/

0.J.s 4 28/ 38/

Methadone or Dolophine 5 29/

54 How long had you been in Vietnam before you first tried (it/any ol those)?
1

Less than 48 hours 1 40/
2 days to less than 1 week 2 r
1 week to less than 1 month 3
1 month to less than 2 4
2 months to less than 4 5
4 months to less than 6 6 3

6 mIths or more 7

55. A. While you were in Vietnam; did you ever inte t them in your vein, that is, shoot
up?

B. Did ydb ever ioteci tfiem under the skin?

yes-(ASK B) a

No (ASK B)

Yes (CODE BBLOW)
No (CODE BELOW)

C17 104
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"

CODE.ANSWERS TO PARTS A & B:

Neither 1 41/
Vein (IV, shootiup) only 2
Under skin (skinpoP) only 3

:2Both 4

42/R

IF USk'D ANY NARCOTIG MORE THAN FIVE TIMES ad' 531), ASK 0 56. OTHERS
:FKIP TOO 63.

'56. 'What method did you prefer at the end of your stay? CODE ONE.

t Niko
(Srort 1 . 43/

Smoke 2
Under Mem (skinpop) 3
Vetr.IV, shoot-up) 4
Swallow 5
Other (SPECIFY) 6

57. While you were.in Vietnam, did you 4::imetimes use narcotics more than once a week?

No

IF Y.IS, ASK: Over how long a period
did you use th m more than once a
week?

. .

Less than 1 month 2-
1 month to less than 6 months ...... 3,
6 months to less than 9 months .. 4 '
9 months or More , . 5

4
44/

x

58-1.How many times did you come down from (kick) narcotics in Vietnam or t you
ever?

. Never was high nothing to
kick (SKIP TO 0 63) 1 45/
Never came down stayed high ?
(SKIP TO 0 63) 2

t.:
Qnce (GO TO CI 59) 3

14194/04Twice (GO TO 0 59)
Three times (GO TO 0 59) 5
Four times or more (GO TO 0 59) . 6

IF EVER CAME DOWN IP VIETNAM:

59. Did you do it on your own, as part of a treatment or detoxificationprogram,,because you
were locked up for some other re5son, or in more than one of these ways? i

Only on own 1

Only in detoxification 2
Only in lockup' 3
On ownJ detox 4
Detox lockup 5
On own lockup 6
All three 7

46/

C. 18
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le I,
60. Think .:t the' (worst) time yotkhad coming down from narcotics in Vietn m were

you corning down with medicine or "cold turkey"? w .f.
(...1 0 Medicine (ASK A.C) .

1 47/
,Cold turkey (GO TO C) 2

IF MEDICII1.1E:

ii
A. Whafmediciiie did you get? RECORD VERBATIM.

40,4-sr N

B. For how many days did you get Medicine?
xi.

'One day 1 48/41,i1 ,Two days , 2-
' Three days 4..6 3

°Four days 4
; Five days.r

Six days 6
Seven or more days 7

0
C. Were you using any other drugs, or alclihol, to help you cdme down?

Yes (ASK (1)) 3
No 4

F YES: What? RECORD VERBATIM.

/112 2

C-19
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61

A.
What symptoms did you have -

when you were coming down
off narcotics that (worst)
time in Vietnam? CODE
SYMPTOMS R VOLUN-
TEERS BELOW. --=

/
B.

.- FOR ITEMS NOT
ENTIONED IN A.-,

When you were coming off
narcotics in Vietnam (that
worst time) did you have
... ? READ AND CODE
EACH ITEM.

Yes Yes
.

No

,11 I Runny nose and eyes 1 2 3 50/
(2) Did you feel flustied or sweaty? 1 2 3 51/
(3) Did you have chills?' 1 2 3 52/
(4) Did you have goose bumps or

chill bumps' 1 3 53/

(5) Did you have nausea or
vomiting? 1

(6) Did your muscles twitch' 1 2 3 55/
(7) Did you have stomach cramps? 1 2 3 = 56/
(8) Did you, have trouble sleeping? 1 ,.......44 2 3 57/

(9) Diarrhea' 1 2 3 58/
(10) Pain in muscles? 1 2 3 59/
(11) Other (VOLUNTEERED)

(SPECIFY) 1 60/

IF ANY SYMPTOMS. ASK 0 62 OTHERS GO TO 0 63.

62 A. How long Hid it take you to finish withdrawing or jonesing,that (worst) time?

B. Did yourAmptoms just stop then, or did they stop only because you went back on
the stuff (or feceived medicine)?

Less than 12 hours 1 61/
12 hours to less than 2 days 2

2 to 4 days
5 toll) days 4
11 days to 2 weeks 5
More than 2 weeks

s-

Just stopped 4 62/
Back on S
(Ned ic i ne.4' 6

C-20
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63. A. What were the main good effects (NARCOTICS R USED IN VIETNAM FROM 0
53) had on you while you werlin Vietnam? RECORD VERBATIM AND CODE IN
COLUMN A.

B. FOR EACH EFFECT NOT CLEARLY MENTIONED, ASK AND CODE IN
COLUMN B.

A. B

Spontaneously
Mentioned

-Yes- When
Asked

-No- When
Asked

(1) Did they make you feel high
and good? 1

(2) Did they make you less afraid of
being killed or wounded? 1

(3) Did they make you feel less bored? 1

2 3 63/

2 3 64/

2 3 65/

(4) Did they make you feel that you
fitted better with the other
soldiers?! 1

(5) Did they keep you from feeling
depressed, blue, or down in
the dumps? 1

(6) Did they make time seem to go
faster? 1

2 3 66/

'2 3 67/

2 3 68/

(7) Did they make you less bothered,
by Army routines and rules? 1

.
(8) Other

2 3 69/

70/

BEGIN DECK 04

64 A What were the mdlii bJd effects you had as a result of using (NARCOTICS R USED
IN VIETNAM FROM 0 53) in Vietnam? RECORD VERBATIM AND CODE INt
COLUMN A

B FOR EACH PROBLEM NOT CLEARLY MENTIONED, ASK AND Cl/DE IN
COLUMN B.

C-21
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A. B. .
Spontaneously-

.Mentioned
-Yes" When

Asked
"No" When

Asked

(1t Did you ever take an overdose
while you were these?.

(2) Did you ever yekan injection
or tic:petite. frOrsit taktny them?

131 Did uAng 'narcotic ,. yet you into
trouhlr! with the MP's r your
of ficev.. either direct or
iridirectw

(4) Dfd the fryer rndk* . you careles%
dhow danger

(5) Did you_hfcil you Awre ,trung out,
or drlrlictr:r11

((j) Did you tnrir wt too drowi.y Or
high to fir) your joW

ft

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

.2

1 . 2

(1) Osd th.! drill/ Waif tridki: you
1,1.111Pdtir1 (Jr

48) Dirl o.nr Ir!,irl to your
riliiivrA of your loh, or

thity,113r0.11.

NI Did thr!y uhrki. Voir blur: or
(Irwin ii tho. ((omit%)

11()) Other

1

1

2

2

3 07/

.3 08/

3 09/

3 13/

A

3

3 :14/

3 15/

16/

65 (VVere poi ever/You ...rid you were) in a thug treatment or detoxification program in
V41.0tilamA

VI 14, A(IK
Did you rio in of
/out (Iwo hottA
or ..14 ally. you
were- found ow.,
t I V f. h

R OS ,cri.iiri
111(1. or %()Irlr'
other way?

Never (GO 70 66)

Own (.hoice only (ASK A C)
Hosilive at DE ROS only (ASK A B ONLY)
Other way only (SPECIFY) (ASK A C)
WM choice positive DE ROS (ASK A C)
Ot.nrrt choice other way (SPECIFY) (ASK A C)
pospiRm DE Ros other way (SP( CIF Y) (ASK A C)
All three (SPE CIF Y OFHER WAY-) (ASK A C)

01

02
03
04
05
Os

07
08

17

125
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A _What kind of treatment or help did you get for drugs in Vietnam? RECORD
VERBATIM.

What effect did these programs have on you - did they get you off drugs for good,
get you off for a while, help you reduce the amount you use, or didn't they have
any effect?

Off for good 1 19/
Off tbr a while
Helped reduce 3

No effect, still on 4

No effect, was not really on drugs
L.

C. IF 0 65 NOT CODED "03": Were you in -a drug program or locked up when the
time for your DEROS urine screen came up?

Yes, in drug program 1

Yes, lOcked up 2

No, neither 3

SKIP TO CI 67

20/

IF NO TREATMENT IN VIETNAM:.

66. Did you ask for treartnent orhelp with narcotics while you were-there?

If. YES, ASK: Who did you ask an

NCO, a line officer, a medic, a chap-
lain, a buddy, or who?

No (GO TO ID 67)

NCO (Non-com officer) (ASK A)
Lim officer (ASK A)
Medic (ASK A)
Chaplain (ASK A)
Buddy (ASK A)
Other (SPECIFY) (ASK A)
Asked sorneone, nclitpecified
who (ASK A)

01

02
03
04

05
06
07

2.1 22/

-

46,

A. IF ASKED FOR HELP: Why didn't you get treatment? RECORD VERBATIM.

a.

ASK EVERYONE:

67 How long ahead of time did you find out what clay your urine was going to be screened
for drugs-before you left Vietnam?

Didn't hear in advance
Less than 72 hours
72 hours to less than 1 week
1 week to less than 1 month
1.month or more
Ilon't know

1

2

3

4

5

6

23/9

C-23
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/- 68. Before you were due for screening, di& you have an idea how long a person had to be off
drugs to get through the screen?

No idea (GO TO CI 69) 1 24/9

1 day 2
2 days 3 r3 days (72 hours) 4IF YES, ASK: How long did you think
4 days 5it would be?
5.7 days 6
More than a week 7

Heard, don't remember 6

. 69. Did you have an idea Oefore you were due tor screening what kinds of drugs the screening
test could detect?

IF YES, ASK: What kinds of drugs'
did you think it could detect?.
(PROBE: Any others?) RECORD
VERBATIM AND CODE.

No idea (!0 TO 0 70) 01 25-26/99

Narcotics only 02
Uppers only 03
Downers only 04
Narcotics + Uppers 05
Narcotics + Downers 06
Uppers + Downers only 07'
All three 08
Other drugs only (SPECIFY) 09

70 ASK EVERYONE EXL'EPT THOSE WHO 1/VERE IN TREATMENT OR LbCKED UP,
AT bEROS (SEE 0 65-Cs)

,
Did you qop ',sing any of the drugs on these cards, or any other medicines or drugs,
hecduse you thougla your urine wouldn't pdss the screeeat DE ROS?

-

A, B
& C

IF YES, ASK: Which medicines or
drugs did you stop? Any on the
narcotics card? Any on these other
cards?

No (GO TO CI 71)

Stopped narcotics only (ASK A) '. 2
Stopped narcotics arid drugs on other
card'N) (ASK A & B) 3
Stopped drugs on other card(s) only
(ASK B) 4

.Stoppecl only medicine or drugs on
none of the 3 listi (GO TO 71) . . . 5

C.24
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A. If STOPPED NARCOTICS: How long before you were schedufed for your (first)
DEROS screening test had you last used one of the narcotic drugs? IF STOPPI210
DIFFERENT NARCOTICS AT DIFFERENT TIMES, CODE THE SHORTEST
INTERVAL.

1 day

2 days
3 days
4 days
5-7 days.
More than 7 days
Don't know

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

28/

. .
B. .IF STOPPED UPPERS OR DOWNERS: How long before you were scheduled for

your (first) DE ROS screening test had you last used an upper or downer?

1 day %, 1

2 days 2
3 days 3
4 days 4

5-7 days 5
More than 7 days 6
Don't know 7

29/

ASK EVERYONE:

71. A.
What medirik.-6K-oT er ,).

drugs do you reme wr

' B.

Were you using any of
these under doctor's (Or-

C.

Which of these (DRUGS
AND MEDICINE IN A)

using even once in th 3 .ders? IF YES: Which? CIR did you think the urine test
(ItIV% before your thpart% re CLE CODES. might show? CODE BE-
chile? t. 1ST- BELOW. A y LOW. . .

narcotics at all? None (ASK C) a

None (SKIP TOO /3)8 30/9

i , 31 1 35/

2 36t

3 33; 3 37/

34/ 4 .38/

128
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72. IF RE ONDENT THOUGHT URINE TEST WOULD SHOW;INY DRUGS, ASK:
-

Why didn't you stop using'it (the61),? RECORD VERBATIM.

ASK EiERYONE..

73. Did they actually check your urine in the screening 6efore you left Vietnam?

IF YES; ASK. IN% your urine positive
(bad) or negative (good))

No, not checked (ASK A) 1 39/9
Don't know if checked 2

Checked, positive 3

Checked, negative 4

Checked, don't know results 5

A IF NO. NOT CHECKED: How did you get missed? RECORD VERBATIM.

71 Do ytti think the Army should or should riot check urine for drugs at time of departure?

_ _

Should
Should not (ASK A)
No opinion

IF SHOULD NOT. Why do youlhink they shouldn't? RECORD VERBATIM.

40/9

3

75 A Did you have your urine clieckm1 in any surprise sweeps before DEROS? (PROBE:
With less than 3 days warning.)

Yes Ii 41/9
No 2

B Do you think the Army hQtIId o. should not have surprise urine checks?
\,

Should- 1 42/9
Should not (ASK I 11 ) 2
No Opinion 3

111 If SHOULD NOT Why do you think they shouldn't? RECORD VERBA
TIM

C-26
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76. Sorne of the soldiers Who are fiiind positive for drugs on the DE ROS ur reen are due
-.for discharge in d firt.. days. Do you think they shouldrbe chscharge right away, or do

=Voir-think MeV ;liouli.lbe- kept in the Army, for treatme be-/Ond iheirlE-TS dates?r
Kept in 1 43/9
Discharged 2

. No opiiiron 3
,

77. A. Suppose d soldier found positive for drugs at DEROS dnd.due for dischdrije had
done his job well in ViOt.ndm. Should the fact tharhe had been on drugs make d
difference in .the kindeLliischarge he gets?

.

No

B. Wliat I. Ind ,,i'111,1(1 hi. (00 PROBE BY READING CATEGORIES,
Honorable
'Medical
General

Without honor ,

:

-r 1 44/9
- 2

Dishonorable

45/9

78. Suppose a soklier due for discharge had messed up because of drugs ,..fu0..rdr1 t been
doing his job or following orders. Should he get d medicd1 discharge bee.ause he w.is
addicted to drugs, or should he get a dishonorable discharge because of his bad belidvior.....,

or whdt kind of discharge tio you think he should get?

Medical

Dishonordble
General

'Without honor
Honorable

- .

06/9

.4 6
Ai. -----sc-79. Suppow d soldier found to be on drily; dt DEROS is not due to E TS for another per...? `. .

Should he be dleowed to finish Ms enlistment, or should he be de,clidrge(I ? .

r *
Let him finish (ASK A) '1 ,i1 4 4 7 /9

Let him hinsh or.ty if treated
23/4til .,
:. .

rDischarge mhi (ASK A)

(VOLUNTEERED) (ASK Arf. . 3tr. No opinion ( Q TO 0 80) 4 4'-1....11 4
. e-

...,....., A . . -If . A N Y.ORIA 4 ION.- Whir-rio you-thvik ,,b A RECORD BRBA11 m1": 7

.. a .retridm yilthrr is ta be kept in ServICV and tledted for drugs, would it be hiller to80. 11 v
treat him right where he is, tredt lum :omewhere 01,.1! ()%/11'.1!.P., 01 'Wild hen thu:k to the
Stdtev, to! troatMcIll,

p.

Where he is (ASK A) 1

Elsewhere overseds (ASKA) 2
State., JASK 3

No upuilov (GO TO 0 81 ) 4

C-27
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IF AllY OPINION: Why do you think that wOuld be better? RECORD
VERBATIM.

81. After treatment, if he is to stay in, should he return to his old unit, or be transferred?

Return to unit (ASK A) 1 49/9
Transfer (ASK A) 2

No opinion (GO TO 082) 3

A. IF ANY OPINION: Why do you think so? RECORD VERISATIM.

82. After a man who has been on drugs in Vietnam is discharged, are there any special VA
benefits h6 should receive otfler than what arty other veteran gets?

Yes (ASK A) 1 50/9
No (GO TO CI 83) 2

A. IF YES: What services*RECORD VERBATIM: .

83, If a man who has been on drugs in Vietnam ccintinues to need treatment for drugs after
he is discharged, should the VA consider his drug problem "line of duty - yes" or "line
of duty no"?

"Line 'of duty yes" 1 51/9
No opinion 2

IF "LINE OP DUTY NO," ASK: Feel the same (i.e., "line
Would you still feel that way if you of duty no-) 3

knew the man had never even tried
any drugs before he was sent to First exposure in Vietnam makes
Vietnam? it "line of duty - yes" 4

C-28
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---94. After you landed-in-the-U.S.did- you soon learn of someolie from whom you coOld get
any of theseparcotics, if you wanted them?

HAND
CARO

IF yEs, ASK: How long after you
landed in the U.S. was this?

A. IF YES: Were you still in the Service?

-

NO (GO-TO 85) 01

Less than 1 week (ASK A) 02 52-53/99
1 week /Vss than 1 month
(A.tK A) 03
1 month to less than 2 (ASK A) - . 04
2 months to less den 4 (ASK A) . 05
4 months to less.than 8 (ASK A) . 06
8 months.to less than 10 (ASK A) 07
10 months to less than 12 (ASK 08
12 months or more (ASK 09
Yes, time period not specified
(ASK AY 10

Yes 1 54/
No 2

85. Do you know of someone or some place where you could go' to right now, to buy
heroin or opium if you wanted?

_

.IF YES, ASK: How far would You
hove to go from where you're living
now?

IF STILL IN.SERVICE, SKIP TO 0 87.

No (GO TO CI 86)

Within a mkle
1 mile to less than 10
10 miles to less than 100
100 miles or more
Yes, distance not specified

1

2

3

4
5
6

55/9

4

IF OUT OF SERVICE, ASK 0 86.

86. While you were in the Service, what city or town in 'the States did you consider to be
your home town?

(City) (State)

INTERVIEWER CODE: Same as current residence (ASK . . 1 56/
Not same as now (ASK A-C) 2 ,

.132
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IF NOT SAME AS NOW:

A. Did you live there at all after you got out of Service?

iF YES, ASK: How long did you live
there, after you got oueof Servicp

No 01 57-58/
.

Less than 1 week 02
1 week o less than 1 month 03
1 month o less than 2 04
2 months o less than 4 05
4 months to less than 8 06
8 months to less than 10 07
10 months to less than 12 08
12 montbs or more op
Lived there, duration not
specified 10

B. Is there less or more heroin available in this town (where you_ live now) than in

(home town in Service)

Less here 1

More here 2

Same 3

Don't know 4

C. Did the availability of heroin have anything to do with your decision about where
to live after your discharge?

IF YES, ASK: In what way? RECORD
VERBATIM.AND CODE.

59/

0

No (GO TO Q 87) 1 60/

Moved to supply 2

Stayed, supply good 3
Moved away from supply 4
Stayed because no supply 5
Other 6

A

ASK EVERYONE:

87. Since you've been back from Vietnam, have you smoked any marijuana or hash?

Yes (IF DISCHARGED, SEE A,
IF IN URVICE,-GO TO B) 1 61/9

4. No (GO TO 88) 2

A. CHECK CUE SHEET. IF DISCHARGED WITHIN ONE WEEK AFTER RETURN,
CODE "1" WITHOUT ASKING.

OTHERS, ASK A: Have you smoked it since you were discharged?

Yes (ASK B)
' No (ASK B) . 2

62/



DECKS 040i° 101

:----Since-Vot4ve been back-, has therebeen-a month or more when you'veksmoked it at
least three times a week?

No 01 63-64/
I-

,Less than 1.week 02
r .. 1 week to less en 1 month 03

1 month to less than 2 04
2 months to less than 4 05

'IF YES, ASK: How soon after your 4 months to less than 8 06 .
return from Vietnam did you start 8 months to less than 10 07
smoking it this much? 10 months to less than 12 . . 08

_ 12 moriths-or more 09
Yes, time'period not specified 10

1

C. Since you've been back, on a day when,you've smoked grass,.how many marijuana
ciganotes or pipes have you usually smoked?

1 65/

5-6
.7-9 4
101p 5

6

D. Have you felt you were using it too much?

Yes 1 66/
No.

ASK EVERYONE:

88. Since you've been back from Vietnam, have.you used any uppers on this list?

CARD A
LIST OF
UPPERS

BEGIN DECK 05 0

w

-Yes (IF DISCHARGED, 5EE'A,
Ig IN SERVICE, GO TO B) ..... 1

No (GO TO d 89) 2

CHECK CUE SHEET. IF DISCHARGED WITHIN ONE .WEEK OF RETURN,
CODE"1" WITHOUT ASKING.

OTHERS, ASK A: Have you used any sidce you weFe discharged?
a

- Yes (ASK B) 1 08/
No (ASK ) , 2

B. Since you've been back, did you get.so yarhad to t ore of pers to get
the same high? Did they m ke you hear voices? Did they Mak eel, for no
good reason: that,someone wa out to htirt you? .

4
Yes, a of those 1 09/(

No, none 2

a

-/

C-31
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3 -
C. Since you've been back, have you taken them twice a week or more, for at least a

couple of weeks in a row?

No 01 10-11/

Oh
.., Less than) week 02

1 week to less than 1 month 03
1 month to less than 2 ,, 04

IF VES, ASK: How soon after you. 2 Months to less than 4 05

got back from Vietnam d94b start 4 months to less than 8, .; 06

. using them twice a wee or morek 8 months to less than 10 e' 07
10 months to less than 12 08,

months or more 09.12
Yes, time period nat specified 10

ASK EVERYONE:
cr

89. Since you've been back from Vietnam, have you used any downers on this list, without a
prescription, or more than was pfescribed? .

Yes (IF DISCHARGED, SEE A,

CARD B.
LIST.OF

DOWNERS

IF IN SER4ICE, GO TO B) 1 12/9
No (GO TO 90) 2

A. CHECK CUE SHEET. IF DISCHAR,GED WITHIN ONE WEEK AFTER RETURN,
CODE "1" WITHOUT ASKING.

OTHERS, ASK A: Have you used any since you were discharged?

Yes (ASK B) 1 13/
No (ASK B) -2

B. Since you've been back, have you tak'en them several days a week?

No (GO TO Cl 90) 01,

Less than 1 week (ASK C) 02

14-15/

1 week to less than a month
(ASK C) 03
1 month to less than 2 (ASK C). . . , 04

IF YES, ASK: Flow soon after you got 2 months to less than 8 4 (ASK C) . 05
back from Vietnam did you start t.iing 4 months to less than 8 (ASK C) . . 06

them several dbys a iiieek? 8 months to less than 10 (ASK C) . . 07

10 months to less than 12 (ASK C) ` 08
12 months or more (ASK C) 09
Yes, lime period not specified

\ (ASK C) 10

C-32
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C. When you were taking downers since you've been back_did you get so_yoii had to
take more to get the same.effect? If you didn't take them, would you get to feeling -
weak and nervous?

Yes to either question
No

ASK EVERYONE:

DEPK 05

16/

90. Since you've been back, have you taken any of the narcotic drugs orkithis list?
Yes (IF DISCHARGt D, SEE A,
IF IN SERVICE, GO TO B) ' 1 17/9
No (SKIP TO 0 97) . T. . -. ..... . 2

CARD C
NARCOTIC

LIST

" A.

4,

SEE CUE SHEET. IF DISCHARGED WITHIN ONE WEEK OF RETURN, CODE
"1" WITHOUT ASKING.

OTHERS, ASK A: Have you used any since you've been out of Service?

B. Which ones have you used siuce you have been back? CODE ALL THAT APPLY.

C. How soon after you got lock did you first take a narcotit drug?

Yes (ASK B) 1 18/
No (ASK B) 2

. Heroin, H, Smack, or Stuff 1 19/
Demerol 2 20/
Opium / 3 21/
Morphine or Syrettas 4 22/
Paregoric 5
Codeine or cough syrup with
codeine 1 24/
Robitussin A/C 2 25/
Dilaudid 3 26/
0.J.'s 4 27/
MetHadOne or fiolopiliris 5 iii

Less than 1 week 1 29/
I week to less than 1 month 2
l'month to less than 2 3
2 months to less than 4 4
4 months to less than 8 5
8 months to less than 101 6
10 months toless than 12 7
12 months or more 8

C-33
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91. Since you've beet, back, have you evet used them more the% once a week?

No (SKIP TO 8 97) 01 30-31/

Less than 1 week 02
1 week to less than 1 month 03
1 month to less than 2 04

IF YES ASK: How long after you got 2 months to Jess than 4 05

back from Vietnam did you start 4 months to less than 8 06

taking them more than once a week? 8 months to less than 10 07
10 months to less than 12 08
12 months or more 09
Yes, period not specified 10

.14
SEE CUE SHEET IF DISCHARGED WITHIN ONE WEEK OF RETURN, GO TO B.

IF STILL IN SERVICE, OR IF DISCHARGED MORE THAN 1 WEEK AFTER RETURN,
ASK A.

A After you got back, but while you were sti
them more than once a wee6?

Service for how long did you use

.40

Never
1 week or less
More than 1 week,4ess than 1 month
1 month to less than 6 months
6 months to less than 1 year
1 year or more

1

2

3
4
5

6

32/

B ASK ONLY IF OI:oWARGED Alter you lelt Service, how long did you use them
more thmt uotce J )

Never 1

1 week or less 2

More than 1 week, less than 1 month . 3
1 month to less than 6 months 4

6 months to less than 1 year 5

1 year or rriore 4110 6

33/

92 A Sunce yoo.ve been Wyk, have you miected any narcotic in yoti ve110

Yes (ASK B)
bdn0 No (ASK B)

KW. you ullecteri them unricr the )

Yes (CODE BELOW)
No (CODE BELOW) ii

C-34
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CODE ANSWERS TO PARTS A & B:

DECK 05

Neither 1 34/
Vein (IV, shoot-up) only 2
Under skin (skinpop) only 3
Both 4

C. How have you usually taken thli11, since you're

[ NOW ASK C

k? CODE ONE.

Snort 1 35/
Smoke 2
Under sic' skinpop) 3
Vein (I oot-Up) 4
Swal 5
Other (SPECIFY) 6

93. Do you feel you have been "strung out" since you've been back?

Yes (SEE BELOW) 1 36/
. No (GO TO O 94) 2

IF YES AND LEFT SERVICE MORE.THAN ONE WEEK AFTER Rt5URN, ASK A

Only while you were still in service, only since discharge, or both?

Only in Service 1 37/
Only since discharge 2
Both 1 3

94 A.

When you were coming down
off narcolgs, that is, not tak
mg any narcotics (card C) for
a day or more, since you've
been back, what symptoms
and physical problems did
you have the worst time or
haven't you ever come down?
CODE SYMPTOM R VOL
UNTEERS BELOW.
Never came down (SKIP TO
0 96) 4

Items Mentioned

38/

C 35

1 8

B.

ASK FOR EACH ITEM NOT
MENTIONED IN A.
Thinking of the (worsVme
you had coming down Slum
narcotics since you've been
back, cbd you . . 7

READ AND CODE. FOR
EACH ITEM

Yes No
_



DECK 05

(1) Runny nose and eyes?
(2) Did you feel flushed or

sweaty?

1

(3) Did you have chills? 1

14) Did you have goose bumps or
chill bumps? 1

(5) Nausea or vomiting? 1

(6) Did your muscles twitch?
(7) Did you have stomach cramps? 1

(8) Did you have trouble sleeping? 1

(9) Diarrhea? 1

(10) Pain in Muscles? 1

(11) Other (VOLUNTEERED/
(SPECIFY) 1

2 3 39/

2 3 40/
2 3 41/

2

2

2

2

3 42/
3 43/
3 44/
3 45/

2

2

2

3

3
3

46/
47/
48/

49/

SINCE BACK

95. A. How lung did it.take you to finish kicking or withdrawing that (worst) time?

Less than 12 hours 1 50/
12 hours to less than 2 days 2

2 to 4 days 3
5 to 10 days 4
11 days to 2-Weeks 5
More than 2 weeks 6

B Did you lust start feeling better Shen; or did it end-only because you went back on
the stuff?

Just started feeling better 1 51/
Back on 2

C. When you were coming down off narcotics that,' (worst) time, were you coming
down with medicine or "cold turkey"?

Medicine (ASK Ill + 3 521
Cold turkey (GO TO PI) 4

11) IF MEDICIAI,E,. What medicine did you get?

121 Did you use any other drugs, or alcohol, to help you come off ?

Yes (ASK (al ) 5 53/
No (GO TO CI 96) 6

lal IF YES TO 121. What? (RECORD VERBATIM)
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IF USED NARCOTICS BOTH IN VIETNAM AND SINCE VIETNAM, ASK 0 96.

96. Did your use get heavier after you left Vietnam, was it about the same, or did it
get smaller?

Heavier after 1

Same 2
Smaller 3

54/

IF DID NOT USE NARCOTICS IN VIETNAM OR SINCE RETURN, SKIP TO 0 99.

IF USED ANY NARCOTICS, IN OR SINCE VIETNAM, ASK 0 97.

97. Since you've been back, tave you had any treatment for-,.drugs, or been in any
drug program?

A. Where was the
first place? What
kind of place is
that?
CODE IN

COL. I AND
PROBE: Is there
anywhere else
4013u went for

help with tugs?

B. ASK F0.1? EACH
Were you sent
there or did you
yourself ask for
treatment there)

C ASK FOR EACH
How bong dtd ot
take toot into
that program,
once you con
tacted them)

Yes (Ask A C) 1

No (GO TO 0 98) 2

55/

I. 11. III. IV. \
V.

1st Place 2nd Place 3rd Place 4th Place 5th Place

*Army 1 56/ . .1 59/ . . .1 62/ . . .1 65/ . .1 68/
VA 2 . .2

. .2
In patient

. 1
hospital 3 . .3

. . .3 . .3
Hospital clinic . 4 . .4 . . .4 . .4
Private M.D. . . 5 . .5 . . .5

. .5 .5
Other

(SPECIFY) . . 6 . .6 . . .6, . . .6 . .6

.
-r-

.
SiCnt 7 57/ 7 60/ 63/ 7 66/ 7 69/

,

Asked . .

to

. .8 8 s .8 . .8

iii -
Less than
24 hours . . 1 58/ . .1 611 1 64/ 1 67/ 1 70/

74 hrs to less
than 72 hrs

s(3 day) 2 2 2 .2
3 days to less

than 1 week 3 3 . 3 3
1 week to less
than 2 . . . 4 . 4 4 4 4

2 weeks to less
than 4 .. 5 5 5 .5 5

4 or more '
weeks 6 .6 6 ..,....

6 6
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BEGIN DECK 06

98. Did you ask about getting into any (other) drug program (where you did not
actually get unto oneP

IF YES

Yes (ASK A & 1 07/
No (GO TO 0 99) 2

A. Where Viac thaV (What kind of place?) Anyshere else? CODE NUMBEit
FOR EACH PLACE IN COLUMN1 BELOW.

B ASK FOR EACH PLACE R TRIED: Why didrial you enter treatment there
* dud you get on a waiting list, were you turned down, or did you decide

not to go there after all? CODE BELOW IN COLUMNS II-V.

IV. V.

R. tried
here

Waiting
list

Turned
down

Decided -

noi to go
Other

(SPECIFY)

Army 1 08/ 1 14/ 2 15/ 4 16/ 8 17/

VA 2 09/ 1 18/ 2 19/ 4 20/ 8 21/

Hospital 3 10/ 1 220 1.4122/ 4 24/ 8 25/

Clinic 4 11/ 1 26/ 41* 4 28/ 8 29/

Private doctor 5 12/ 1 30/ 2 31/' 4 32! 8 33/

Other ISPECIFY) 13/ 1 34/ 2 35/ 4 36/ 8 31/

ASK EVERYONE

99 Since you've been back, have you heard of any (other) place you could go for
treatment Of drug problem (if you had one)

Yes (ASK A & 1 38/9
No (GO TO 0 100) do 2
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IF YES:

A.

What places do you know of ? LIST NfgtilE.S.

DECK 06

B.

610DE FOR EACH; IF OBVIOUS, COPE
WITHOUT ASKING:
Is that run Ltdoctors, by evaddicts, both
doctors and ex'addicts, or who?

MD's
Ex

addicts
Both

Other
(SPECIFY)

Don't
know

1 2

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 3 3

4 8 39/

4 8 40/

4 8 41/

4 8 42/

100. How far away from your home Is the closest place you know of to gel treat-
ment (whi;ther or not you tried going there)?

otk

Within 1.1 43/9
One mile to less than 10
(less than 1 hour) 2

wr 10 miles to less than 100 3

100 miles or more .......... 4
Don't know 5

IF USED NO NARCOTICS. IN OR SINCE .VIETNAM. SKIP TO 0 108

IF RECEIVED NO TREATMENT (SEE 0 91) SKIP TO 0 106

_ _ _

101 OMITTED

102 VVere you put on MP thadolle ,11,101tenance in (the program/any of the programs)
you have

If YES

Yes (ASK A & B) 1 44/
No (GO TO 0 103) 2

A (IF HAS BEEN ON MORE THAN ONE PROGRAM) Which program?
CODE AS MANY AS APPLY

S40-103 0 - 74 - 10
C-39
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V.A.
Other In-Patient hospital .

Other Clinic

1

2

3

45/
46/
47/

Private M.D. 4 48/
Other (SPECIFY) 5 49/

B. Are you on methadone now? ,

Yes 1 50/
No 2

103. Are you still going to (any at) the program(s)?

Yes 1 51/
No 2

104. Since you've been back, how long (were you/have you been) in any drug pro-
grams, altogethei)

Less than 24 hours 01 52-53/
tq less than 72 hours (3 days) 02

3 days to less than 1 week 03
1 week to less than 2
2 weeks to less than 4 05
4 weeks to less than 8 06
2 months to less than 5 07
5 months to less than 9 08

.. 9 months or more 09

105. Are you completely satisfied with the 'help yoti have had, or would. you like
something different?

Completely satisfied (GO TO 0 106) 1 54/
Something different (ASK A) . . 2

A. IF SOMETHING DIFFERENT: Different in what way? RECORD VERBA-
, TJM

106 Are you interested in any (further) servecause of d g use, at present?

Yes (ASK A & B) 1 55/
No (GO TO 0 1071 2
Undecided (ASK A & 3

IF YES OR UNDECIDED.

What make% you, feel that you (rnay) need services now? RECORD VERBATIM.

1 4 3
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B. What type of help do you think you might want !at& RECORD VERBATIM.
4

107. A. How are'you doing now are you using any narcotic drugs (other than pre.scription
methadone)?

Yes 01

Less than 1 month 02
1 month to less than 3 03
3 months to less than 6 04

56-57/

IF NO, ASK: How long:has it emonths fo less than 9 05
been since you've used any nar-9 months to less than 1 year0., 06
cotics? 1 jear to less than 2 years 07

2 years or more 0%

No, time period not specified 09

B. Are you having any problems that you think might be due to having used drugs?

-Yes (ASK 1 I ) , 1 58/
No (GO TO O 108) 2

(11 IF YES TO B: What kin.ds of problems? RECORD VERBATIM.

IF IN SERVICE NOW, SKIP TO 0 120.

IF DISCHARGED, ASK 0 108.

108 Now I'd like to ask you about jobs since you have been out of the Service. I'm going to
ask some questions used by the Census_ We're using their questions to find out if veterans
dre hdvinia,more or less trouble finding jobs than other men the same dye who have been
a4ed thesquestions. First .. .

Did you do dny work i)t all last week, not counting Work around the house? (NUPE IF
FARM OR BUSINESS OPERATOR, ASK AliOUT UNPAID WORK.)

Yes, (ASK A) .

No (GO TOO 109)

A IF YES: How many hours did you work last week at all jobs

HOURS WORKED:

59/

60 61,

[IF 1-48 HOURS, ASK B
IF 49DR MORE, SKIP TO 0 112
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B. IF WORKED 1-48 HOURS: Did you lose any time or take any time off last week
for any reason, such as illness, holiday or slack work?

Yes (ASK DI)
No

(11 /F YES TO 8: How many hours did you take Off?

62/

NUMBER OF HOURS- 63-64/

(PROBE: Did you count that time off when you told me you wtsed
(ANSWER TO AI hours? IF TIME OFF WAS INCLUDED, GO BACK
AND CORRECT A. ANSWER TO -A:" SHOULD-INCLUDE ONLY
HOURS ACTUALLY WORKED.)

IF HOURS IN "A" PLUS -BM LESS THAN 35 HOURS OR
TEMPORARY JOB, GO TO 0 110; OTHERS SKIP TO Q 112

109. Did you havf a job or business from which you were temporarily absent or on layoff last
week?

/F YES, A,SK.- Why were you absent
from work last week?

A. How many weeks ago were you laid off?

No (GO TO Q 110) 01 65-6./

Own illness (ASK A)
On vacation (ASK A) 03
Bad weather (A.)( A) as
Labor dispute (ASK A) 05
New job to begin with 30 days
(SKIP TO Q 112) 06
Temporary layoff (under 30 days).
(ASK A) 07
Indefinite layoff (30 days or more or

no definiti recall date) (ASK A) . . 08
Other (SPECIFY (GO TO Q 110) . 09

weeks 67-68/

GO ON TO Q 110

110. Have you been looking for work during the past 4 weeks?
J'

Yes (ASK A-D) 1 69/
No (SKIP TOO 111) 2

IF YES

A. What have you been doing in the last 4 weeks to find work? CODE ALL
METHODS USED. DO NOT READ LIST,
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II Checked with Public employment agency 1 70/
Private employment agency 2 71/
Employer directly 3 72/
Friends or relatives 4 73/

Placed or answered ads 5 74/
Other (SPECIFY, e.g., MDTA. Union, or professional
registration, etc.) 6 75/
Nothing (SKIP TO C1 111) 7 '..- 76/

-..

BEGIN DECK 07

B. Why did you start looking for work? Was it because you lost or.quit a job at that
time, or was there some other reason?

Lost job 1 12/
Quit job 2
Left school 3

IIP 4 Wanted temporary work 4

Other (SPECIFY) 5

C. (1) How many weeks have you been looking for work? ,
13114/

(2) How many weeks ago did you start looking for work? 15.16/

D. Is there any reason why you could not take a job last week?

IF YES, ASK: For what reason?

No 1 17/

Already hat:a job . . .

Temporary illness
Going to school
Other (SPECIFY)

111. When did you last work at a full-time job or business 35 hOurs a week or more lasting
2 consecutive weeks or more?

.1967 or later (WRITE MONTH
AND YEAR) (GO TO CI 112) 1 18/

(Month) (Year)

Before 1967 (GO TO 0 112) 2

Never worked full time 2 weeks or more
(SKIP TO CI 113) 3
Never worked at all
(SKIP TO CI 113) 4

112. A. What kind of work were you doing (last week/when you last had a full-time job or
business)? (For example, electrical engineer, stock clerk, typist, farmer.)

KIND OF WORK
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B.°. Were'you:

An employee of private company, business, or individual
for wages, salary or commission (ASK [21) 1 19/ ,

A government emPloyee (federal, state, or county) 2

Self-employed in own business, professional practice;or
farm (ASK 111) , 3

Working without pay on family business or farm (ASK [21 y

111 IF SELF-EAOLOYED: Is the business incorporated?

Yes (ASK [21)
No (ASK 1.21) , 2

121 In what kind of business or industry? (For example, TV and radio
manufacturing, retail shoes store, farm)

KIND OF BUSINESS OR INDUSTflY:

20/

IF 'WO"TOQ 11O,ASKQ 113

113. A. What are4 the reasons you are not looking or work: CODE EACH
MENTIONED.

REASON

Believes no work available in line of work or area 1 1 21/.
Couldn't find any work

.
2 22/

Lacks necessary schooling, training, skills or experience 3 23/ i
Employers think too young or too old - ,24/
Other personal handicap in finding job 25/
Can't arrange cild care 6 26/.
Famihr. r,esponsibilities 1 27/
In school or other training 2 28/
III health, physical diSability 3 29/
Other (SPECIFY 4 30/

B.

Don't know ..-,

Do you intend to look for work of any kind in the next 12 months?

5 31/

Yes 1 32/
It depends (SPECIFY) 2

No 3

Don't know 4

ASK IF HAS NOT HAD A FULL-TIME JOB SINCE SERVICE (CHECK 0 111 AND CUE
SHEET)

114. Have you tried to get a full-time job since you've been out of service?

Yes (GO TO CI 115) 1 33/
No (ASK A) 2
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A. IF NO: Was there a special reason you haven't? RECORD VERBATIM, AND
THEN SKIP TO CI 118.

ASK.IF VAS, OR HAD, FULL-TIME jOB OR TRIED TO FIND FULL-TIME JOB:

115. Flow soon after you got out of Service did you start looking for work?

Less than 1 week 1 34/
1 week to less than 1 month 2

1 month to less than 2 3
2 months to less than 4 4
4 months to less than 8 5
8 months to less than 10 6
10 months to less than 12 7
12 months or more 8

ASK ONLY IF HAS WORKED FULL-TIME SINCE SERVICE. IF HAS NOT, GO TO 0 117.

116. A. How lonidid it lake you to find a job after you started looking?

Found one before left Service 01 35-36/
Less than 1 week 02
1 week to less than 1 month 03
T month to less than 2 04 ,
2 months to less t112n 4 05
4 months to less than 8 06
8 months to less than 10 07
10 months to less than 12 08
12 months or more 09

B. So how long was it altogether between leaving Service and starting your first
full.time job?

Less than 1 week 1

1 week to less than 1 month 2

1 month to less than 2 3
2 months to less than 4 4
4 months fo less than 8 5
8 months to less than TO 6
10 months tqless than 12 7
12 mo-nths or more 8

37/

117. Have you been to any employment agency, hospital, or social agency whd tried to help
you find a job?

Yes (ASK A & B) 1 38/
No (GO TO CI 118) 2
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/F YES:

A. Did you go any place where you would have to pay a fee, or part of your wages if
they found you a job, or were they (all) free?

Any fee 1 39/
No fee 2

B. Did any agency III you a job that you took?

No 1 40/

p,ublic employment 2

./F YES, ASK: What kind of agency Social agencfr 3
did? Private agency 4

VA 5
Hoipital 6

ASKFVERYONE (E)(CEPT THOSE STILL IN SERVICE):

118. Did you know of any (other) agencies to which you could have gone for help in finding a
job?

0

Yes (ASK A) 1 41/
No

/F YES: What agencies? RECORD VERBATIM. Prol?e: What kind of place is that
(are they)? Is that (are they) government or private?

119. Did you have a full time job at the time you entered Service?

Yes (ASK A & B) a

No (CODE 1 IN BO) BELOW
AND ASK C)

/F YES.

A. How long had you been working there when you entered the Service?

Less than 1 month 1 42/
1 month to less than 3 months 2
3 months to less than 6 months 3

I.
6 months to less than 9 months 4
9 months to less than 1 year 5
1 year to less than 2 years 6
2 years to less than 3 years 7

3 years or more 8

14S
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B. Did you try to get that job back when you left the Service?

Yes (ASK 111)
No (CODE 2 BELOW)

[1] IF YES TO B. Was the job offereci to you?

DECK 07

6

[al IF YES TO [11: And did you

Yes (ASK [al)
No (CODE 3 BELOW)

take job?

Yes .(CODE 4 BELOW)
No (CODE 5 BELOW)

CODE RESPONSES TO ALL PARTS
OF 0 119 (EkEPT.A)

Not working when entered
Service (ASK C) ° 1 43/ I
Didn t try to get job back 2

Tried, was not oftcered job back 3
Tried, was offered, and took
job back 4

Tried, was offered job, didn't take

C. IF NO TO 0 119: Had you ever had a I

it 5

di time job before Service?

Yes 1 44/
No 2

*.

ASK EVERYONE:

120 How 'Tidily years of schooling have you completed a5 a regular full-time student?

Le,,s than 12 years (ASK A) 1 45/9
12 15 years (GO TO O 121) 2

College degree (GO TO 0 121) 3

A IF LESS THAN 12 YEARS: What was the twin reason you left school then? CODE
ONE.

To earn 'money 1

No interest '2
Couldn't learn 3
Kicked out (expelled or suspended).
(ASK [ 1] 4

Other (SPECIFY) 5

46/
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III[ 'IF KICKED OUT: What did they tell you was the reason? CODE AS
MANY AS APPLY.

Too-much hooky 1 47/
Fighting 2 48/
Drugs 3 49/
Other (SPECIFY) 4 50/

IF IN.SiRVICE, SKIP TO 0 127. IF DISCHARGED, ASK 0 121.

121. Are you enrolled in school at present?

No (GO TO Q 122) 1 51/

IF. YES, ASK: How many tiours a Less than 15 hours (ASK A) 2
week do you go to school' RECORD 15 hours or more (ASK A) 3
VERBATIM AND CODE. Yes, hours unspecified (ASK A) . . . 4

A. IF IN 5CH001: Is the VA paying for your schooling?

Yes 1 52/
No 2

122. Have You apphed for admission to any (other) school since you were discharged?

Yes 1 53/
No 2

No, but plans to (VOLUNTEERED) 3

123.. Has any government or private agency given you advice about further education

Yes (ASK A) 7 1 54/
No 2

A. IF YES: What agencies? RECORD VERBATIM. PROBE: Is that (are they)
government or private'

124. Do ydu know of any (other) agency where you could get help in choosing or applying to
a school'

Yes (ASK A) 1 55/
No - 2

A. IF YES: What agencies? RECORD VERBATIM. PROBE: Who runs it (them) is
that (are they) government or private?

1"

1 51
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125. A. As far as you can tell now, how much more education or training do you plan to
comPlete, altogether? RECORD VERBATIM AND CODE.

No more (SKIP TO 0 127)
High School
College (BA)
Masters degree
Ph.D., M.D., or other doctorate
Vocational
Other (SPECIF Y)
Don't know yet

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

56/

B. . IF NOT IN SCHOOL NOW (C) 121): When do you plan to start?

Within three months
Three to less than 6 months
6 months to less than 1 year
More than 1 year from now ... 4
No definite plans .. 5

57/

126. Do you feel thaL you would like to have any help in planning.further education?

Yes 1 58/
No 2

ASK EVERYONE:

127 Of course, you know the VA is supposed to help men who are discharged from Service. I
wonder which of the benefits they offer you have heard about. Would you name the ones
you can think oP RECORD VERpATIM AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1!?., Tuition 1 59/
Subsistence while in school 2 60/

4' Medical care 3 61/
Dental care 4 62/
Insurance 5 63/
Vocational advice 6 64/
Other 7 65/

BEGIN DECK 08

128. What other benefits do you think the VA ought to give Vietnam veterans that they don't
give now' RECORD VERBATIM AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY

Guaranteed lob 1 10/
° .... Loans for housing 2 11/

Loans for car 3 . 12/
Other (SPECIFY) 4 13/
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st1

129. Have you ever been married, or lived as married?

it

IF YES, ASK: How many times alto-
gether?

No (SKIP TO 0 135-A) 1 14/9

Once 2
Twice 3
Three or more times 4
Married, number not specified 5

130. At the time you went to Vietnam, (last), what was yotir marital status were you still a
Oachelor, were you married and living with your wife, were you divorced or separattif or.
what?

1f,

(IF "SEPARATED- ASK: Would you have been living together if you did not have to be
in camp? IF YES, CODE "2-)

Single (ASK A) 1 15/
Married and together (GO TO 0 131) 2
Divorced or separated 3
Widowed 4

IF SINGLE, OR MARRIED MORE THAN ONCE AND WIDOWED, SEPARATED, OR
DIVORCED, ASK A:

A. Did you get married (again) during your Vietnam assignment;

Yes (GO TOO 131) 1 16/
No (SKIP TO CI 135) . . 2

131. Are you still Tried to and living with the woman (you were married to you left
for Vietnam/you married while in Vietnam)?

Yes (SKIP TO 136). 1 .6 17/
No (GO TO Ct 132) 2

132 When did that marriage break up while you were still in Vietnam, or after you got
bac k

In Vietnam 01 18-19/

Less than 1 week

fter you got back id you eparat?
IF AF TER GOT BACK How Ion

4 on tthso less than
8 months to ls than 10

2 months to less than 4

10 months to less than 12
12 months Or more

1 month to less than 2 04

09

06
es

08
07

05
a s e rn

03
02

1 week to less than 1 month

After back; period not specified.l. 10
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.133. IF USED DRUGS IN VIETNAM OR SINCE, ASK:

Did your using drugs have anything to do with the breakup?

Yes a

No

134. Dtd your drinking have anything to do with the breakup?

Yes

. No

CODE RESPONSES TO Q'S 133 AND 1(34

Drugs, yes 1

Drinking, yes 2
Both 3
Neither 4

135. Are you married or living with a girl friend now?

Yes 1

No girl friend 3friend?
A. IF NO: Are you going with a girl { Going with girl 2

fASK EVERYONE:

136 A.
Since you've been back from
Vietnam, have you been

associating with friends about
as much as you used to
before you went to Vietnam,
more, or less? CODE
BELOW.

B.

I F UNMARRIED, BOTH
NOW AND JUST BEFORE
VIETNAM, ASK B: Have you
been seeing girl friends as
much as before you went to
V ietnam, more, or less?

CODE BELOW.

About the same ' 1

More now 2

Less now 3

22/9 1 23/
2

3

21/

137 gre most of the people you spend time with since you're back friends you had before
Vietnam, Vietnam vererans.'or other people you met since you gotsitack (other than
relatives)?

154
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Friends from before (GO TO 0 138) 1 24/9
Vietnam Veterans (ASK A) 2
People met since back (ASK A) . . . 3
Both friends from before and Vietnam
Vets (GO TO 0 138) 4
All three (GO TO 0 138) 5

A. Do any of your friends from before you went to Vietnam live here in town?

Yes 1 25/
No 2

138. Since you've been to Vietnam, are you more Willing or less willing to go around with
people who smoke marijuana regularly, than you were beforp you went? '

More now 1

Less now (ASK A) 2
No change, still won't 3
No change, still will 4
Doesn t care, one way or the other . 5
Never thought about it 6

26/9

A. IF LESS NOW: Why is that? RECORD VERBATIM.

139. What proportion of the people ydb, asSociate with now- smoke maricuana? PROBE BY
READING CATEGORIES.

Almost all (85:10090 1

More thanthalf (60-84%) 2
About half (40-5990 3
Less than half (16-39%)
Very few (1-15%) 5
None 6

4V

-

27/9

140. Since you've been to Vietnam, are you more willing or less willing to go around with
people who use narcotics than before you went?

More now 1

LpSs now (ASK A) 2
-; :No change, still won't 3

No change, still win 4

Doesn't care, one way or the other 5

IF LESS NOW Why Is that? RECORD VERBATIM._

155
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14. Among the people you associate wiih now, what proportion use heroin or opium, or one
of the other narcotics? PROBE BY READING CATEGORIES.

Almost all (85-100%) 1 .29/9
More than half (80.84%) 2
About half (40-59%) 3
Lesi than half (1639%) 4
Very few (115%) 5
None , 6

Now I'd like tc; ask you some questions about drinking.

142. How old were you the first time you ever got drunk?

Never drank at all (SKIP TO 0 161) 1 30/9
Drank, but never got drunk
(SKIP TO CI 144) 2
Before 15 3
15 18 4
19 or older 5

. Don't know 6
'I.**

143. ,J,n, the year before you oehtfintapService, hloW often did you used to drink enough to get
dfiebk? ..

, 4 '--- .-.
.1

"a".

r..

1 '
, ,

Eker . , ;. . It 1 31/
eSs than 12 times a year 2

One to three, times a mOnth 3
Once 'a +Ala Or mqre 4

.. . - ,7144. Let4 call a fairly" regulOrdr.inker: someorr who drinks at leasr a six-pack of beer, or a
! tiottle of tahine, or seven dHnks of tiguor at leagt octivening a Week. In the year before. ,,,Ir-. . . .,

you went' into Service, V you drink.tta'at much (at leist pareof that year)?

# 'JX-,---)' et ,
. f. i,?.

:- , Yes (GO TO 0 148) 1 32/_

I\ 3
d':.

.
. . ,; t. . No, les*SKIP10-0 146) 2

. . tz t.,,,. No, didn't drink (SKIP TO 0 146)
i -:::',,Ir .

IF ER US(1141:Ify.ILIICIT DRUG,' ItycLUD7NG- MARIJUANA, ASK 0 145. OTHERS
..,

%,. , KIR. Tb 0)4W. L. .. .. , -0., .,.

:(1-,. .T-. --)' 1 .

q.19Perh you drinking as mu thtbefoWyou first trieerany drug :- like marijuana 0 r
.,

.

.. .

.
whatever y fill

9 4, ne e. . .' :.. ,. tried first
- - i','

.. , ,

;t' - . ..

, , .Yes:drank that much before drugs 1 33/
I Drank fiest, but Rot that much 2

.01 . ,/
i.7' 4. Dnigs beforedrinking so much 3. '16

.1

most drinkin§ 7 ,in the Servite or befo-FtlService (or after Service)?
t' '''' -

le Setvice.
f

1 p

. 1 34/ .

3ilt Beim Service 2
fter Service 3

. -i- ''." , . C-53 -'' /
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DECK 08

147. Did you drink more in Vietnam or before Vietnam (or since returning from Vietnam)?

In Vietnam 1 35/
Before Vietnam 2

Since rjemnam 3

148. In Vietnam, how often did you drink? USE CATEGORIES AS_PROBE AS NECESSARY.

Never (SKIP TO Q 150) 1 36/
Less than once a month (GO TO Q 149) 2

Less than once a week (GO TO 0 149) 3
More than once atveek (GO TO 0 149) 4
Almost every day (GO TO CI 149) . . 5

In Vietnam, how many times did you drink enough to get drunk?

Never 0 1

Less than 10 times 2
10 or more tittles (ASK A) 3

A. IF 10 OR MORE TIMES: Did you average about once a week, more than that, or
less than that?

37/

Once a week 1. 38/
More often 2
Less'often 3

150. Have you been drunk in the last two months?

No 39/

Once or twice
Three to six times 3

More than that (more than twice a week ) 5
Yes, frequency not gjecified 6

IF YES, ASK., How often? Seven to fifteen times 4

151. Remember, we are calling a fairly regular drinker someone who drinks at Jeast a six-pack
of- beer, or a bottle of wine, or seven drinks of liquor at least one evening a week. Since
you've been back from Vietnam, has there been a time when you have been drinking that
much'

No (SKIP TO Q 152) 01 40-41/

Less than 1 week (SEE A) 02
1 week to less than 1 month
(SEE A) 03

IF YES, ASK: How soon after you got 1 month to less than 2 (SEE A) . . 04
back from Vietnam did you -Mart 2 diOnths to less than 4 (SEE A) . . . 05
drinking that much? 4 months to less than 8 (SEE A) . . . -06

8 months to less than 10, (SEE A) . . 07
10 months to less than 12 (SEE A) 08
12 monthsor more (SEE A) 09

-Yes, period not specified (SEE A) . 10
tek
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A. CHECK CUE SHEET. ASK'fF MORE THAN ONE AIDNTH BETWEEN RETURN
AND DISCHARGE

Have you been drinking that much some of the time since you left the,Service?

Yes
No

0

1

2

42/

152. Have you ever been a morning drinker?

Yes (ASK A-E) 1 43/
No (GO TO 153) 2

ASK AND CODE FOR EACH.

YES NO

IF YES: A. Did you drink in the morning before
you entered the Service?

1 2 44/
B. In Service, before you went to Vietnam? -,., 4 45/
C. In Vietnam? 5 6 46/
D. In Service, after Vietnam? .....

1 2 47/
E. After Service! 4 48/

153. Have you ever gone on binges or benders, where you kept drinking for several days
without sobering up?

Yes (ASK AE)
No (GO TO 154)

1

2
49/

ASK AND CODE FOR EACH
YES NO

IF YES: A. When WdS that before Service? 2 50/
BO In Service, before Vietnam? 4 51/
C. In Vietnam?. 5 6
D. In Service, after Vwtnarn? 2 53/
E. After Service? 3 4 54/

154. Did you ever think you wereslrinking too much so that you thought you shoOld'cut
down or ?Rut drinking?

Yes (ASK A-E) 1 55/
No (SEE INSTRUCTION BOX,,
BELOW) 2

ASK AND CODE FOR EACH YES NO

IF YES: A When was that before Service?
1 2 56/

B. In Service, before Vietnam? 3 4 57/.
C. In Vietnam? 5 6 58/
D In Seryice, after Vietnam? % 1 2 59/
E. Af ter Service? 3 4 . 60/

Mil -993 - 74 - I I
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IF NO PROBLEMS (NO TO CI'S 152-154),,AND WAS NEVER A
REGULAR DRINKER (NO TO CI'S 144 AND 1§1)

OTHERS, GO MO 156.

SKIP TO 0. 160.

155. 'OMITTED.

BEGIN DECK 09

Let, me ask you about some (other) problems people sometimes have from drinking alcohol.

156. Have you ever been treated or hospitalized for a drinking problem?

Yes (Ask A-E) 1 07/
No (GO TO Q 157) 2

ASK AND CODE FOR EACH. YES NO

g
IF YES: A. When was that before Service? 1 1 08/

B. In Service, before Vietnam? 3 4 09/
C. In Vietnam? 5 6 10/ :

D. In Service, after Vietnam? 1 2 11/
E. After Service? 3 4 12/

157. When drinking, have you ever had trouble with your memory, where you can't remember
the next day things you did while drinking:

i'es (ASK A -E)
No (GO TO CI 158)

0
1

2
1,13/

ASK AND CODE FOR EACH; YES NO

IF YES: A. When was that before Service? 4 1 2 , 14/
B. In Service, before Vietnam? 3 4 15/
C. In Vietnam? 5 6 16/'
D. In Service, after Vietnam? 1 2 17/
E. After Service? 3 4 .

-

158. Have you ever had an accident because of drinking?

Yes (ASK A-E) 1 19/
No (GO TO CI 159) 2

ASK AND CODE FOR EACH. YES NO

IF YES: A.. 'When was that before Service? 1 2 20/
B. In Service, before Vietnam? 3 4 21/

%
C.

D.

In Vietnam?
In Service, after Vietnam?

5

1

6
2

22/
23/

E. After Service? 3 4 24/

159
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159. A. Did drinking ever get you into trouble at school or on the job, before Service?

B. How about after Service?

Yes 1 25/

No 2

Yes
No

26/

160. IF EVER USED ANY DRU.0, INCLUDING MARIJUANA, ASK:

Which has caused you the most trouble alcohol or drugs, if either did? CODE ONE.

IF DRUGS, ASK: Which drug?

No trouble from either (GO TOO 161) 1 27/

Alcohol (GO TOO 161) 2

Heroin 3

Marijuana 4
Other (SPECIFY) 5-

ASK EVERYONE:

161. Since you've been back from Vietnam, have you been arrested at all?

Yes (ASK A.C) a

Yes, Traffic only (ASK A-C)
No (CODE 1 BELOW)

IF .YES:

A. (ASK FOR EACH ARREST:) What lwas/were) the specific charge(s)? RECORD
VERBATIM.

B. Did drinking lead to (this/any of these) arrest(s) either directly or indirectly?

411

Yes
No

(ASK IF USED ANY DRUGS SINCE RETURN): Did using drugs lead to (this/any
of these) arrest(s) either directly or indirectly?

Yes (CODE BELOW)
No (CODE BELOW)

160
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CODE ALL PARTS OF Q 161'; CODE ONE ONLY:

No arrests 1 .28/9
Drinking lead to arrest(s) 2

Drugs lead to arrest(s) 3

Both drinking and drugs 4

Kleither drinking or drugs 5

162. While in the Service, did you have any disciplinary action, or get busted, or get put in the
stockade?

IF YES, ASK: Did that happen before
you went to Vietnam, in Vietnam,
dfter you got back, or during more
than one of these times?

IF BEFORE,VIETNAM.-

Did drinking lead to any of that
indirectly?

No (GO TO Q 163) 01 29-30/99

-
Befort Vietnam only (ASIZIFA-C) . 02
In Vietnam only (ASK D-F) 03
After Vietnam only (ASK G-I) ... 04
Before and in (ASK A-C, D-F) . . . 05
Before and after (ASK A-C,

06
!nand after (ASK D-F, 07
All; before, in, and after
(ASK A-I) 08
Yes, not specified when
(GO TO Q 163)

(
trouble before you, were in Vietnam even

Yes

No
a

b

B. (ASK IF USED ANY DRUGS BEFORE VIETAAM): Did using drugs (including
marijuana) lead to any of that trouble before Vietnam, even indirectly?

Yes

No

C. Did you have any disciplinary action that was not related to either drugs or alcohol,
before Vietnam?

Yes (CODE BELOW)
No (CODE BELOW)

CODE RESPONSES TO A, B AND C; BEFORE VIETNAM:

Drinking led to all trouble
Drugs led to all trouble 2

Both drinking and drugs led toa// trouble 3
Neither drinking or drugs (other only) 4

Drinking and other . 5

Drugs and other 6

Drinking, drugs, and other 7

31/
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IF IN VIETNAM:

D. Did drinking lead to any of that trouble while you were in Vietnam even

indirectly?
1

YeS a

No

°

E. (ASK IF USED ANY DRUGS IN VIETNAM): Did using drugs (including
marijuana) lead to any of that trouble in Vietnam, even indirectly?

Yes
No

F. Did you have any disciplinary action that was not related to either drugs or alcohol,
in Vietnam?

IF AFTER VIETNAM:

Yes (CODE BELOW)
No (CODL BELOW)

CODE RESPONSES TO D, E AND F; IN VIETNAM:

Drinking led to all trouble 1

Drugs led to all 0410 2

Both drinking and drugs led to all
trouble' 3.

Neither drinking or drugs (other only) 4

Drinking and other 5

Drugs and other 6

Drinking, drugs, and other 7

.
,

G. Did di inking lead to any.of .that 'trouble after you got tick from Vietnam even

indirec1IN

Yes a

No b

H. (ASK IF USED ANY DRUGS SINCE RETURN): Did, using drugs (including
marijuana) lead to any.of that trouble after Vietnam; even indirectly?

Yes c

No

Did you have any disciplinary action that Was not related to either drugs or alc8hol,
after Vietnam?

Yes (CODE' BELOW)
No (CODE BELOW)

162
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V.

CODE RESPOgISES TO G, H, AND I; AFTER-VIETNAM:

Drinking led to all trouble 1

Drugs led to all trouble 2
Both drinking and drugs led to a//
trouble 3
Neither drinking or drugs (other only) 4
Drinking and other , 5
Drugs and other 6
Drinking, drugs, and other

33/

163. Were you ever arrested, or sent to juvenile court, before you went into the Service?

IF YES. ASK: How many times were
you arrested altogether before Service,

. either as a juvenile or as an adult?

IF YES.-

No (GO TO Q 164) 1 34/9

One or two times (ASK A-B) . . . ... 2

Three or four times (ASK A-13) ..
Five or more times (ASK A-B)
Arrested, number not specified
(ASK A-B) -.. 5

3

A. Did drinking ever lead to your arrest(s) before Service, even indirectly?

Yes 1

No 2

Did your police trouble have anything to do wayour entering Service?

Yes
No

1

2

35/

36/

164. Have you been in any fights since you got back from Vietnam?

IF YES, ASK: How many.times?

No 1 37/9

One 2
Two 3
Three or more 4
Fights, number not specified 5

165. Did you get into fights pretty often before you went into Service?

IF NO, ASK: Did you occasionally?

Yes, often

Occasionally 2
Once or twice 3-
Never, or not si age 16 4-

C.60 163
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166. Have you had any period of several weeks of feeling depressed, blue, or down in the
durnps since you've been back?

IF YES, Ask: How soon after you got
back did you begin feeling that way;
or were 'you already feeling depressed
when you landeir

A. IF ANY PERIOD:

No (GO TO 0 167)

When landed (ASK A)
Less than 1 week (ASK A)
1 Week to less than 1 month (ASK A)
1 month to less than 2 (ASK A) . . .

2 months to less than 4 (ASK A) . .

4 months to less than 8 (ASK A) . .

8 months to less than 10 (ASK A) .

10 months to less than 12 (ASK A)
12 months or more (ASK A)
Yes, time not specified (ASK A)

01..
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

11

39-40/99'

Do you still feel that way, or did those feelings-go away?

[11 IF STILL FEELS THAT WAY:
way? CODE BELOW.

Still feel that way (constantly or
sporadically (ASK 111) 1

Went away (ASK [21). 2

you been feeling thatFor, how long have

121 IF FEELING WENT AWA Y: Over how long a time did those feelings last (the
longest time)? CODE 13LOW.

41/

Less than 1 week
1 week to less than 1 month
1 month to less than 2
2 months.to less than 4
4 months to less than 8

8 months to less than 10
10 months to less than 12
12 months or more

1

2 ,

3

4
5

6

7

8

42/

167.- A. Since you've been back, have you had trouble sleeping,

YES NO

over a period of several weeks? 1 2 43/9
Since you've been back, has there been a long enough
period when you didn't feel hungry, so that you lost
weight (more than 8 lbs.)? 1 2 44/9

C.

D.

Have you for several weeks felt tired for no reason,
or not able to get going when you wanted to do something?
Since you've been back, have you been thinking about.clying,
or about harming yourself?

1

1

2

2

45/9

45/9
E. Have yOu been worried about losing your mind? 1 2 47/9
F. Have you had any crying spells? 1

2, 48/9

164
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IF IN SERVICE, SKIP ro 0 769

168 Sol( you have been out of Service, have you seen a doctor about your nerves or Seeling
blue?

IF YES

A Were you in 1 hospital'

Yes (ASK A C)
No (GO TO 0 169)

Yes

One 2

IF NO, ASK How many doctor visits
S .

Two to four ........ . 3
(Ird you havri/ Five or more 4

k Not hosp., no visits riot specified . . 5

Was Ihdt 0..."'Il' they/ at a VA lacilib,, some other clinic or hospital, or to a private

ilkdoctor CODE AS MANY AS APPLY

VA facility
Clinic
Hospital
Private Ktor .

Oth (SPECIFY)

49/

50/

1 51/
2 52/
3 53/

J. 4 54/
5 55/

.itit f Sovir r (1,i) vni first 'ow a doctor abomit this kiriti of
orrloem

Less than (Inc
One week to ley, than one rnonth
One month to than 2
T,..vo months to less than 4
F,Hir month., to !Pi, than 8
Fight 111()(1015 If'V, thabi 10
Ten month,, to ley, than 12
Teo.h.r. Or inure

ASK EVERYONE

loo , 11141 yr H ,1 (im tur tin or ohtenv.,

:F
H;

4 ^
0 1701

'1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

01 57 58 99

Be'tor etnarn only (SKIP TO 0 111) 02d
11 Vietnam &fly (SKIP TO 0 (71) 03

.1Sh' Ara', t.,a! Oct ow After Vietnam only (ASK A) 04
tr) V,04' Before and in (SKIP TO 0 171) 05
iH.1 (e Bofore dor/ after (ASK A) 06

tit ttl(1,,,t (nand after (ASK A) 07
All, before, 1.i, and af ter
(ASK A) 08
Yes, riot specified when
(SKIP TO ID 171) 09

165



A. IF AFTER VIETNAM, When you saw the doctor for this problem (after you left
Vietnam), wen. you in a hospital?

DECK 09,

Yes 1 59/

One 2
IF NO, ASK: How many doctor visits Two to four 3
did you have (after Vietnam)? A Five or more 4

Not hosp.; no. visits not sPecif fed . 5

170. ASK IF DID NOT SEE DOCTOR IN SERVICE, FOR NERVOUS PROBLEMS: Did you
have any nervous problems while you were in Service for which you thought you ought
tu see a doctor, but didn't 7

No 01 60-61/

Before Vietnam only 02
In Vietnam only r 03

IF YES...-4SK: When was that before After Vietnam only 04
Vietnam, in Vietnam, after Vietnam, Before and in 05
or during more than one of those Before and after 06
times? :I In and after 07

Alt; before, in, and after 08
Yes, not specified when 09

ASK EVERYONE

I.

171 Before you went into Service, had you ever seen a doctor for nervous problems?

Ves
No 2

37,

62/9

172 Finally, I have a few questions about your childhood. Did you live with both your real
parents all the time until you were 16?

IF NO, ASK Who was absent your
father or your mother, or both of
them?

IF EITHER PARENT GONE

Yes (GO TO 0 173) 1 63/9

Father gone (ASK A & B) 2
Mother gone (ASK A & B) 3
Both gone (ASK A & B) 4

A What happened did (he/she) leave, or die, or go to a hospital, or what 7 RECORD
VERBATIM AND CODE ONE

Separated
.31Peoth

Hospital
Separat th

.Separat saital
Death alif spit&
Separated cleith. and hospital
othe (SP

166
C-63
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Did you have a step parent (parents), or did anyone else act as a parent to you?

Yes 1 65/
No 2

173. What did the person who supported you do for a living when you werearound 14 or 15?
FATHER (OR FATHER-SUBSTITUTEI WORKING, GET 'HIS OCCUPATION.

OTHERWISE, ASK FOR ". . . the main earner in your family.") (PROBE, IF -

'NECESSARY: What was (his/her ) job called? What were some of Ihis/her main duties?.)

9

OCCUPATION:

B. What kind of business was that? (What did they make or do?)

INDUSTRY:

BEGIN DECK ler
174. Did either or both of your (real) parents have a drinkingproblem when you were growing

up? (Which?)

Neither 01 10-11/99
Real father only 02
Real mother only 03
Both real parents 04
Mother no, DK father 05
Mother yes, OK father 06.4
Father no;DK mother 07
Father yes, DK mother t 08
DK either 09

A. IF HAD PARENT SUBSTITUTE(S) ASK: How about the parson (s) who took care
of you after your (mother/father) was gone did (he/slit/they) have a drinking
problem?

Yes, one or Oath
No, neither

1

2
12/

175 Were either or both of your (real) parents on drugs when you were growing up? (Which?)

*Neither 01
Real father only 02
Real mother only 03
Both real parents 04
Mother no, DK father 05
Mother yes, DK father 06
Father no, DK mother 07
Father yes, DK mother 08
DK either 09

13-14/99

A IF HAD PARENT SUBSTITUTEISI ASK: How about the person(s) who took care
of you after your (mother/father) was gone did (he/she/they) use drugs?

Yes, one or both 4 1 15/
No, neither 2

C-64
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176. Did either af your (real) parents have an arrest ri4? (Which?)

Citither 01 16-17/99
Beal father only 02
Real mother only 03
Both real parents 04
Mother no, DK father 05
Mother yes, DK father 06
Father no, OK mother 07
Father yes, DK mother 08
DK either 09

A. fE HAD PARENT SUBSTITUTE(S) ASK:. How about the person ) who took care
of you after your (mother/father) was gone did (he/sheiftti have an arrest

-e
record?

.4

Yes,pnfe Gm- both 1 18/
No, nentfhe 2

177. Did either of Stem have any nervous illness or breakdown, or mental troubles, for which
they saw a doctor or went into a hospital (Which?)

Neither
Real father only
Real mother only
Both real parents
Mother no, OK father
Mother yes, DK father . .

Father no, DK mother
Father yes, DK mother
DK either

01

02
03
04
05
06
07

08
09

19-20/99

A IF .HAD PARENT SUBSTITUTE(S) ASK: How about the person(%) who took care
of you atter your (mother/father) was gone did (he/she/they) have any nervourr
illness or breakdown, or mental troubles for which they saw a doctor or went into a
hospital?

Yes, one or troth 1 21/
No, neither 2

t 178 Where did you live most of the time when you were in your teen%) RECORD PLACE

(City or Town)

IF LARGE CITY. ASK MI% that in
the city 'twit or in a MlblIrl)7

III city itwlf
Suburb

IF NOT LARGE CITY, ASK Was that .L.Rur al (country)
u not I the country, %M nail tow , a Small town

,anall city, or the --,uborb of a large (

city Suburb of a large city

168
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179. Did You ever get held back a grade in school? ;4..-
. IL''' ..1.Never 1

Once 2

?34''
) .

IF EVER, ASK: How many times? Twice 3I Three or more 4

I'
180 Did you attend school regularly or did you stay a from school a lot?,

IP
li Regularly 4

Stayed away a lot 2
Stayed away a lot in last year
only (VOLUNTEERED) 3
Other (SPECtf Y) 4

24/9

181. With which draft board were you registered when you entared Service? Do you remember
the number? Can you tell me the location?

LOCAL DRAFT BOARD NUMBER:

LOCATION
(Street) (City/Town) (State)

Don'eremember numl:;er or locaeion (ASK A) a
Had none /entitled before age 18) (ASK A) ..b

A IF DON'T KNOW OR ENTERED BEFORE AGE 18: Where did you live at the
time you entered Service)

(City or Town) (State)

182 ASK ONLY IF U$ED ANY DRUGS (INCLUDING MARIJUANA) IN VIETNAM:
:

Thinking back Over your experience with drugs in Vietne do you thiel< it has done you
any harm?

Yes 1 25/
No 2

ASK EVERYONE

183 What about the future do you think you'll be using narcotics?

Yes (ASK A) 1 26/9
No (GO TO CI 184) 2
Don't know (ASK A) 3

1 6 5

C-66
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I ti "

. .
r 11 t .4- Yes' I

K)Vallt Dp.kbusthirTit ou'll Advt.-problems with them (if you

..''.. ..
.. ;\ ...... ', No 2

( -oki.."-A '
-1'4 )Don't know 32. .

I. * ''''''' Ili

OcjyoU think., using o er A;5IS witt.ilone yoU any problems in the future, or won't you use any?
, .. .

it

.4
t tai

': Won't use any (GO TO CI 185) . 1
''': .. , .....

28/9
.1

. L' ,, " 'Yes, problems (ASK A) 2
No, no problem (ASK A) 3

, ,,,c . ..3

Don't know (ASK A) 4.1 . ,

A. What craytm thinli, Yo6're likely to use?-

DECK 10

1 27/

CLOSE YOUR BOOK.

Marijuana only 1 29/
Uppers only 2
Downers only 3
Marijuana + uppers 4
Marijuana + downers 5
Uppers downers 6
All three 7

Other (SPECIFY)

. .

185. Those are all the questions. Now there is one more thing. We need a urine sample. The
!;arriple will be sent to Canada for analysis (SHOW ADDRESSED CONTAINER), and
your name will not be on it, so it will not be on the report. That way, we can estimate
how many positive lames there are.among all Vietnam veterans, without knowing tor any
indtvidlial whether his urine is positive or riot

Gave urine sample (ASK A) 1 30/9
Refused (ASK A) 2

Do you think it (will/would) likely be positive?

Ye's (ASK B) 6

4 No

B IF YES TO A. With what (SPECIFY DRUG I

. I 31/9
2

186 Filially, may I have your Social Security numbeei (The ;lumber will be checked against
our office records only to make stir e I have interviewed the right,person it will not go
with your interview lor your urine sampleli

RECORD NUMBER IN UPPER RIGHT CORNER OF FACE SHEET. DO NOT ENTER
NUMBER ANYWHERE ON QUESTIONNAIRE, IF REFUSED, OR DON'T KNOW,
NOTE THIS .ON FACE SHEET ONLY.

Alor 1 7-0
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TIME AM
ENDED: PM

187. Are there any questions you would like' to ask me? (SUMMARIZE BRIEFLY, AFTER
LEAVING R.)

INTERVIEWER REMARKS

A. Length of Interview: DESCRIBE THE RESPONDENT:

32-34/999 G. Weight:

. Date of Interview: Emaciated 1 42/9
Thin 2

Average 3
\.(Month) 111a0 Obese 4

.35-36/99 37-38199
H. Honesty of response:

C. Interviewer's Signature:
High 1 43/9
Medium 2

Low 3
D. City of Interview:

I. Understanding of questions:
...

(City/Town) (State) High 44/9
\ Medium 2

E. Place of Interview: Low 3

39.40/99 J. Ability to articulate answers:

R's home 01 High 1 45/9
Of fice space NORC or Medium 2
borrowed/rented 02 Low 3

Interviewir's hotel lobby 03
Car 04

0
Cooperativeness:

Bar or restaurant 05
earcotic.treatment facility 06 Cooperative 1 4619
gospital 07 Suspicious 2
Jail 08 Hostile 3
Other (SPECIFY) 09 Uncommunicative ..... 4

1. '7 1
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Privacy?

Yes 1 41/9
No 2

Most of the time 3
Drunkenness? 1

Drug intoxication? 1

Nervous problem? 1

Withdrawal? 1

M. Ethnic group:

Black 1 51/9
White 2

Oriental
Indian "PI
Spanish 5

Ca tell 6

Yes I No

2 47/9
2 48/9
2 49/9
2 50/9

1. '7
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